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Summary
Description of Creative Work
My practical work is the matrix that supports my critical inquiry into
Australian studio glass. The work presented is an exhibition titled:
Engaging the Glass. The Expanding Object: Narrative, Gesture and
Desire.
There are two installations:
1:Voices in the Glass and 2: Nebulous Landscapes.
1: Voices in the Glass
Visual Form, Narrative and the Expanding Object
In this installation I address the power of narrative to engage the
viewer and connote form. The installation consists of thirty-nine
portraits of a selection of glass artists, glass collectors and gallery
owners (interviewed for my research). These portraits carry narratives:
They are conversations with a community. They are the individual
stories and associated histories revealed through physiognomy,
posture and gesture. They represent an artistic genre. They are
reverse-painted on glass. They are idiosyncratically painted with my
unique gesture. These are narratives that individually and in clusters
come to the fore, mutate and expand in interpretation by the viewer.
By presenting emotive triggers for the viewer these portraits approach
Australian studio glass through multitudinous narratives aesthetic,
subjective, historic and technical.
Portraits presented: George Aslanis, Martin Beaver, Clare
Belfrage, Gabriella Bisetto, Charles Butcher, Maureen Cahill,
Richard Clements, Cobi Cockburn, Deb Cocks, Mark Eliott, Judi
Elliott, Shar Feil-Moorman, Jane Gavan, Anna Grigson, Jeffery
Hamilton, Deb Jones, Gerry King, Peter Kolliner, Warren Langley,
Peter Minson, Klaus Moje, Tom Moore, Karen O’Clery, Wayne
Pearson, Andy Plummer, Deirdre Plummer, Kirstie Rea, Sergio
Redegalli, Paddy Robinson, Michael Scarrone, Brenden Scott French,
Stephen Skillitzi, Emma Varga, Richard Whiteley.
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2: Nebulous Landscapes.
The Material, and Desire as Form
My second body of work attempts to demonstrate the power and
versatility of glass, and explore, through the conjunction of theoretical
frames, ways in which an object can be read. With the power to
suggest form within formlessness glass is open to the constructions of
our desire. This is because, within the glass made art object, the
qualities of transparency and luminosity are reactive to shifting light.
This provides ambiguous and changing multi-layered patterns creating
forms that can trigger the viewer’s imagination by making themselves
available to that viewer’s aesthetic projections. While glass has a
propensity for prettiness (as a shallow formal attraction), the
transcendental quality of light can act upon its ambiguity to involve its
viewer in a continually reforming response (a paradox within the
physical stability of object). This engages the viewer in a dynamic
reading – a synthesis of the viewer’s aesthetic and object resulting in
the process that is the viewer’s developing perception of the glass
object. It is in the dynamic relationship with light that the reading of
glass avails its practitioners of the potential of the figural. The
elements of this process are explained in this thesis. It is the
occurrence of, and the aesthetic response stimulated by this process
that expands the object into an event and delivers the meaning that the
viewer takes from the object. That experience is emotive and ongoing,
being itself open to the adjusting perception of the viewer, as well as
to the perceptions of any future viewer.
Sculptures presented: Only Drowning Men Can See Him and
Drifting
Abstract
In this thesis I identify romanticism as a foundation for my critical
engagement with Australian studio glass practice as contemporary art
practice. I interview members of the Australian studio glassmaking
community to find a consensus to direct this study. The study is then
divided between narratives that surround the studio glass object and
the qualities of glass as a medium for the contemporary artist.
I explore narrative and its power to engage the viewer and connote
form within Australian studio glasswork. I establish a dialogue
between theoretical and material narratives of technical process,
genre, identity and artistic sensibility.
I examine the viewer’s psychological interaction with the physical
character of glass and its processes as both glass and technical process
are subsumed within the expression of concept in the event of
interpretation. I show that glass achieves transcendence both through
the glass object’s conceptual capacity to carry narratives at multiple
levels and through the glass object’s physical ability to transmit light.
I establish that these inherent qualities are utilised by contemporary
art practitioners.
I also present a methodology that utilises the forces inherent in the glassmaking
process to achieve creative originality.
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Introduction
In this thesis I address two questions in relation to my own practice. The first is:
How do we, as makers and/or viewers, engage with Australian studio glass? The second
is: What is it about glass that generates our engagement? As my research based for
those two questions I interview artists, gallery owners and directors, curators, collectors,
and others1 within and around the community of Australian studio glassmakers. I find
currents of consensus, and that consensus directs this study. To place this consensus
within a critical framework I also incorporate a range of writings including those of
Roland Barthes, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Gilles Deleuze, Umberto Eco, Wolfgang
Iser, Jean-Francois Lyotard and Maurice Merleau-Ponty. My research leads me to
Romanticism, which I use to argue a position for studio glass practice in the context of
contemporary art practice.
To develop my argument I divide my thesis into two sections. In the first section
of the thesis I analyse the power of narrative to engage the viewer and connote form
within Australian studio glasswork. To unravel and examine narratives pertinent to
studio glass I look at the significance of labels commonly used to place our work and
practice into context. I then look at Australian studio glass in comparison to the
contemporaneous emergence of conceptual art in Australia to discover any convergence
in their narratives. Seeking an overarching context for studio glass within contemporary
arts practice I then explore the relevance of Romanticism within the historic and
contemporary narratives of Australian studio glass. I then use my painted portraits as
practical evidence of the significance of gesture as I establish a dialogue between
theoretical and material narratives of technical process, genre, identity and artistic
sensibility. I end Section One of this thesis by exploring the relationship between the
glasswork as object and the meaning taken from the multiple narratives that inform
interpretation of a glasswork.
As studio glass practitioners we define our practice through medium by
identifying ourselves strongly with glass. For this reason glass is central to the
contextual positioning of our practice. In the second section of my thesis I examine the
physical and psychological basis for our intellectual and aesthetic engagement with
glass. I identify qualities of glass and its technical processes that extend our aesthetic
experience beyond the tangible glass object both physically and psychologically
Records of interviews are attached as transcriptions in a portable document format (PDF) in the Appendix. These
transcriptions inform my enquiry and they substantially guide the content of my thesis.
1

1

through realising the potential of glass to expand, mutate and transcend object. I show
that glass achieves this transcendence both through the glass object’s conceptual
capacity to carry narratives at multiple levels and through the glass object’s physical
ability to transmit light. I establish that these inherent qualities are utilised by
contemporary art practitioners.
With reference to existing theories including those of Eco and Iser I examine
openness in a glasswork, that is, a glass object’s availability for varied interpretation by
its viewers. I discuss how this openness to interpretation provides the glasswork with
poetic potential for multiple meaning, and how this openness remains over time, and
within diverse contexts. In my analysis of openness I utilise the metaphor of the glass
object as landscape. I make the following proposals: As with landscape, the
receptiveness of a glass object to our imaginative projections provides us with the
means to gain insight into our own psyche. We gain this insight as our perception of the
glass object mutates in a continually evolving feedback loop between the work and
ourselves. This occurs as a series of actions and reactions creating an event shaped and
reshaped by our subjective response within the context of our situation in culture, time
and place. This subjective response is the domain of affective engagement –
romanticism.
I then approach glass with reference to the writings of Deleuze and present a
methodology that utilises the forces inherent in the glassmaking process to achieve
creative originality. Developing this methodology through the process of my glass
casting, I posit an engagement with glass that is relevant to, and compatible with
contemporary art practice. I support this positioning by referring to D. N. Rodowick’s
writings on the figural, arguing that it is through the figural that studio glass can
affectively and deeply engage the maker and the viewer. This engagement occurs
without direct representation, relying instead on the emotional projections with which
the viewer structures form within the formlessness of the glass, thus opening the glass
object as the projection of a viewer’s desire. This process is an exemplar of
Romanticism and through this process the glass object becomes transcendent.

2

SECTION ONE
Chapter 1
Hunting the Narratives
In this chapter I examine the generation of narratives through the interaction of context
and meaning in both the interpretation of a studio glasswork and in the interpretation of
the practice that created that glasswork.
1.1 Giving Practice its Name
I examine ‘craft’ as an implicit label in studio glasswork. I question the validity of focusing on
technical process, material and object to determine our engagement with a glasswork, and I
propose that contemporary art practice can be an outcome derived from these same elements.

Studio Glass Texts
Looking for labels immediately leads me to existing literature in the field of studio
glass. Examining the contents of library shelves exposes a range of approaches to
recording the nature of studio glass. There are numerous books that describe and
demonstrate technical process, however I am concerned with deeper insights into what
we do as practitioners in this field. I start with the broad historical sweep based in the
use of glass as a material that is The Art of Glass. Glass in the collection of the National
Gallery of Victoria by Geoffrey Edwards. This insightful book presents the poetic and
enigmatic nature of our medium and its use as metaphor. Edwards traces the historic
and technical development of the glass object from antiquity to the late twentieth
century.
The technical evolution of world glass from antiquity to the modern is the
theme of The History of Glass by Dan Klein and Ward Lloyd. More specifically Klein
takes a closer look at studio glass in Glass A Contemporary Art. He opens by briefly
covering the growth of the studio glass movement noting borders between craft and art
raised by technique and material seduction. He then proceeds with an international
survey and includes a chapter on Australia and New Zealand that introduces some of the
key personalities in the genesis of Australasian studio glass. Finn Lynggaard provides
an excellent history of the development of the studio glass movement in his book The
Story of Studio Glass, in which Dr Gerry King contributes with a chapter on Australia.
A local historical context is also provided by sections in Dr Grace Cochrane’s book, The
3

Crafts Movement in Australia: A History. Contemporary Glass by Susanne K. Frantz
provides a significant world survey based in the collection of the Corning Museum of
Glass. Frantz provides dazzling illustrations of diverse modernist objects to validate
glass as a medium for artists, although her book is lacking in Australian examples. 25
Years of New Glass Review. The Corning Museum of Glass is a survey by Tina
Oldknow that corrects this oversight with seventeen Australian makers represented. In
this book technique expands the glass object as form and narrative to open up a diverse
aesthetic potential within creative glass. A survey of practitioners can also be seen in
Contemporary International Glass 60 Artists in the V&A by Jennifer Hawkins Opie,
who introduces her topic by advocating glass because of its versatility, she then moves
the emphasis of her introduction from studio glass to glass art. Opie continues over
creative glassmaking innovations in the nineteenth century into American
promulgations of studio glass in the second half of the twentieth century. Touching on
the origins of the art/craft debate she addresses technique in glassmaking and the
potential of technique in individual expression. What follows is a varied survey, which
presents individual artist statements with each artist entry displaying a large image of
one work. These iconic objects are technically refined, modernist works. Artists in
Glass. Late twentieth Century Masters in Glass again by Dan Klein provides another
survey artist-by-artist proving technique can be exquisite, but perhaps also the master of
all. The studio glass movement in the latter half of the twentieth century is the focus of
American Studio Glass 1960-1990 by Martha Drexler Lynn. Beginning with the
question, “Is it Art” she proceeds through the evolution of technique, and presentation
platforms to validate an affirmative answer to her question.
In his book 2Oth Century Glass Mark Cousins begins by lamenting the ‘myopic
attitude towards glass’2 that sees it as a ‘lesser’ decorative art form. His historic
coverage moves quickly to the colour of the Arts and Crafts Movement then through the
sensuous lines of Art Nouveau and the geometric elements of Art Deco to the functional
modernism of the Bauhaus. Cousins continues to the late eighties with an optimistic
view of studio glass as a means of individual expression. Through all this runs the
undercurrent of glass and its techniques given form as design. Formal design is implied

2

Mark Cousins, Twentieth Century Glass, London: New Burlington Books, 1989, 8.
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in the title Contemporary Glass. Color, Light & Form by Ray Leier, Jan Peters and
Kevin Wallace, and design tracks technique and object through the brief commentary
this book provides on the evolution of the studio glass object through to the book’s final
chapters, Artist – Designer – Maker, Narrative in Glass and Glass as Sculpture. Here the
examples provided often fall short of even the limited claims being made by the authors.
Judith Miller provides a different perspective with a collector’s guide in 20th Century
Glass. She proceeds by covering brands and production types. Studio glass artists have
their own section where they are endorsed for the collectors’ market by naming the
institutions that hold their work.
Margot Osborne’s Australian Glass Today is a significant book for Australian
studio glass. The book opens with five knowledgeable writers, one artist and educator
and four experienced curators – Osborne herself, Richard Whiteley, Geoffrey Edwards,
Grace Cochrane and Suzzanne Frantz – each given a chapter to provide a perspective on
Australian studio glass. These writers bind technical process tightly to the individual
creative voice, and note the significance of key personalities and institutions in
providing the means to access technique. The book is also a survey, which is extensive
in dealing with the attainments of a large number of Australian studio glassmakers.
Each glassmaker is presented to the reader in his or her allocated pages as seductive
images of beautiful objects stunningly photographed, accompanied by a brief supportive
background commentary.
The major book for Australian studio glass is Australian Studio Glass. The
movement, its makers and their art, by Noris Ioannou. His later book Masters of Their
Craft. Clay, Glass, Metal, Fibre, Wood provides a one-chapter addition to his opus as
Glass – Allegories in Light. Ioannou in his comprehensive approach is close to
providing a critical base for Australian studio glass. He addresses the properties of glass
and the potential for diverse individual expression, as its practitioners become masters
of their technique. Ioannou admits there is a lack of critical discourse while he argues
that the unique qualities of glass and the conceptual sophistication of its makers are best
united when emotional and intellectual experience is expressed through craftsmanship.
There are documents such as exhibition catalogues that mark points in the
development of Australian studio glass, but there are also sources that track Australian
studio glass over years. The Ausglass3 archival files provide access to the conversations
of the Australian studio community going back over thirty years starting from concerns
with technique and moving to the critical positioning of studio glass in the eighties and
3

Australian Association of Glass Artists
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remaining there until the present. For those interested specifically in Australian studio
glass these conversations are augmented by serial catalogues such as those of the annual
Ranamok Glass Prize founded in 1994. Perhaps the most important trace lies in the
Australian magazine Craft Arts International, which from its first issue in 1984 remains
a strong supporter of Australian studio glass.
Australian studio glass is a diverse practice providing numerous creative options,
but there is room for further conceptual and aesthetic investigation. In this thesis I start
from basics then reach beyond our traditional sources to, within technical process,
concept, and creative voice, find a critical key to understanding our past and to unlock
future practice.
The Appropriate Label
Labelling a work carries implications for the way a work is seen by its maker and
interpreted by its viewer. It does this because a label frames the work’s presentation.
The significance of a label does presuppose the viewer’s uncritical acceptance of such
categorisation. A sophisticated viewer may ignore all labels and deal with the work in a
process of unfettered aesthetic engagement. However, this does not mitigate the power a
label holds to direct the nature of the viewer’s engagement with a work.
Placing a label on a studio glasswork is a significant act, for the label is a
defining term that acts as a specifically honed weapon in hierarchical battles, both
political and commercial. Ideally, the application of a label is a considered decision
based on the physical nature of the work, the nature of the practice that created it, and
importantly, directed by the conceptual engagement called for by the work.
Studio glass is an historic term that, while anchored firmly in technical process,
presents the glassmaker as artist.4 In global terms the rubric ‘studio glass’ creates
expectations and implies attitudes inherent in the use of glass as a sculptural medium for
three-dimensional artworks. However, it also covers a multitude of approaches to which
other labels are appropriately and inappropriately applied.
The labels glassmakers use to identify practice become political in the studio glass
community. When artist – teacher Kirstie Rea arrived as one of the first glass students at
the Canberra School of Art in 1983, she remembers the inaugural head of studio, Klaus
4

Susanne K. Frantz, Contemporary Glass, New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1989, 46.
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Moje chiselling away the word ‘craft’ from the Glass Craft sign the school
administration placed above the new glass workshop.5 Today Rea says it is pointless
talking about labelling our practice, because it revives a dead debate, and she considers
everyone in the studio glass community ‘makers’.6 Richard Whiteley, head of the Glass
Workshop at the Australian National University School of Art, thinks the eighties may
have seen the last of the question, “Which category do we fit in – are we crafts
practitioners, are we designers, or are we artists?”7 Whiteley sees his recent students
embracing the pluralism that was being argued for by studio glass practitioners during
the nineties. He argues that the understanding these students have of the history of
studio glass, combined with their knowledge of specific techniques and processes,
enables them to cross boundaries, which Whiteley admits would have daunted him as a
student. He thinks this crossing of boundaries is evidence of the confidence these
students have in the potential of their practice. In fact, the historic pattern is that
Australian studio glass practitioners extend the creative possibilities of glass in their
practice. This is evidenced by the numerous times the word ‘experiment’ is mentioned
in the reminiscences of forerunners in the Australian glass movement
There are practitioners who argue that labels are meaningless, it is the making that
counts, and thus all talk of categorisation is irrelevant.8 Yet, to quote critic, historian and
writer Garth Clark, “without definition nothing is anything”.9 Labels do mark the
borders of categorical imperatives. Studio glass, as a broad practice, benefits from
practitioners who develop and refine its conceptual complexity. From its beginning,
studio glass gained impetus from supportive tertiary institutions,10 and if glass practice
does not challenge with its own unique conceptual complexity, what justifies continued
tertiary funding for the teaching of an expensive, specific material based practice?
Validation for our practice lies in differentiation. Studio glass practice should
present unique qualities relevant to the aims of those tertiary institutions, if not, it may
be subsumed by broader, less costly approaches to education, losing a research base that
adds impetus to its evolution. I now look at words associated with our practice, and
elements they bring into play as I analyse the contextual labels associated with the
Kirstie Rea, personal interview, 19/03/09, 1.
Vicky Halper, “Makers and Designers: Collisions and Intersections”, (lecture, Sydney: COFA, April 2011). The
American curator, writer and historian Vicki Halper commented that in the United States, ‘maker’ is now an accepted
euphemism for craftsperson.
7
Richard Whiteley, personal interview, 10/12/09, 1.
8
Marvin Lipofsky, question time response from the floor to Bruce Metcalf’s critical analysis at American Glass Art
Society Conference, 2009.
9
Garth Clark, “How Envy Killed the Crafts Movement.” Lecture, Portland: Museum of Contemporary Craft and
Northwest College of Art, 2008.
10
University of Wisconsin, Alfred University, University of Iowa, Sydney College of the Arts, Monash University,
Australian National University, University of South Australia, Charles Sturt University, Curtin University of Technology.
5
6
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production of contemporary glass.
Craft
Labels carry histories shaped in controversy and debate. This was explicitly stated when
theorist and writer Glenn Adamson wrote:
Commercially viable studio craft – expertly hand-blown glass, sculptural jewellery, and
the like – poses no problems. On the contrary: like a Victorian servant aping his or her
betters, studio craft inadvertently ratifies the hierarchical arrangement of the art world by
aspiring so transparently to a status that it cannot claim. 11

Words such as hierarchical and status exemplify the perennial art/craft debate, a debate
that did indeed originate in perceived hierarchies. The art/craft debate was at its height
in the early and mid years of Australian studio glass,12 when aspiring to the status of
fine artist was a matter of perceived price-points.13 As the Australian studio glass
movement established itself, studio glass did achieve success within the marketplace.
Studio glass was new, exciting and popular. It was a golden child, a material blessed
with advantages of beauty and technical intrigue.14 Studio glass has general public
appeal because it presents itself in the form of materially beautiful objects, often
decoratively functional. The observed processes of its production (particularly in hot
shop)15 are theatrical and entertaining, demonstrating virtuoso skill with a dangerously
difficult, yet visually seductive material. Studio glass values proficiency in a technical
skill that manipulates the material; but when seminal conceptual artist Sol LeWitt wrote
“banal ideas cannot be rescued by beautiful execution”,16 he was expressing a mistrust
of work that made a demonstration of technical skill. Phrases such as ‘uncritical public
acceptance’, ‘beautiful objects’, ‘decoratively functional’, ‘demonstration of expert
manual skills’ and a ‘focus on material’ describe a craft object, and invoking the craft
label leads the aesthetic arbiters of some fine art institutions to close their doors to
contemporary studio glass.17

Glenn Adamson, Thinking Through Craft, Oxford: Berg, 2007, 139.
Grace Cochrane. ‘Crafts in the Eighties. A discussion paper’ Ausglass Magazine, winter ed. 1989.
th
13
A point supported by Bruce Metcalf, “The Art Glass Conundrum” Strattman Lecture, 39 Annual Conference Journal,
Corning: Glass Art Society, 2009, 20 and Martha Drexler Lynn, American Studio Glass 1960 – 1990: An Interpretive
Study, New York and Manchester: Hudson Hills Press, 2004, 107.
14
Denise Higgins, personal interview, 12/12/09, 8.
15
Hot glass is furnace glass manipulated at around 1100c, often as blown glass. The hot shop is the furnace area for
hot glass manipulation.
16
Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, Art in Theory. 1900 – 2000, Melbourne: Blackwell, 2003,851.
17
Bruce Metcalf, “The Art Glass Conundrum”, 27.
11
12
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Accepting the designation craft is problematic because of a common
interpretation of the “C word”, the label that Roberta Smith referred to as “the word that
dare not speak its name”,18 as a term of condescension. Smith wrote that until quite
recently the label ‘craft’ was a pejorative in the contemporary art world, and “still is in
some quarters”. This is exemplified when the flagship of the United States craft
movement, the American Craft Museum, is re-named The Museum of Arts and Design
(MAD), because its management perceive the label ‘craft’ to have a negative
association with folk craft and handicrafts.19 The implication of traditional handicraft is
only one small aspect of the rich craft narrative that also ranges through the historic
authenticity of William Morris’s Red House and the functional design of the Bauhaus.
At its centre craft focuses on technical competence. The ability to master a
medium and skilfully make or replicate an object is a craft. Creative conceptualisation
need not be part of such a process. As contemporary arts curator Juli Cho Bailer states,
“Whereas an artist may be expected to take the wheel beyond its current form to
become something else, the craftsperson/artisan reinvents and refines that wheel in
terms of its function”.20
Craft is based in orthodoxy, and orthodoxy can be interpreted as an antonym for
creativity. This relationship to orthodoxy may be one source of any schism between
contemporary art practice and craft. Craft evolves as the proven ways and means, and
promises technical success if the given procedure is followed. A commitment to
technique can lead to resistance to new approaches. Artist Paddy Robinson made this
point when she spoke of visiting the Czech Republic with a doyen of Australian glass
engraving, Anne Dybka. Despite Dybka’s undisputable ability as a master engraver, her
demonstration of flexible-drive engraving had no audience. Robinson lamented that the
reason for this was that Dybka’s approach was perceived as irrelevant to traditional
Czech engraving technique.21 Resistance to change can be self-imposed in Australia as
well. Once studio glassmakers evolve a distinct technique in their practice there is a
propensity for them to continue to rely on that technique, and limited forms they create
with it, as their means of differentiation from other practitioners.
The issue of craft runs deeper than resistance to change. The craft narrative can
smother companion narratives by activating the dichotomy of hand and intellect based
in the half-truth that technical skill with a material is ingrained through persistence,
Roberta Smith, ‘Why Craft was Never a Four-Letter Word’. New York Times Art Review, April 18, 2009, C5.
David R. McFadden, “Museum of Arts and Design”, (public talk, Sydney: COFA and Object, 2010).
20
Juli Cho Bailer, “Intersections – Applying peripheral vision to a focused practice.” (Keynote address, Peripheral Vision,
The 15th Biennial Ausglass Conference, Sydney: Ausglass, 2011).
21
Paddy Robinson, personal interview, 09/11/10, 2.
18
19
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while creativity lies in bursts of spontaneous intellect. With this logic intellect, in
articulating concept, neglects technical presentation. Such reasoning was fashionable in
contemporary art practice in the late sixties when, as Lucy Lippard noted in her seminal
book, The Dematerialization of the Art Object, “ideas alone could be works of art”.22
The word craft need not be pejorative. Neither should it be applied as a poorly
considered label that determines our response to a work. Unfortunately this can occur if
cliché pre-empts our sensibility. When the label craft solidifies our preconception of
what is being viewed, craft as the context for our interpretation can block our deeper
aesthetic engagement with the work.
All this considered, most studio glass practitioners are positive about their own
relationship to craft. Contemporary craft practice seeks a creative balance between
accepted processes and experimentation. As Richard Morrell stated in the Ausglass Post
Conference Notes of 1991,(23) “it is a poor artist indeed whose imagination is cramped
by skill” and to that statement he added “to write poetry one has to know the language”.
From its inception Australian studio glass formed its own language in an intuitive and
eclectic gathering from traditional and contemporary technique.
Australian studio glass pioneer, Dr Gerry King recalls that when he started out in
art education in the sixties “craft was a radical way of addressing art”.23 The use of glass
requires craft, the combining skill and sensitivity as a means to articulate concept
through material. The argument is that craft can be an alliance between material and
maker leading into new and unpredicted outcomes as a concept is made into form by
working with and pushing against the medium.
Glenn Adamson’s upstairs/downstairs analogy itself provides room for positive
interpretations of craft, because it incorporates his concept of the supplemental24 – the
submersion of one identity in service to another. That is, craft as the manipulation of
material through skill can serve fine art. Fine art remains autonomous – as artists
critically evaluate their role while they test the boundaries of self and society. From this
perspective the art/craft debate dissipates, because sound technique facilitates the
exploration of concept in glassmaking without diminishing the potential practice of
Lucy R. Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972, Berkeley, Los Angeles and
London: University of California Press, 1973, xiii.
23
Dr Gerry King, personal interview, 20/10/09, 10. See also Lynn, American Studio Glass, ‘Craft items, represented as
part of a European avant-garde aesthetic, were touted through the modernist Good Design exhibitions held during the
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artists using glass. Craft is not a detrimental issue in contemporary glassmaking when
technical effort is subsumed by the work being created as an aesthetic experience for the
viewer. Craft becomes problematic when technique is a distraction that stands in the
way of our holistic experience of the work. If what is seen by the viewer is the skill
executed (in what craftsman/critic Bruce Metcalf called the “fetish-isation of virtuoso
technique”)25 to the exclusion of other experiences, then craft is a barrier, even when it
succeeds as a statement of personal virtuosity. Conversely, the same is the case if the
maker’s lack of skill hinders our engagement with the glasswork.
Skill
If I consider triggers for the ‘it’s craft’ response that might lie between the work and the
viewer’s deeper engagement one is often that dominant constituent of our practice –
technical skill. Evident in praxis, skill is always a strong element in our engagement
with studio glass. In working with glass it can be technical process that excites and
engages us. When this happens, how something is done, not why, dominates.
Glassmaking is an ancient tradition anchored in material process, and it is a
discipline heavily dependent on skill. Skill can intrigue a viewer, however excessive
fascination with skill places means ahead of purpose and then the engagement with a
work may be confined to admiration. If the demonstration of skill is perceived to
determine a glasswork’s worth the work may be discounted as intellectually easy, which
is misleading when glass has the potential to deliver much greater aesthetic effect.
If I accept that material skill is not the index of value in contemporary art practice
it need not follow that studio glass practitioners are to be ignored in that context. It is
unfortunate if evidence of skill in execution pre-empts critical evaluation of a work.
Skill facilitates the presentation of concept. Without skill creative practice can be an
exercise in frustration. As a contemporary glassmaker Deirdre Feeney argues, the more
skill you have the less you are limited by technique.26 For Richard Whiteley, the best
result for education is a deep knowledge of process interwoven with ideas, while at the
same time encouraging broader thinking.27 In the context of the tertiary sector this act of
thinking and enquiry is the institutional focus, rather than the act of making. Sustaining
the nexus between making and enquiry is an on-going challenge, specifically in
relationship to ways of thinking empowered by glass and its related processes.
Skill is an umbrella that covers multiple and various talents that are individually
Metcalf, “The Art Glass Conundrum”, 22.
Deirdre Feeney, personal interview, 13/10/09, 1.
27
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and collectively applicable to numerous situations. Australian studio glass provides a
wide spectrum of both collectors and practitioners, and skill remains a strong attraction
for many. For collector and co-founder of the Ranamok Glass Prize, Andy Plummer,
workmanship is always crucial. Plummer states that if there is no craft ethos behind a
work, no matter how good the idea, he is uninterested.28 There are glassmakers who
readily identify themselves as skilfull craft practitioners. Richard Clements, for
example, learned how to handle glass tube, blow bubbles and join glass rods as a
scientific glassblower. It was in 1975 that he started making perfume bottles, which
remain his main source of income.
Skill shapes Australian studio glass, because skill is integral to glassmaking.
Technique in the manipulation of glass is a defining marker of excellence in studio
glass. In truth, technical process is central to the evolution of our field. But skill is not
just a concern of studio glass practitioners. It is valued inside and outside the arts. As a
synthesis of knowledge and dexterity, mind and hand, skill enables the application of
intent, and with skill an artist is free to improvise. As Klaus Moje declared (in 1991),
“skill will make us free”.29 Skill can be ignored once you possess it, or you can
coordinate and incorporate the skills of others in your work as needed.
Skill may provide limited on-going aesthetic engagement for the viewer, but the
artist’s ability to flow with process and to creatively adapt skills within and beyond
existing conceptual boundaries opens technique to greater possibilities. With glass, the
skilled process30 produces the work that is the desirable object, the “product of ideas and
representation of the thing”.31 That is, skill is the means that enables production of the
object. The object as a self-contained thing can provoke our desire, but as the
representation of an idea, the object is conceptually expanded as a potential event
stimulating on-going engagement through interpreted meaning. Both the object and any
possibility of its interpretation by the viewer exist because of technique directed by
artistic sensibility acting on insentient matter – that is, they exist because of skill.
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Material
Materiality lies at the heart of studio glass. Even though as glassmakers we may be
driven by ideas beyond the technical concerns of glass, many of us think in glass and its
processes. This does not mean we deny the importance of concept, but identifying
ourselves with glass and technical process leads to the confusion of the art/craft debate.
Skill evidenced in the manipulation of a material lies at the heart of the craft narrative.
In glasswork the reference to a ‘jewel-like’ quality is common. It is often a
cursory attraction that engages a viewer with a glass object. The inherent beauty of glass
leaves studio glass practitioners open to criticism that they rely on visual seduction
rather than content. Viewers look at a glasswork and feel confident in saying the work is
beautiful, or it is not. If what they see is functional they do not have to ask the
glasswork’s purpose before they feel they understand it. Unlike much contemporary art
a response is quick, and it is easy. “I like it, because it is pleasing in appearance”, or “I
do not like it, because it looks poorly made”. The viewer feels informed, but it is
superficial response. Without reference to history, culture or contemporary dialogues,
viewers feel the glass object is immediately accessible in terms of form, colour, texture,
or demonstrated skill. The demonstration of skill in a beautiful medium is a safe-haven
for those uninitiated in wider contemporary art practice.
Like many I am attracted to glass because it is seductive, but what it offers runs
much deeper than superficiality. Glass is our chosen material and with it we create the
visual poetry of our practice. Glass gives sound to our voice. Working with a focus on
material does not proscribe the conceptual. New York interdisciplinary conceptual artist
Paul Lamarre champions his love of materials, describing their sensuous nature is part
of the “joy of being human”.32 Artists whose practice is based in materiality still work
through conceptual frameworks that evolve over years. To create something that
resonates experientially, we need to work through a strong understanding of the
materials that are being used. Accepting all that, the fact is, studio glass binds itself to
one material. We chose to be glass artists, and the answer to our meaningful
contemporary art practice lies within the nature of glass itself, and in the processes we
use to exploit that nature.
Object
In Australian studio glass the practice of object making generates dazzlingly beautiful
objects produced by a growing cohort of skilled makers. Many of these objects can be
32
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described as high-end ‘decorative’ art,33 falling into what artist Cedar Prest calls “the
cult of the object”, which she says thrives in high pricing specialist galleries. Prest feels
Australia has followed this American trend, which she says comes with “the cult of
names and a commercial pecking order”.34 A cult of names is evidence of a market
driven by the power of applied narratives. Narratives spin around artists’ names and
related histories. Such narratives encase the work enhancing the market value of these
objects for collectors.
An object may be appreciated as ornamental, and it is strong praise to call an
object beautiful. Martin Beaver noted that with the 2009 Ranamok Glass Prize, although
the winner was “a really interesting conceptual-based work”,35 it was, as he put it, the
‘beautiful’ pieces that captivated the public. The significance of material beauty in
studio glass is a natural outcome of the qualities of glass as a material. A decorative
glass object may be desirable for the pleasure offered by its formal beauty, the
configuration of sensuous material giving it form,36 but that does not make it
contemporary art. Beauty is a contentious concept in the contemporary art context,
where it can be perceived as a connoisseurial and authoritarian framing device. In our
pluralist society beauty is in the eye of the beholder. It is superficial to call a work art
solely because its formal beauty engages my emotion and intellect as pleasure. The
seduction of beauty is more justifiable if I defer to romanticism seeking beauty in some
inner essence of form that reveals a truth, which moves me, and which shapes my vision
of the world. This judgement goes beyond who made the object, or why it was made. I
am strongly affected by the object, and that runs deeper than any attraction I might have
to an object’s superficial prettiness.
If we wish a glasswork to be more than the delivered distraction of possession,
investment, or amusement – if it is to be deeply aesthetically affective (and so available
to emotionally shift its viewer’s perspective) – then the object should demand more of
our engagement than admiration. The studio glass object is not an object in nature, but
something a person made for the purpose of affecting our response. The world abounds
in objects, and against this abundance art practitioners place triggers in the objects they
make to generate on-going engagement. The potential power of these triggers is
Metcalf, ”The Art Glass Conundrum”, 24.
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35
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indicated when Karen Chambers writes, “the answer lies hidden, always, in the object
itself. It touches you in a way you cannot ignore”.37 Through such triggers an object is
redefined, from the “static and final … finished product …”38 – American artist Robert
Morris’s ‘icon-object’ – to become a continually reforming dynamic event.
Klaus Moje is a consummate glass object maker of international status, but object
is his secondary concern. Like a painter, he works from the plane, not from the final
form, and he adds the volume of an object for presentation.39 Moje’s object acts as his
means for presenting planes of colour to the viewer, but the object he makes is more
than a platform for presenting design. The object holds evidence of the different stages
through which he worked. Artist Anne Dybka argued passionately for the permanence
of the artwork/object as tangible evidence of a spiritual thread running through
generations. In studio glass that spiritual thread is spun from our technical and
conceptual ancestry. Here two fields provide powerful triggers for an object’s
connection with a viewer. One field lies in visual form, and the other in narrative.
Owner and director of Narek Galleries, Karen O’Clery looks for an experience
beyond the context of an object’s immediate presentation (when, as she stated, the
object “has that timeless quality”).40 Formal elements deliver that experience. The
object’s form releases it from a specific situation. The work’s formal elements are
continually available as an affective stimulus as they present to the viewer. At the core
of O’Clery’s comment is the autonomy of visual form, and that form is available to the
subjective intuition of any viewer. Visual form stimulating the subjective intuition of
the viewer moves an object into art as a symbol system linked to aesthetic experience
and artistic insight. The viewer’s potential engagement is extended beyond a tangible
boundary within a single context. In the second field the narratives generated by the
object become intrinsic to the experience the object offers to the viewer. Narratives
surround the object as context and history, and they are interpreted as the object. Each
viewer holds the potential to regenerate narratives in every act of viewing the object.
Form and narrative empower the object as it becomes an event affecting the viewer’s
response to the world. The power of this response introduces the quality of depth. An
object that is inexhaustible is profound.
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Design
Beyond the individual hands-on maker, glass has a strong tradition in team production
through the division of skills. As was the case with glassmakers for centuries, today’s
glassmakers often work in partnership to produce work. They delegate production roles
to maximise efficiency. The practitioner’s role can move into that of designer, and wellknown contemporary glassmakers use the technical skills of others to realise their
designs. Historian and author Garth Clark argues that craft should seek alliance with
design.41 As production or commission work, design is an operational means within
glassmaking.42 The prominence of design is evident in the focus of the JamFactory, a
major player in creative glass in Australia. Officially called the JamFactory Craft and
Design Centre, it carries historic links to design education going back into the midnineteenth century.43 Design is central to of Mark Cousins’ book Twentieth Century
Glass, and that book culminates with interpretations of new design of the 1980s
appealing to the senses, rather than the intellect.44 And in 1994 Jenny Zimmer45 (writing
of the Glass Triennial as a reflection of the previous six years for Australian studio
glass) uses the term ‘design’ as if it is unquestioningly associated with glass.
Design implies precognition, and that precognition is aimed at function utilising
‘pertinence and prescience’46 in a fitness for purpose. Function often determines the
context of our engagement with a work. Generally, function is the easiest of contexts to
read and the easiest to close and disengage. As part of the practical world, design pushes
against the resistance of an idea utilizing problem solving to reach a solution. This
separates its methodology from art. Design is a process that seeks termination in
resolution, where art opens into poetry through aesthetic interpretation. Where design
resolves in function, art begins in engagement. As a future direction for studio
glassmakers design is a natural career option, because it continues the studio glass
movement’s commitment to technical process. Design is a natural path to follow if you
are a glassmaker raised in a culture of technical and functional problem solving.
Clark, “How Envy Killed the Crafts Movement”.
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Whether or not the term designer is applied to his or her practice, the essence of
design can still be integral to the work of a maker. Design can engage as efficient
function or as formal arrangement and then be dismissed, even if it is aesthetically
pleasing. But again, as with skill, design is activated in praxis, where it operates as
means rather than end. Artist Judi Elliott has always been interested in design.47 The
formal elements of her work are embodied by the creative journey she took with
material through technique. A creator of beautiful ceramic forms in her youth, she now
works like a painter, layering and cutting back fused glass to reveal opaque colour.

Fig. 1, Judi Elliott, To Buckle on One’s Armour,
2005. Kiln-formed and etched glass, 54 x 69 x 19 cms.

An internationally recognised Australian glassmaker, Elliott always sees herself
as an artist, whatever her medium. Her work exhibits mastery of the formal elements of
design in her work, but it is more than that. Although appearing to be the antithesis of
an international contemporary artist like Silvia Levenson,48 Elliott’s work is still a
deeply bedded and subtle narrative of self and space.49 What at first may appear to be
stylish formal abstraction, at a deeper level is metaphor for the body protected and
encased. Strata are revealed as the surface is penetrated, and formal design is exposed as
a fascinating means of engaging human identity. With these insights, material,
Judi Elliott, personal interview, 11/12/09, 5.
Paola Tognon, Martina Corgnati and Manuela Gandini, ‘Narratives of Paradox’, Craft Arts International no. 61,
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technique, subject and design may be seen to combine as form in a romantic layering of
narratives that create a work with the potential to expose a great deal of its maker.
Intention
Design as a process carries the maker’s intention through to fruition, but does a maker’s
intention assist us in appropriately labelling a glasswork as contemporary art practice?
According to Donald Preziosi, “... the most pervasive theory of the art object … was its
conception as a medium of expression … a vehicle by means of which intentions,
values, attitudes, ideas, political or other messages, or the emotional state(s) of the
maker … were conveyed”50.
As a theory intentionality is compatible with studio glass being seen as unique
works, which are made by independent artists. However, the artwork as a form realising
an artist’s specific intention in its engagement with its viewers assumes one can
predetermine and constrict engagement in a way that is, in reality, improbable. To
assume a work will be contained by one intention behind its making is to limit its poetic
potential; that is, the open potential for making meaning. The work will exist as an
entity removed from its maker, and may be interpreted in ways that the maker may
never have considered.
Beyond aesthetic triggers implanted by a maker, the artist’s intent may or may
not attach to the work. If the intent is obvious in the work, then the work tells: it
becomes didactic. A moral agenda sits upon many Romantic works, and allegory is the
frequent approach to its subject matter, but the artwork as a sermon can bring closure
and end engagement. In our language as visual artists we use form and symbol to
express what words cannot render. Once subject and meaning are fused as visual forms
within a glasswork it is then free to draw experiences from the centre of the viewer’s
being. The result is the glasswork’s presumptive semantic carrying capacity,51 with its
potential for multiple interpretations facilitating relevant and deep engagement with its
viewer. This deep engagement is a mark of great art.
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Aesthetic Experience: Beyond Skill and the Object
Artist Jessica Loughlin is respected for her technical skill, and is rigorous in the
application of her technique, but she told me she regards her work as failing if technique
is what she sees when she looks at her work.52 As well as technical skill, Loughlin
demonstrates sensitivity in her use of material, but her work is about more than glass.
Her skill and the materiality of glass are seamlessly integrated into form and subject
matter to create the event that is the viewer’s experience of the work, and if that
experience is open to emotionally engage the viewer, then the work legitimately
demands recognition as something beyond its craft.
Aesthetic response can subsume technique. In fact, technique at its best is
invisible, as Dr Gerry King said, “technique can be hidden under excellence”.53 Rather
than discount our craft, our craft takes on active relevance as it facilitates the viewer’s
engagement. Richard Whiteley stated, understanding the process and having dialogue
with the material can be a sculptural process without denying their connections to
traditional notions of craft,54 that is craft as the maker’s skill and sensibility brought into
action on a material. Indeed this action opens the path to something greater.
Curator Brian Parkes feels that if glassmakers wish to be involved in broader
contemporary art dialogues, a path may be through work that is transcendent – that is,
by having something in the work that is compelling.55 A work can be compelling in a
number of ways. Even confined within a craft and its material, execution of skill can be
exquisite in its refinement, and the revelation of material can be profound as affect on
the maker and the viewer. It is at this point the division of craft from art dissolves, for
skill and material are pillars of American Clement Greenberg’s critiques. Skill and
material are dominant elements in Greenberg’s pursuit of the pure forms of the
absolute,56 and through formalism provide contemporary glass-making’s strongest link
to Modernism.57 In the Greenberg essay (‘Art & Culture’ 6-7) painting masters of the
Modern period are named as deriving inspiration from their medium (as would a
craftsperson). In this they are restrained within the disciplines and processes of their art
(as is a craftsperson). This way they evolved the forms that articulated their ideas.
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Operating within the constraints of their craft, their gesture guided by their artistic
sensibility, they expressed ideas through their medium.
A Clear and Appropriate Distinction
Teacher and artist George Aslanis says, he does not believe in hierarchy. He does not
believe in the conceptual or cultural divisions that distinguish high art / low art – he
believes in differences. He believes in clear and appropriate distinction being made
between areas.58 A label carries semantic power (in narratives it attaches to an object or
practice). There are infrastructures, communities, associations, publications and
worldviews associated with, for example, contemporary art, craft, decorative arts,
production, or design. It does not mean a practitioner must confine his or her practice
within a singular field, but when operating within the selected area, each label forms, as
well as reveals, attitudes and suggests approaches. Each points to a methodology
through which a practice may find its direction. Each label delivers its methods and
processes. These labels also carry curatorial implications, because they project
inferences. These labels create expectations, and significantly each label provides a
context, which determines criteria with which the effectiveness of any specific
endeavour is critically assessed. The conceptual force of a label creates its own
parameters. These labels provide contexts for critical engagement, or as readily lead to
our disengagement.
When curator Megan Bottari writes that intellectual affectation can “sit like
stigmata on glass”,59 I deduce that somehow inappropriate labels are being applied to
glassworks. The wrong label holds two dangers for our engagement with object and
practice. First, if misused by the maker, the narratives carried by the wrong label set the
maker up for failure for their work will be received and engaged within an inappropriate
context. Second, if an audience incorrectly attaches a narrative (pejorative or not) to a
work before they engage with the work, the engagement is misdirected. Such
engagement can end before it begins, and the work is denied opportunity.
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Author Hugh Honour writing on Romanticism, quotes Paul Valéry as saying,
“Nobody can get drunk or quench his thirst on labels”.60 This indicates the primacy of
aesthetic engagement in Romanticism. A label is not the experience, but it is a guide as
to its nature. Perhaps it is not so much the label ‘artist’ that glass practitioners want as
much as no label at all. A passionate individualist finds being placed in any ‘norm’
antipathetic. This reaction to labelling is essentially a romantic trait.
If the material and technical process labels associated with studio glass do provide
a guide toward contemporary fine art practice, one guide might follow the following
steps. Studio glass is centred on material and technical process. Its platform is the glass
object. Material and technical process will transmit the craft narrative, and that acts
most energetically to give context to the reading of the glasswork. However, an artist’s
interaction with material through his or her developed skills can give craft an individual
voice. Uniting individual voice and concept in the exploitation of the materiality of
glass and its intrinsic processes can subsume the force of the craft narrative by making a
glasswork transcendent.
1.2 A Parallel World
I compare the emergence and methodologies of studio glass and conceptual art to tease out
qualities that might add legitimacy to glasswork if it is to be engaged within the context of
contemporary fine art practice.

Gallery owner Peter Kolliner opened his Kirra Gallery (specialising in studio glass) in
Federation Square, Melbourne, deliberately opposite the public entrance to the Ian
Potter Centre (part of the National Gallery of Victoria) – a collection of Australian art
that does not exhibit contemporary Australian glass. Kolliner approached curators at the
Ian Potter Centre about this omission and he said they told him, “It is just not our
policy”61 to exhibit glass. Contemporary art curator Juli Cho Bailer commented that as a
curator of contemporary art coming to work at the Museum of Glass (Tacoma,
Washington), it was as if there were two worlds each unaware of the other.62 In between
these worlds there are makers of studio glass who are annoyed that their work is not
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accepted within a contemporary art context.63 This perceived lack of acceptance is an
issue because there are practitioners in studio glass who do want their work engaged as
contemporary art; and pragmatically there is more scope within contemporary art. The
opportunity to show is wider, the recognition is broader and potentially financial returns
are higher.
A Matter of Aesthetic Engagement?
The current director of the Bega Valley Regional Gallery, Megan Bottari, in reference
to Tour De Force (an exhibition she curated that was focussed on the use of glass as a
contemporary art medium) wrote:
There needs to be a paradigm shift beyond the parameters of ‘heritage’ craft principles –
beyond the inanimate object on wall or plinth, beyond the predictable. It’s time to reintroduce the development of strong conceptual practices that engage on a broader,
humanist level – in a way that pushes the boundaries and intelligently interrogates the artcraft dichotomy. In other words, it’s time to encourage the upcoming generation of glass
artists to spread their wings and start considering their work in terms of a bona fide
contemporary art practice. And art isn’t about dexterous technique or material properties
– art is the eloquent visual expression of the human condition.
Only a handful of practitioners tackle it, but those few who do have mastered and
sublimated the craft in such a way that they have indeed succeeded in transcending the
constrictions of the guild. There’s an indefinable quality to such work – a spark of
creative genius – that communicates itself to the viewer on a purely intuitive level.64

Bottari is asking that work be affective viscerally, and she is suggesting that to
achieve such engagement glasswork must extend beyond the technical competences that
make it commercially desirable within its own community of galleries and collectors.
The nature of works in the exhibition in question implied that this engagement would
result from the artist’s individual sensibility exercised through conceptually strong and
culturally relevant works. In the catalogue’s foreword Bottari is quoted as saying the
show’s participants could be considered ‘artist’s artists’, creating work with “an
undefinable quality that catches our breath and creates a shift, however modest, in the
collective consciousness”. 65 She poses the rhetorical question, “Is there a way back to
the wonder and joy?”66 This question is asked in response to a perceived swing towards
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marketability through high-end virtuosity – commercial viability through “slickness”67
in the maker’s mastery of glass techniques. Bottari draws a line around the refinement
of technical processes so highly valued in our glass community, and makes it clear that
technical excellence alone is insufficient justification for studio glasswork to be
considered as contemporary fine art practice. As another perspective on this same issue
Martin Beaver, Canberra gallery owner and dealer, when asked about more adventurous
contemporary approaches in glass, said he sees glass art “as pigeon-holed at the
moment”,68 but hopes that it will become less so and feels that it should only be a matter
of time for this situation to change.
Being seen as a glass artist may prove restrictive when compared to the exhibition
opportunities available to contemporary artists, but there are examples of glass
practitioners showing their work in a broader visual arts context. Sydney College of the
Arts academic Jane Gavan sees professional positioning not as being about what you are
making, but a strategic choice as to where you exhibit, how you think of yourself and
how you describe yourself. That is, not in terms of the work itself, but in the way it is
presented. If this is the case, Kolliner’s experience in Federation Square implies it will
also depend on the availability of appropriate and willing galleries.
Evaluation exists between two poles, and those poles are brought into focus by
asking: “Is a particular piece of studio glasswork contemporary art, or is it not?” If
there are criteria enabling an answer to this question, what are they? Does the work
satisfy those criteria, or does it not? Contemporary art practice is as diverse as it is
complex. If categorising it is a matter of degrees, criteria may be easier to comprehend
if they are in the nature of the dialectic – that is, the situation would be easier to
understand if exemplified by a comparison between two fields of practice. Fortunately
the timing of the emergence of studio glass provides opportunity for such a comparison.
A Contemporaneous Emergence
Studio glass folklore has it that the international studio glass movement was conceived
during the American Craftsmen’s Council in 1959 with Harvey Littleton’s suggestion
that “glass should be a medium for the individual artist”.69 Following this, modern
studio glass had its precarious birth in 1962 at hot glass workshop seminars in a garage
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in the garden of the Toledo Museum of Art.70 Its creative base evolved as its
practitioners developed innovative techniques unique to the medium of glass. In doing
this they moved beyond the possibilities of the traditional vessel and its historic
functionalism and, as sculptural form, explored the non-functional concerns of the
1960’s pop and funk cultures.71 That is, they deliberately stepped away from the
functionalism of craft towards contemporary forms they saw in fine art. However,
because the movement was given necessary means by industry (notably through
material technology provided by Dominick Labino), technical process was carried
across this perceived border.
Given impetus by museum exhibitions (for instance by the Toledo Glass
Nationals of 1966, 1968 and 1970), studio glass then established a critical political base
as it was nursed by developing fine arts university courses.72 Studio glass practitioners
worked through experiment and trial and error innovation, and later they were assisted
by the transference of skill from traditional European masters. Studio glass practitioners
got their materials from innovative commercial producers and the movement was
propelled by the determined enthusiasm of its makers. Ironically, given their initially
stated aspirations, the creators of studio glass moved relatively rapidly from being
technically uneducated makers of what American curator Susanne Frantz called,
“numerous variations of the paperweight”73 – their own expression of sculptural form –
toward the craft value of facility afforded by technical mastery. Technical competence
propelled studio glass through accumulative process. Adam Geczy points out in his
book Art. Histories, Theories and Exceptions, as is commonly the case with the
evolution within a technology, “... each change results in a new organization, a new
process, a new set of expectations, a new set of rules for both deliverer and recipient,
artist and spectator”74.
This evolution continued to the point where one of the main criteria for judging
contemporary art glass within its own community was technical virtuosity. Having
reached this point, observers like Dan Klein and Ward Lloyd felt they could write,
“obviously there cannot be artistry without technical skill and the skill itself becomes
Martha Drexler Lynn, ‘8 Days In Toledo’, The UrbanGlass Art Quarterly no. 98, New York: UrbanGlass Spring, 2005,
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artistry”.75 Anchoring artistry to technical skill in glass and its processes exposes an
early dichotomy between an idea in sculptural form (as postulated by Littleton) and
craft striving for perfection, often within the functional object (Labino).76 From this
birth the problematic tension between an aspiration to be accepted as fine arts practice
and its bonding to technical process is embedded in studio glass – a tension evident
within contemporary studio glass practice today.
When the Australian glass movement emerges a decade after the rise of the
American glass movement, the interests and aspirations of Australian studio glass artists
are similar. Australian studio glass develops as a balance between skill, process and idea
in the maker’s search for original forms with which to mark his or her individual artistic
identity. However, if studio glass practitioners thought the glass object might be
positioned in the field of contemporary art practice, their timing was poor. The
methodology of studio glass was incongruent with what is to become a benchmark for
contemporary art practice. Between 1967 and 1970, while the ceramicist, future
Australian studio glass pioneer and glass evangelist, Stephen Skillitzi is being exposed
to the emergent studio glass movement in the United States of America, a new paradigm
is developing for contemporary art practice. The paradigm is exemplified by conceptual
art. The methodology of conceptual art is the antithesis of an aesthetic object, realised in
a seductive material, through the consummate skill of a maker. In that alternate world as
Sol LeWitt wrote: “… the material form is secondary, lightweight, ephemeral, cheap,
unpretentious and/or dematerialised.”77
With high modernism moving through to minimalism, studio glass had a shared
interest in material and form, and the bold colour and exuberant energy of pop and funk
imagery provided a natural zone for contemporary glass. For a period there are shared
values in the material work as mythological object. Then there is a seismic shift in the
contemporary art scene as LeWitt wrote, “Ideas alone can be works of art; they are a
chain of development that may eventually find some form. All ideas need not be made
physical.”78
The late sixties in America is marked by an unpopular interventionist war in
Vietnam that results in protest reflecting a mistrust of the singular motive satisfied by a
unitary style. Lucy Lippard states that the rising conceptualism movement “...was very
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much a product of, or fellow traveller with, the political ferment of the times.”79 The
word seismic is appropriate hyperbole. Lippard writes of a polemic that is Marxist, in
which the art object is perceived as product, a vehicle for capitalist profiteering, and as
such it is rejected. She also writes that originality and signature gesture (hallmarks of
contemporary glass) are perceived as linked to the “genius theory cherished by
patriarchal, ruling-class art”, and they are also rejected. Core elements in studio glass
such as the “material aspects of uniqueness, permanence and decorative
attractiveness”80 are given little importance. In the context of the time studio glass is
emerging, the contemporary art world is turning to values diametrically opposed to the
methodology studio glass practitioners are developing.
Studio Glass and Conceptual Art
The terms by which studio glass and conceptual art engage their audiences appear to be
points at either end of a continuum. Although, within their fields, both studio glass and
conceptual art prosper through practitioner interrelationships, studio glass converges
towards sublime skill utilising a singular material, while what Lucy Lippard called a
“divergent fragmentation”81 marks conceptualism. Studio glass trends toward a
reworking of traditional techniques and forms, and does this through the tangible
permanence of the object built on formal aesthetics (a tendency to modernist concerns).
Conceptual art with installations and performances,82 (often showing little of that overt
political stance beyond irreverence) takes the mundane of the world and questions it,
and in so doing, makes it exceptional and/or disconcerting. Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s
Wrapped Coast 1968-69 and Gilbert and George The Singing Sculpture 1973 are
examples.
Conceptual art confronts the viewer’s attitudes and beliefs, and in this way it can
be troublesome – but it also has to be compelling (disturbingly, or provocatively so).
The compelling nature of confrontation echoes Bottari’s hopes for glasswork that arrests
our senses. In contrast to aesthetically pleasing objects reflecting a material mastered by
skill, contemporary art practice flows from the concept back to the skills required, and
Ibid., x.
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the medium is selected because it is most appropriate to the concept. Skills are
developed (or co-opted in collaboration) as needed. Skills do not shape the project, as
each project defines its own terms. The artist addresses what the project needs, rather
than enforcing conformity with what they intend (or the technical skills they can
impose). It is the response by the viewer confronted by the work that is important. If
there is artistic intention, it should be that the experience of the work generates in the
viewer some shift in sensibility and understanding of the world, rather than implanting a
specific message or response.
On entry into Australia in the early seventies, both conceptual art and studio glass
utilise aspects that are theatrical – tours, events, or performance by overseas
practitioners to promote and establish their fields. In both, active participants become
converts who develop into leading practitioners,83 and who then achieve international
standing. A decade into the second millennium and the capitalist contemporary gallery
system remains intact, and that system has done its best to absorb and commodify an
expanded conceptual art. Flagship establishment museums embrace it and acceptance is
evidenced by the survey exhibition 40 Years: Kaldor Public Art Projects held at the Art
Gallery of New South Wales in October 2009. This exhibition featured work that is now
part of the institutionalised art history curriculum, and illustrates conceptualism’s
seminal position within contemporary art practice.
There is a density and diversity in conceptual art, but it is accepted as a frontrunner in contemporary art practice because its focus is sympathetic to contemporary
concerns. That focus is analysis, in terms of an examination (often of the mundane) to
better understand contentious cultural issues. Conceptual art is concerned with thought.
It delivers arguments, which although at times esoteric and self-involved, rely on the
exchange of information and ideas. Conceptual art derives its creative energy by
pushing against the resistance of opposing ideas, and in this dialectic conceptual art
challenges the accepted beliefs of the artistic, political, or social establishment.
Contemporary Practice Positioned by Object, by Material, or by Technique?
Contemporary art practice is a broad church and its multifaceted community includes
practitioners who deal strongly through the materiality of their mediums. Utilising glass
as a material does not exclude a practitioner from consideration as a contemporary
artist. General statements segregating contemporary glass practice from, as an example
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conceptual art, based on the use of glass as one’s material are contradicted by the
specific example of artist Joseph Kosuth, the foundation conceptual artist who utilises
printed glass and neon. The artwork W.F.T #1 (yellow) 2008, neon (Art Gallery of NSW
August 2009) is an extension of the major installation presented during the 2007 Venice
Biennale. However, Kosuth is considered a contemporary artist not because he worked
with neon, but because his primary concern is with the word and the delivery of
information and argument. Kosuth described the project as having “its basis in language
itself”. Alternately, on the use of a specific material in contemporary practice, Brian
Parkes said, “...for each person that is critically, or conceptually driven there are as
many formalists who are interested in the ‘painterly-ness’ of paint or the ‘canvas-ness’
of canvas. That is not seen as any less of a critical framework”.84
Australian contemporary artist Janet Laurence, although not considered a studio
glass artist, favours glass as a material and uses a range of mediums for “the veiling and
layering of images, surfaces, shadows and reflections which have become a defining
feature of her work emanating as they do a strong poetic resonance”.85 Her work is not
objectless. It is her objects that engage the viewer in an affective experience.
Contemporary artist Fiona Hall used glass beads to intricately construct forms in
her 1999 piece Understorey. Again this work is not about glass. The point of these glass
beads is that, through their history as an instrument of European trade with indigenous
peoples, they are redolent of colonialism. This medium, as aesthetically pleasing as it is,
is used because it is loaded with multi-layered narratives that expand and deepen
interpretation. When appropriate Hall will as readily use VHS tape and cannibalised
Coca Cola cans and, although they are expertly crafted into forms, the purpose of their
use is to garner the diversity of cultural reference utilised in her social critiques. As
evidenced by Hall’s work, exhibiting virtuoso technical skill focused in the creation of
objects does not exclude an artist from consideration as a contemporary artist. The
exquisitely refined wall drawings by Sol LeWitt make a similar point.86
When restricting the work to glass, it is the power and integrity of concept that
determines the wider artistic community’s critical acceptance of a work as part of
contemporary fine art practice. But if acceptance as contemporary fine art practice is
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something a studio glass artist aspires to, then barriers do exist.
Points of Difference – Concept?
With conceptual art numerous examples are available that stand in strong contrast to
what was being done by most studio glass practitioners. 87 Conceptual art remains an
exercise of the intellect that is, at its essential core, concerned with ideas. These ideas
are often expressed as what in essence are investigations of the world and our place in
it, and this may focus down to theories on art itself. In some cases the form becomes
document,88 and method becomes documentary.89 Emphasising transient form many
conceptual art projects leave only documentation about the work as a testament, and
that documentation is, in some cases, evidenced as the work itself. The methodology is
critique, and the epistemology is art in terms of a political dialectic descending from the
old avant-garde – that is, the intellectual challenging of accepted ideology.
In contrast most contemporary studio glass has been craft. Its methodology is
hybrid and in flux, but centred in material process, and the object (often formally
beautiful) anchors its epistemology. Studio glass practitioners can creatively explore
wide-ranging issues through that dominating medium given form as aesthetic (often
decorative) object. However, if the object itself contains, restrains and finalises the
work, the discussion is over. If a studio glass practice is to be embraced as
contemporary art, its works must have the potential to conceptually expand to
affectively engage the viewer in aesthetic experience intended to change perspective.
In developing concept in contemporary art practice diversity is expanded by
appropriation, as Hall’s articulate appropriation of histories exemplify. Contemporary
practice expresses pluralistic viewpoints through multiple mediums. This is post
modernism’s promiscuous approach to means. The expansive parameters of
contemporary art practice strongly contrast with a single medium anchored by object
that is contemporary studio glass. In terms of a contemporary fine art practice ‘materialness’, or ‘craft’ are problematic when they are the work’s raison d’être, yet glass can be
an artist’s preferred material and still be the means to a broader conceptual purpose.
Although themes in studio glass artists may range widely through visual form,
landscape and social issues, be broadly political or intimately personal, a central
concern of studio glass practice is implied by virtue of the label, studio glass. To be
Examples such as Mike Parr’s visceral Let a friend bite your shoulder until blood appears 1972. Mike Parr, Artist Talk,
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otherwise, studio glass would need to move beyond that singular material, and in doing
that studio glass would sacrifice its identity. An ideal accommodation of studio glass in
the world of contemporary practice would come from work that is conceptually driven
by appropriately embedded narratives, and/or work that engages as aesthetic experience
generated by intrinsic properties offered up by glass and its processes.
Points of Similarity – the Generation of an Aesthetic Experience
There are Australian artists who, while working specifically with glass as their material,
do want their work to be more than object. Cobi Cockburn wants her works to ‘hum’.90
She wants her works to intuitively resonate in the viewer. This is aesthetic experience –
the interplay of two sides of perceptual experience – visual form and the subjectivity of
the observer. In terms of romanticism, what positions object as art is the intensity of this
aesthetic connection. Delivering an anecdote supporting this hypothesis, current
Director of Geelong Gallery, Geoffrey Edwards tells of a conversation with Sydney
sculptor Ken Unsworth in National Gallery of Victoria. Asked by Edwards to indicate
which works spoke most eloquently and compellingly to him, Unsworth deflected the
question, saying it was a visceral thing.91 He wanted confronting works that came at him
like a knife thrust in the dark. Generating this level of engagement expands a tangible
object into the most esoteric of experiences.
Points of Similarity – Installation
Contemporary installation is a strategy concerned with discourse rather than medium.
That discourse investigates the relationship between artist and audience, and as part of
this investigation installation positions its audience in mutating and disconcerting
spaces that reflect the nature of contemporary societies. Through its use of a
multifarious materials and techniques contemporary installation reflects the character of
contemporary art. My question is, how can contemporary installation relate to studio
glass, when it appears to make the aesthetic object maker obsolete?
Installation introduces greater subjectivity as viewers, though immersion in an
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experience, become “generators of their own meanings”.92 There is an emphasis on
sensation and subjectivity as work is manifested as an environment. In a number of
contemporary installations light plays a significant part in an immersive experience.93
The use of light extends a tendril toward studio glass, and if it is accepted that a
glass object can radiate a psychological aura, a link is established with installation. If a
glass object generates an environment, its psychological reach is expanded. The work
becomes less an object, and more a space. The work can emotionally charge this space,
and in doing so provide a greater potential for aesthetic engagement with its viewer.

Fig. 2, Stephen Procter, Light Works, prism installation with mirrors and glass,
Innovations Building, Australian National University, Canberra,1999.

That linkage is tenuous, but the relationship between studio glass and installation is
historic. Forms of installation are used throughout the evolution of Australian studio
glass. Australian studio glass pioneer, Cedar Prest, talks of being in California in 1970
at the dawn of the Happening94 – art and music performance events associated with the
social revolution of the late sixties. Prest later translated her experience into an
approach whereby her work is event where light acts within a space. Gallery director
and Australian studio glass pioneer Maureen Cahill made installations in which light is
her medium as much as glass, and used public space as her canvas. Australian studio
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glass pioneer Stephen Skillitzi demonstrates an interest in installation and performance
art beginning with his time in New York in the sixties. Installation gave him the
opportunity to use a series of scenarios to indicate the progression of thought. In the
early eighties Skillitzi’s installations manifest a political polemic (what he calls his
“struggle with world systems”)95 with his didactic literary works that at times are more
words than object. Glass pieces Skillitzi presents as games develop into series of works,
each fully playable with written rules. In the 1980s he creates short-term site-specific
installation events.
A performative dimension interests Australian contemporary artist Denise
Higgins, who trained in the glass workshop at the Australian National University. Not
that she, or her audience are being performative – her objects as installations are the
centre of an event in which she sculpts time and place.96 Higgins takes the open qualities
of glass and light to another level, incorporating sound and vibrating surfaces to envelop
the beholder. Her work is about meaning making and dialogue. She uses material and
scale to engage the world in a playful and generative way. Higgins is dealing with
serious issues. She works with notions of darkness not commonly related to glass, and
with intimacy. Her installations distort reality to involve the viewer in a meditative
space within which the viewer’s responses become active in physically constructing the
work. Higgins’ work is ephemeral, with changing elements that poetically engage a
range of senses. She rejects the object as fetish and is conscious of her position as what
she calls one of the “out-riders”97 in the glass world. Higgins’ works do not deliver an
object to be owned, but rather they deliver experiences that resonate within the viewer.
New media artist Lynette Wallworth98 structures situations in which glass forms
are galvanised by human touch under projected light. As an immersive installation her
work baths the environment in projected imagery, and the participant in reflected
luminosity. Australian contemporary artist Deirdre Feeney also uses projection in her
work, and although she uses a variety of glassmaking techniques, Feeney argues that her
work is not about glass per se, but about the expression of an idea. Working literally
through objects (she projects her images through her constructed glass fabrications), her
practice is about a tangible visualisation of the idea. Incorporating light in the form of a
95
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video projection, Feeney utilises the transparency of the glass to create an ephemeral
extension into the surrounding space in what becomes an installation. The object
becomes an active agent that Feeney calls the “creator of space”99 within which the
viewer is immersed in an experience. This creation of space defeats the constriction of
object and scale that often binds glass, moving out from the precious, self-contained
object to occupy a space. Video and projection put energy and movement into the still
object. As an experience, imagery and space play with memory in acts of visual poetry.
The practical component of my own project presents two methodologies that
expand the glasswork beyond object to aesthetically engage with the viewer. Both are
installations. The first installation, Voices in the Glass is displayed around the viewing
space as an orthodox gallery wall hanging. These are paintings on glass that expand
through the multiple narratives they encompass. The second installation expands as a
charged area as it presents for its viewer as a psychological encounter with form, light,
and as the ambiguity that results from the interaction of these visual elements.
The first installation consists of thirty-nine approximately life-sized portraits. I
surround the viewers with these portraits at eye level, and place the viewer in what, I
hope, they recognise as a community. This presents as a metaphor – a conversation
echoing the engagement I had with the studio glass community while gathering material
for the project. The power of this installation is dependent on the narratives it generates.

Fig. 3, Wayne Pearson, Portrait installation (detail 15 of 39), Sydney College of the Arts, June
2011.

As a conservative hanging it flows around the four walls of the gallery space to
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surround and enclose the viewer. This arrangement is one of a number of possible
arrangements and its selection is determined by the nature of the gallery, the lighting
available and the circumstances of the examination.
My second installation is a sculptural work, Nebulous Landscapes.

Fig. 4, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (Installation 2), Sydney College of the Arts, June 2011.

As shown above, the sculpture consisted of five pieces. It is the glass in its
interaction with light that generates the power of this installation. When making work I
am intuitively governed by my understanding of medium and technical process. My
engagement is tactile and responsive. The work is sensuous, and it is most affective in
an area of solitude where a viewer can move around and between the pieces. Given
appropriate placement, light acting on the formal elements of the work enables the work
to visually dominate the space it occupies.
Quoting the sculptor Alberto Giacometti, Kirstie Rea talked of the importance of
the space around an object, and she recalls one of her wall pieces, Balancing the Blades,
psychologically pushing viewers away.100 With both my portraits and my sculpture I am
attempting to activate and aesthetically charge the surrounding space.
Working with installation moves makers away from being glass artists towards
artists who use glass. Installation presents the artist with the opportunity to utilise other
materials in a more cross-discipline approach, but this does not mean glass is not central
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to the experience of the work. Glass is a medium that can facilitate engagement with its
surroundings, expanding from an object as a generated experience. Works can become
what Ross Gibson described as a “charged space that is available for divination”.101
Higgins and Feeney are contemporary art practitioners. In their installations the core
object physically expands out into its surroundings, encompassing and charging space
into which the viewer enters to participate in an event.
Sydney College of the Arts academic and chair of the Ausglass Peripheral Vision
conference, Andrew Lavery, perceives changes in studio glass happening
internationally. Ways of using glass are becoming less conventional as artists move
away from the vessel and traditional objects on plinths to more experimental works –
often involving installation. Major overseas galleries (such as Heller Gallery in New
York) known for their strong support of glass are now open to installation being shown
alongside traditional object-based work. And some students of contemporary glass are
being exposed to more radical approaches.102 Having little interest in the contained and
highly finished object of the traditional studio glass market, post-glass103 practitioners
create temporal installations and performances that are contemporary art practice, but
that are also reminiscent of the innocent experimentation with material and process
characteristic of Australian studio glass pioneer Stephen Skillitzi’s early glassblowing
performances.
Glass may play a less obvious role as artists use it, but since it remains central to
the practice of studio glass and can throw its craft narrative against any concept it is
intended to carry, glass can leave some artists stranded between worlds. Deirdre Feeney
commented when she spoke at the 2011 Ausglass conference in Sydney, that while
glass-focused galleries may see her work as contemporary art, commercial
contemporary fine art galleries see it as ‘limited’ to being glasswork.
The work of Tom Moore provides an intriguing blend of studio glass
methodology focusing on object and skill (with corresponding elements of vessel and
function) and contemporary art’s plurality. Recognised by his peers as a skilled
technician and an expert glassmaker, in his contemporary art practice Moore creates
exquisitely executed novelty glass objects reflecting a highly personal worldview. These
are hybrid glass creatures he produces in number and groups with low value materials in
stylised dioramas, which he at times uses as sets for primitively animated, but
Ross Gibson, personal interview, 01/12/09, 1-2.
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professionally made videos. While appearing naive and comic, these installations
critique contemporary issues.

Fig. 5, Tom Moore, Installation from Moore is More travelling exhibition (detail), 2009.

As strangely innocent imaginings, they resonate with Donald Kuspit’s words on
being “childlike”104 in that they may be a way of coping in an insane world. Moore
plays with paradox, using sophisticated techniques to create his child-like imagery and
exercising highly planned controls to create something that appears spontaneous. His
forms did not find a ready home within glass culture, perhaps because, as Moore
admits, his earlier ideas were technically rough and unresolved. In commercial limbo,
Moore developed and refined his dioramas with the intention of creating animated
documentaries that would exist as robust artworks in their own right.
Moore developed a studio practice that, as a unique voice dealing with
contemporary issues, was of interest to major contemporary art institutions, (such as the
Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane, the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney) and to
contemporary art dealers like Ray Hughes. Moore understands that his work, with its
use of mixed media (incorporating materials like dirt and cardboard) and busy,
humorous narratives, would not easily fit within conventional glass gallery
presentations. From his example it appears that while expert technical process will win
admiration from the glass community, it is a unique voice (whatever the material) that
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will attract the interest of contemporary art dealers.
Returning to the comparison between studio glass and conceptual art, I raised
points of difference in methodology, selection of material, approach to technique and in
forms of presentation, but given the diversity of contemporary art practice these are
permeable borders. Meaningful engagement of the viewer crosses these borders, and a
generic romanticism, as evident in the intensity of the aesthetic experience generated by
a glasswork, can place a glasswork into the context of contemporary Fine Art.
1.3 Romanticism and the Australian Studio Glass Movement
I revisit the development of studio glass in Australia to propose Romanticism as a context that
may indicate future directions for Australian studio glass practice.

A Note on Romanticism
Romanticism emerged in Germany at the end of the eighteenth century as a recognised
movement. Although Romanticism was united in its rejection of the Enlightenment,
there is no common language of visual forms that marks a work as romantic.
Romanticism reflects a plethora of viewpoints. In part this demonstrates the importance
the movement placed on independence and the free exercise of the facility of
judgement. Romanticism is an approach distinguished by attitude rather than formal
values or subject matter. In Romanticism there is no single pathway, no single answer.
It concerns itself with liberating the spark of creativity, and it does this through
emotions and imagination, and the reverie that can result. Its influence is pervasive and
deeply embedded in contemporary creative attitudes and approaches. It can emerge
where least expected.
Placing a context of Romanticism over the history of Australian studio glass is not
a seamless proposition. Unlike Romanticism studio glass is not associated with the dark
and unconscious forces that move within the sub-conscious, and studio glass artists are
usually not alienated rebels marginalised by suffering. But, although as studio glass
artists we may reflect a somewhat lighter romanticism, we do admire works that display
power, energy and vitality. Without this, as when a work is done according to rules, or
when a work is conventionally executed with evident self-conscious awareness of
technique and outcome, the work might show elegance, but it lacks life.
As with Romanticism itself, the diversity within Australian studio glass burns
holes through any blanket statement. I am not proposing that Australian studio glass as
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a movement, or that any artist within the movement, is wholly romantic, but
characteristics of romanticism reflect in creative elements within Australian studio
glass. Passion is a characteristic of Australian studio glassmakers, individual difference
is highly valued and imitation is rejected. If there is a centre of gravity for the group, it
is their medium, and a major relevance of romanticism to a study of this group is that
many of its practitioners hurl their creativity against glass. In doing this they learn what
they are in the world, and in turn reveal themselves through the gesture evident in their
work.
Experimentation and Artistic Individualism
Romanticism’s greatest virtue is sincerity, or what could also be called authenticity.105
Australian studio glass is characterised by artists who will literally travel great distances
to find their own voice. They seek this voice through a medium, and with an openness
to discovery that is present in Australian studio glass from its beginning.
After graduating from university in Melbourne in 1961 Cedar Prest, who was in
London with a job in cancer research, discovered art schools teaching stained glass. She
took that opportunity to learn what she could about technical processes for making glass
sculptural, rather than staying with traditional (flat-work) stained glass approaches.
Prest explored glass, ignoring boundaries that then existed between glassmaking
processes – between flat glass, sculptural glass and blown production work. She
developed her own techniques,106 and as part of an apprenticeship program went to
Brierley Hill in England to learn glassblowing at the Stuart Crystal factory. Through
decades of conscientious promotion of Australian subject themes Prest’s practice
illustrated individual artistic expression made specific to person and place. Like Prest,
Shar Feil-Moorman was not in contact with anyone in the glass movement when she
began experimenting with glass in 1971. Feil-Moorman was intrigued by the
contradictions in glass – its fragility, and yet its toughness – and she experimented with
precision and logic to discover its possibilities. For a time she took those skills to the
Bullseye Glass Company Portland, Oregon. Both these artists sustained a long term
commercial practice based on commissions. Both create works in response to project
briefs utilising the intrinsic qualities of glass while working within the demands of
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client and client space. If there is romanticism in this it lies in their rugged experimental
individualism, and in their persistence in maintaining their love affair with glass.
Adventurous experimentation is enriched by a related hunt to understand and
share technical process. Seeking a material to give voice to what she wanted to express
Maureen Cahill travelled to a visual arts school in Stourbridge, England where Keith
Cummings 107 was teaching glass. On returning to Australia Cahill took a position
teaching sculpture at the newly established Sydney College of the Arts where she was
able to establish glass as a study at the college in 1978. Cahill’s approach to the courses
she developed was based on individual experimentation, with a curriculum aligned to
that of a sculpture studio within a fine arts school. As a student at Sydney College of the
Arts in those formative years of the school, Keith Rowe remembers it as what he called
“a conceptual college”,108 and he noted that it encouraged the exploration of
minimalism, conceptualism and performance art. Rowe remembers learning what he
needed to know, as he needed to know it. Cahill is interested in the strength of ideas,
and although she has high regard for the craft, she wants people to look at glass as an art
medium. It is this philosophy that led her into the cooperative venture in 1982 that
became the Glass Artists’ Gallery, based at first in Paddington, Sydney, and now sited
in Glebe. Cahill’s love of glass moved from early experimentation in search of her
artistic voice to supporting the voices of others. She now wishes to return to her own
glass practice and again explore the expression of her ideas. Cahill is a driven
personality exploding through life with a brutal optimism. She is a person consumed by
a romantic vocation, and that makes her an evangelist for her medium whatever the
personal cost.
Romanticism ranks motivation above consequence. The Australian studio glass
movement is characterised by personalities driven by conviction. Stephen Skillitzi
exemplified its adventurous and experimental ethos. Skillitzi experienced the
emergence of the studio glass culture in the United States first-hand. Returning to
Australia in 1970 he provided public exposure for studio glass with his own theatrical
glassblowing performances. These were one-man events utilising basic, improvised
equipment. Skillitzi was concerned with demonstrating the excitement inherent in glass
processes, rather than the quality of any finished object. He attracted people with the
risk and danger, heat and excitement of glass. Through Skillitzi’s efforts people were
shown possibilities – this could be as simple as blowing molten glass into a bubble so
Cummings became a significant figure in the international studio glass movement as an artist, technician, teacher
and author.
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thin that it could be immediately touched with naked fingers. These were feats of
apparent magic designed to enthral. Although raising doubts about seduction,109 the
medium was brought to the public’s notice. Skillitzi work exhibits his romantic
idiosyncrasy. A similar romantic idiosyncrasy is currently surfacing in Post-Glass
experiments as its exponents attempt to find a contemporary relevance for glass
practice.110 Skillitzi demonstrates the free spirit of Romanticism with the risks that
brings. Riding his enthusiasm for ideas he has experienced both public praise and
apathetic disinterest in a career that tracks Australian studio glass from its genesis.
Romanticism is a matter of responding to the forces that move within your own
life. Warren Langley sees what he did when working with glass as his way to make a
living.111 He does not see being a glass artist as ‘romantic’, however he an exemplar of
Romanticism in studio glass. In Sydney in the mid-seventies Langley was taking a “few
classes” in stained glass when he coincidentally came across a stained glass autonomous
panel - an individual glass panel that marked a departure from the stained glass window
tradition (glass integrated into architecture) while still using stained glass techniques. It
was a three-dimensional example of Californian funk by American artist Paul Marioni.
The panel’s independence from the architecture was a revelation for Langley. Arriving
in Los Angeles at the start of a planned extended trip, he saw an advertisement for a
Marioni workshop, which he spontaneously decided to attend. This led to a long road
trip to also attend an early Pilchuck112 residency glass program near Seattle. There he
workshopped with Dale Chihuly, Dan Dailey, Fritz Dreibach and Marvin Lipofsky, and
established long term friendships with these international pioneers of American studio
glass.
Langley remembers the early days of Australian studio glass as excitingly new in
its approach, and he remembers the studio glass practitioners as processing a heightened
sense of community. He was developing kiln-forming technology, and an interest in and
excitement with process innovation is still evident in his approach to the large
architectural work he now undertakes. Langley admitted his earlier work was often
Geoffrey Edwards, personal interview, 24/09/09, 2. There was on-going concern with ‘untitled sculptural forms’ that
relied on process and material rather than strength of concept, sense of scale, or the scope of sculpture.
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unresolved because he was pushing limits to see what would happen. His glass was a
vehicle for whatever consumed him at that point in time. After spending weeks
researching, he would push an idea into the material in a way that was quick and rough,
and then move to something new. A small chip in the glass did not concern Langley,
and his favourite tool was an angle grinder. He says this work was about tactile glass
used to translate patterns, marks and hand gesture. He was not interested in the
prettiness of glass, but the way light comes off it. That is why his earlier works were
heavily textured and crusty. Desiring immediacy he is a risk taker who often
overpowers tradition with innovative processes. He developed technologies that lent
themselves to his rapid, gestural responses in a material not known for being hands-on.
It is his gesture that most marks Langley as a romantic. His gesture was evident in his
object work and it leapt into the landscape with his Glass Equals Water Equals Glass
project. That project incorporated large bodies of water. Langley used these bodies of
water to reflect remote source lighting as if the water were glass. Langley’s interests
now lie with large public projects. He defeats restrictions of scale associated with the
glass object, while maintaining his love affair with the effects of glass and light.
Langley’s work is evidence of a progression where an artist’s gesture swept beyond
glass.
Life is a quest in which you search to find meaning, and acknowledge a calling
when it presents to you. Dr Gerry King’s involvement with Australian studio glass as a
significant maker and teacher was ignited when circumstances took him to Alfred
University (in western New York State), which along with Wisconsin was a seedbed for
American contemporary glass. At Alfred University, Andrea Billeci introduced King to
the possibilities of glass. Initially focussed on ceramics as a visual arts teacher in
Australia, King always sees himself as an artist whose creativity is supported by both
good design and strong craft. Underlying King’s meticulously work are cultural
narratives. Over thirty-seven years King says his work evolved through the interplay of
idea and image that utilised symbolism through form, colour and pattern exquisitely
executed.
To the romantic what matters is that you create with all you have in you. Peter
Minson came from an industrial background as an expert practitioner in glass scientific
instrument making. Scientific glass was the Minson family’s business for three
generations, and there, as Minson explained, it was a matter of “make that”,113 rather
than a concern for the aesthetics of the object. But Minson always wanted to make art,
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and willingly left the family business to do so. Carrying across his approach to glass
from his earlier life, Minson loves technical problem solving: as demonstrated by his
independent pioneer experimentation with small glass furnaces for art-making. In the
communal spirit that characterises Australian studio glass Minson is always generous
with his extensive technical knowledge and is always happy to share it with those who
ask. Minson always had mastery over technique. His search centres on finding visual
forms that are identifiably his own. His excellently executed functional items such as
teapots, and his goblet commissions fall short of meeting his romantic concept of the
‘artist’. He continues his four-decade search for those unique visual forms that will give
him artistic recognition.
Missionary Zeal
Romantic artists claimed the right to go their own way as individuals. They persist in
their individual sensibilities for, above all, Romanticism values the primacy of will
reflected in an ideal to which you commit yourself. For such an artist art is a vocation.
In this you meet resistance and in overcoming this resistance you come to know
yourself. Glass offered Klaus Moje that resistance. I am not saying Moje is a romantic
artist, but characteristics of Romanticism do inform his actions. Such an artist must
show a self-faith demonstrating a force of character. When Moje took up his new
appointment in 1983 as head of the glass workshop at the School of Art, Australian
National University, Canberra he was on a mission. Moje’s singular focus proved to be
of great benefit – to him, to that specific glass workshop, and to Australian
contemporary glass generally. The autobiographical character of an artist’s output can
identify an artist as a romantic. So too can emotional conviction.114 Moje output was
subject of the show, Klaus Moje: Painting with Glass, a retrospective at the Museum of
Art and Design in New York in 2009. This exhibition reflected thirty-years of Moje’s
devotion to the beauty of a material. It shows the development of a voice that grows
from small intimate bowls, to then move to glass panels that speak from the wall as
complex patterned glass canvasses, and that finally shouts in huge glass areas of boldly
‘painted’ colour.
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Moje brought “a vocational bent and almost missionary zeal”115 to his stewardship
the ANU glass workshop. Moje wanted his students to focus on the material in a
balance of creativity and skill116 that would develop as their own voice.117 In his rigorous
development of material skill and his exploration colour Moje could be seen as a
classical modernist in the Bauhaus tradition. This could be interpreted another way. In
his 2010 solo exhibition, Dance of Colours at the Sabbia Gallery, Sydney, Moje
demonstrates he is a master of process, but this does not mean the material is mastered.
Romanticism is evident in the unpredictable struggle with material, as an artist fights to
translate imagination into substance. In this struggle a true conversation begins. A
resolution of formal elements is achieved through Moje’s embodied skill and this takes
us back into the romantic ancestry of modernism through the symbolists and what Henri
Dorra identified as “musicality … the artist’s creation of the harmonious (or
deliberately discordant) as well as expressive effects by line and colour, comparable to
what the composer creates with rhythm and notes and a poet with prosody, ”118 that is,
through the aesthetics of pure form. Moje is using glass, and knowledge developed over
a lifetime, like a virtuoso musician might use a favourite instrument.
A number of figures are responsible for establishing Australian studio glass
culture. They are teachers who shared their artistic attitudes and technical processes
within institutions and workshops. They created a context for Australian studio glass
open to international influences while grounded in technical process. Processes are
expanded by an experimental attitude centred on individual creativity. Australian
glassmakers take from established traditions with what arts administrator Brian Parkes
calls a “backyard-shed mentality”119 – by which he implies they use what is available to
them with staggering inventiveness.
Australian Glasswork as Interpretations of Landscape
In 1985 Jenny Zimmer wrote in a review of the first international touring exhibition of
Australian and New Zealand studio glass that, “there was not one kangaroo, kookaburra
or gumnut featured in the work”.120 However, in an exhibition catalogue she observed
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that the landscape was still a preoccupation of Australasian glass artists.121 The
evocative nature of place plays a significant role in romanticism. Responses to
landscape are still evident, and now as then, Australian imagery is intrinsic to some
studio glasswork. At times Australian imagery is overtly explored,122 but reference to
place is also multivalent and appears in subtle and sophisticated abstractions.
In her painted glass, artist Summer Sanders reflects her culture and her family ties
to country in western New South Wales. Sanders’ abstraction is anchored in the telling
of the indigenous traditional stories she feels are embedded in the landscape. Cobi
Cockburn “draws on native grasses for her colour palette and literal link to the land”.123
Lisa Cahill writes of distilling “the essence of the harsh, dry landscape”.124 Kirstie Rea
talks of her love of the big blue sky as a clear thinking space, and of the Australian
landscape pushing her horizontally (as reflected in her work), just as Clare Belfrage
abstracts the lines on a eucalyptus tree into her glass forms in an attempt to capture the
wonder that initially drew her attention to that aspect of the landscape. Belfrage writes
that she seeks “a quiet rhythm found through intense repetition and the timelessness and
restfulness found in detail”.125 As Neville Assad-Salha said, these interpretations of
landscape capture “aspects of nature that can resonate in everyone, even if it’s on a
subliminal level”.126 These examples reflect a refined development of process that
engages the viewer with simulacra of Australian landscape – a merging of material and
process to trigger aesthetic response through the same haunting qualities of form, space
and light.
Identifying an Australian Studio Glass Style is Problematic
The works of these makers do reflect an intimate connection to landscape; however
interpretations of landscape do not dominate glasswork in Australia and there is no
other grand subject, or common language of visual forms that unites creative glasswork
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in this country (apart from the material itself). As is the case with Romanticism,
individualism is dominant over any one theme or stylistic characteristic. It will be the
work of the individual glass artist that is identifiable, rather than that the artist’s country
of origin. A work is recognised as a ‘Moje’, or ‘Whiteley’, or a ‘Varga’, rather than ‘an
Australian work’. Linked by their medium, there were (and are) many people working
in many ways at the same time. Diversity in practice is unified by glass. As it is with
romanticism, a linear history loses the subtlety and variation that makes up the
background of Australian studio glass. Generalisation is usually a compromise. There
are influences that may be traced back to institutional approaches to glass, but
identifying these as stylistic markers characterising Australian studio glass is negated by
the diversity of graduate work. Writing about the internationalism of studio glass in the
early 1990s,127 Susanne Frantz, then curator of twentieth-century glass with the Corning
Museum of Glass, stated that while selecting works for the international New Glass
Review it was almost impossible to discern any national, or regional styles. Bringing
this into the present, Tina Oldknow, the current curator of modern glass at the Corning
Museum of Glass, stated that Australian studio glass was not identifiable through
particular national stylistic characteristics. 128
The relatively small international community built around studio glass remains
homogenous in its diversity. This apparent contradiction arises because the whole group
is usually quickly aware of what any particular studio glassmaker is making. The desire
to be recognised as a creative individual within that group means that, although
technical innovations and work of other makers can be adapted, new works must
evidence unique qualities. Adaptation must add aspects of originality if it is to be
credited as authentic.
Romantic Individualism
Australian studio glass was pioneered by forceful personalities who willingly bound
themselves to this material and its developing processes. Through role modelling,
sharing and education that promoted individualised expression, these pioneers impacted
strongly on those who followed. Within our community the strongly individualised
forms that mark the work of these personalities intensified the tendency for an
Australian glass piece to be engaged in relation to the field of studio glass, rather than
within the broader field of contemporary art practice. This means that it is common for
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a studio glass piece to be read in relation to the work of other glass practitioners, that is,
its comparative placement within the short history of international contemporary glass
and beyond that, historic precursors in glass. A work is distinguished by its continuation
of the technical signature and artistic gesture of its maker, and by its points of similarity
to and difference from, the established signatures of others in the field. The points of
difference are attributes pursued by makers. The ownership and recognition of the
resultant mark of the maker is sought, and when it is achieved through some degree of
aesthetic integrity, it is highly valued by all within both the international and Australian
glass community.
The sharing nature of the glass community is balanced by the territorial nature of
creative and commercial imperatives common to all visual arts promotion within the
contemporary art market. A full-page advertisement in the first Craft Arts,
October/December publication in 1984, which promoted Australian studio glassmaker
Peter Crisp, by proclaiming that Crisp “brought to glass an originality of expression so
often the preserve of his brush-wielding contemporaries”, was a logical outcome when
technical mastery within one material is linked to creative individualism. Having
ownership over their forms flows from a maker’s pride in his or her individual artistry
and is common to all fields of artistic practice. In Romanticism it is the artist’s
sensibility and emotional authenticity that confers validity onto a work.129 These same
qualities align a studio glasswork with Fine Art, rather than Craft practice. Contained
within this ownership is the artist’s right to their own gesture, if not their technique.
History Reset
Much of the earliest Australian studio glass is primitive in technique and clumsy in
form, and it relies on the quality of its medium to generate viewer engagement. Now the
diversity within contemporary studio glass may allow it to be exhibited because it looks
architectural, or woven, or a little bit ceramic, but isn’t. That is, some of the work being
made creates curiosity and appears sophisticated, but it does not look like glass.
Paradoxically it defies its connections because, although it is enabled by skill with
material and process, these elements are not evidence of authentic contemporary
practice, therefore the glass is presented as something else. That is, there are
129
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glassmakers who are looking to present their work in a way they feel will be accepted
beyond their original community. This is not a bad thing. Richard Whiteley supports the
few Australian studio glass artists who have made the leap into broader fine arts
identities. It is goal he does not think we should all strive for, but he feels it does reflect
a maturity and diversity amongst Australian glass practitioners.
In 1995 a former curator at the Corning Museum of Glass, William Warmus,
wrote an essay called ‘The End?’.130 He stated that the American studio glass movement
was based in technological innovation and with techniques now mastered the movement
is complete. Creative authenticity no longer rests in the material or in technical
achievement. He argues that the dominant theme of studio glass concerns innovating the
means in the method of studio glass, and now that means is refined and it is versatile.
Warmus suggests in his essay that with their developed technique, it is time for
glassmakers to explore the world through narratives. He argues that a methodology
expressing this exploration through mastered technique is the way to renew energy in
studio glass, which now sees some of its younger adherents (with aspirations directed
elsewhere) showing their work in Fine Art contexts.
New from Old
There are elements of this assessment that in part explain our situation in Australia. As
with its American precursor, the development of Australian studio glass is technically
based. It develops as a sophisticated craft narrative expanded to accommodate
individual aesthetic sensibilities expressing conceptual explorations in material, culture
and identity. Technical process continues to provide the means for those explorations.
As Australian practitioners, our developing skills, both adapted and invented, focus our
glassmaking, and we are now recognised masters in techniques that we have invented or
borrowed, refined and evolved.131
The force of our commitment to process has already been referenced in this paper
as offering a productive future in design for some practitioners. Design will continue to
provide a rich field for development, fulfilling briefs in built-for-purpose architectural
glass, and in other types of functional glass.
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Addressing Warmus’s suggestion in terms of future contemporary art, narrative
always provided glass practice with a functioning epistemology.132 Australian studio
glass exhibits high skills-based competencies and a willingness to individually push the
creative potential of glass. These qualities are always available for the deeper
exploration of culture and self.
A brief review of two recent exhibitions exposes the fertile potential for studio
glass in this country. Supported by highly competent technique and with their
foundations firmly in glass as a means of romantic artistic expression, these exhibitions
provide models ripe for continuing exploitation. The first was a group exhibition
(sponsored by Artisan and Wagga Wagga Gallery in 2010) curated by Megan Bottari –
‘Tour De Force: In Case of Emergency Break Glass’.
The exhibition’s methodology utilises material process to explore and articulate
cultural references. The works are emotionally convincing, with one foot in language
and the other in visual imagery as a means to tell stories. Although conceptually
discursive, these works engage a powerful visceral response through the heterogeneity
of visual representation. The epistemology utilises diverse cultural narratives expressed
in object through the versatile materiality of glass. In the context of this exhibition glass
is used in the presentation of ideas. These ideas expand the object as potential, and
memory and expectation take us along the fragmenting paths of our contemporary
culture. Themes incline to a quantitative Western aesthetic that describes and conveys
the world as concept revealed through visual form.
Narrative is not the prerogative of glass alone. It is available to all media;
however, glass demonstrates an impressive conceptual carrying capacity through its
poetic potential and its representational availability as metaphor. The bond that artists
represented in this exhibition have with glass is also strengthened, because, taking a line
from Donald Kuspit’s book, The End of Art, they have the “craft necessary to create
[formal] beauty as a dialectic counterbalance to their sometimes emotionally
confronting subject matter”.133
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Fig. 6, Deb Jones, My Mother’s Arm
2010, cast glass, 40 x 15 x 12 cms,
from “Tour De Force”.

Fig. 7, ,Jessica Loughlin, in close 2 (detail),
2010, kiln-formed glass, 60 x 84 x 6 cms,
from ‘Mind and Matter’.

The second exhibition, ‘Mind and Matter: Meditations on Immateriality’, Margot
Osborne as curator (exhibited at the Jam Factory, Adelaide and Object Gallery, Sydney,
2010), also utilises highly developed material process, but the works in this show
combine non-representational abstraction with the openness of ambiguity. This
epistemology also expresses itself as object, but it is the materiality of glass, combined
with light, that drives engagement with the works, and that engagement is meditative.
This is nature as poetically revealed by artistic sensibility and it is exampled by our
reaction to the materiality of glass. For the audience it is experienced as a sensation. The
aesthetic is Eastern and qualitative as light dissolves form into formlessness and voids
open, and presents us with the opportunity of experiencing the transcendental.
The approaches of both ‘Tour De Force’ and ‘Mind and Matter’ are romantic in
that the intention is to engage us in a strong emotional response, not just reasoned
appraisal. They play on perception, rather than concept in stimulating aesthetic
experience within the phenomenon of their presentation, and their evaluation lies as a
point along the line of our emotional engagement. As other exhibitions (Sabbia Gallery,
2009) by Kirstie Rea,‘In the Presence of Blue’ and Charles Butcher, ‘After the Object’
demonstrate, the aesthetic potential of visual form remains a rich seam for artists who
49

chose glass as their medium.
While technical process dominates studio glass as a sophisticated craft narrative
developed within the dialogue between glass and artist, the language of visual forms,
identified with aspects of modernism, seems the natural home for studio glass. But this
is misleading, for even glass artists strongly associated with modernist visual form are
also guided by an individualism seeded in imagination, and their works are fed by the
impact of colour and light and their felt responses to landscape. While Emma Varga
may exploit traditional European craft skills in the sophisticated precision of her layered
casting, at its centre her work is driven by a highly subjective internal vision.134 Charles
Butcher might push his forms to the demanding edge of what may appear to be a
sophisticated minimalism, but he does this through an emotionally unrelenting
psychological and physical commitment to his process and the resultant forms. Jessica
Loughlin, with her technically highly refined works, may appear to be working towards
a similar minimalist aesthetic, yet her works are simulacra of our landscape’s vastness.
Using the materiality of glass and immaterial luminosity imparted to her work’s surface
by light, Loughlin triggers psychological responses that allude to the sublime.
Romanticism is evident in approaches to Australian studio glass. The practitioners
of Australian studio glass were always a diverse range of individuals more than willing
to invent ways and push boundaries while using whatever resources are available to
them. If artistic sensibility and glass synthesise within the numerous narrative fields
available, the creative vein may continue to be highly productive.
1.4 Narrative and the Impossibility of Objectivity
I analyse the narratives that entangle both the glasswork and the practice that created it, and that
deliver meaning through relationship between visual form and word. In this, narratives create
ground for the viewer’s romantic engagement with both the glasswork and the artist.

Words and the Glasswork/Object
To place the glasswork in context with a label is to set parameters for interpretation of
meaning. The glasswork becomes concept, and that presupposes a direction towards
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outcomes. Setting parameters for the glasswork posits a perspective. We move beyond
the work as a physical thing for the purpose of enclosing it in interpretation. We use
language to form a scenario in order to determine meaning. The process of determining
meaning begins once our attention brings us into relationship with the glasswork. As we
begin to interpret meaning from the glasswork we consummate that relationship by our
selection of words a nanosecond after the glasswork gains our attention in our holistic
multi-sensory response.
To put specific words to a glasswork is to frame the work. Brian Parkes argues the
words are the work, but I add that as an idea around the work they are not fixed. As
words they attach to the object to become the work as an idea. We have translated the
object into meaning. Words delineate our perception of the work, and these words
sharpen into definition as the articulation of concept when we ask, “What is it?” Any
answer to that question is a language construction by which we elaborate on a story. A
myth is thus being created around the work. This myth is not the thing, but our idea of
the thing. Here it is a constructed understanding, garnered from within our cultural
context. It is a new form generated by the viewer, from the work as an object within a
place and time. In our perception of a work total objectivity is impossible, because what
is read and/or felt will vary from viewer to viewer within the context of each reading. It
is implication, Roland Barthes’ ‘signified’, 135 that explains the paradox of the work
being the thing that is fixed – the object to be seen and touched – yet also being of a
temporal nature and contextually dependant.
This virtual form/concept/myth is not the entity that is the work. We start from the
object as a physical thing in space, but beyond that we conjecture. In our interpretation
we wrap the object in cultural reference, and that cannot be avoided, because any
interpretation draws meaning from our cultural context. ‘What is’ becomes ‘what is
represented’, and what is represented is a composite of layered verticality. Significance
is attached through imposed meaning, and meaning is layered upon meaning and
expressed as words, or felt as experience. All this takes form as our understanding of the
work. This is compressed within our definition of the object as concept, and the
definition more than hints at narrative. That is, the object is wrapped in story – not one,
but many. I now examine the narratives available to give meaning to the glasswork.
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Words and Creative Making
In an extrapolation from Barthes’ signified, a single glass object as an entity can become
what I would call a mutating signifier through connotation. That is, the glass object is
open to different interpretations of meaning because meaning is dependant on the
viewer and the context of the viewing. The glass object itself is open to multiple
interpretations as it interacts with each viewer’s aesthetic sensibility to generate
meaning.
Meaning is expressed as words, and those words make up the narratives that
expand our works and drive the engagement that others have with our work, but they
also provide insights that trawl into who we are as people. For British collector Alan
Poole the narrative might be a story attached to the piece, or might turn on the artist
who made the work, or it may be one of cultural aesthetics built into the form of the
piece itself. The point I am making is that narratives are more than the telling of an
extrinsic story through the work. They are intrinsic to the material, to the object, to its
maker and to the processes of its making, and the viewer shapes them as context for
interpretation.
For example, certain objects made by glass artist Deb Cocks are works of fused
glass enamels on the back of bowls made of kiln-formed, iron-free float glass. Beyond
this medium-based selection of words – a technical narrative with its own history – the
works fit into a cultural context, for the bowl form itself is functional in a domestic
tradition, and the domestic theme is echoed in the subject matter of her applied
painting.136 In the context of individual expression, these works by Cocks are what she
calls the ‘tells’137 of her life, and personally, it is her sharing of this intimate narrative
that most attracts me.
I have exampled narratives (technical, domestic, professional, broadly cultural or
intimately personal) that enmesh Deb Cocks’ work – the narratives that are explicit in
the words selected to articulate a meaning from these objects. A glass object’s making
can be driven, or its form distorted or confused by the words that surround it. If we
emotionally engaged in the viewing of a work then understanding how that engagement
is triggered enables us to analytically assess what is a romantic reaction. If there are
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narratives that we are engaging with, knowing which narratives is part of that
assessment.
Form Shaped by Narrative
The validity of the meaning we take from a glasswork lies in context, for we draw that
meaning from our interpretation, and interpretation is a proposal dependant on the
circumstance of person, place and time.
The narrative form presents us with diverse options. For the viewer, the narrative
may be guided by the work’s title, or left open by the absence of a title – words change
our perception of the work. To accept narrative as the idea that we perceive as the work
is to accept that, in our viewing of it, the tangible, fixed, made-object can express
transformation, or be a sequence of events. This is because event lies in the nature of
narrative. To accept the work as narrative is to accept that in our viewing, the work is
able to expand, and to engage us within the context of our situation.
The work drives its narratives, but they come from outside the work’s own
inviolate physical existence by way of implication and interpretation, and here lies the
work’s potential for cultural power and multiplicity. Once interpretation is brought into
play it enables the work to move through the past, the present and into the future. For,
expanded into narrative, our interpretation can address methodology, epistemology and
ontology. Whatever the implication, the work becomes more than one single moment
laden with significance.138 For the work’s poetic nature is in its potential for multiple
reading. The work, as iconic landscape, or as figurative representation, or as an example
of the aesthetics of form, may contain all the retentional and potentional force with
which Edmund Husserl encapsulates memory139 and expectation.140 And as long as the
work holds seeds of narrative it is dynamic. It lives. Stephen Procter might have been
telling us this when he wrote, “Planting these seeds, the past, the present and the future
are contained within – every moment presenting a potential. The artist is not simply
capturing the now, but also embodying the past and the future”141.
Stories extend beyond a single work in more ways than one, because pieces exist
within bodies of work. These bodies of work are catalogues, and they can be read as the
narratives of individual stylistic development situated in a larger field of practitioners.
Robert Nelson and Richard Shiff, eds., Critical Terms for Art History, 2nd ed., Chicago and London: The University
of Chicago Press, 2003. 68.
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Those practitioners evidence narratives that may be technical, or academic and are
certainly cultural. All is narrative field intersecting and overlapping narrative field.
There is a distinct narrative rooted in an individual’s gesture existing as one field of the
narrative, that itself exists within larger narratives, and all extend through time, that is,
the work can be caught up in a broader narrative – of artists, a style, or a movement.
There are also the narratives generated by educational institutions, by galleries and their
curators, by publications, by professional organizations and by materials suppliers.142
The object is enmeshed in narratives the moment it engages us to that point where we
attach meaning to it.
Narratives come with place and audience, and will determine the appropriateness
of choices in any exhibition. Understanding narratives will also clarify the mysteries of
those same selections for the makers offering up work for exhibitions. In the selection
process the curator or institution is an arbiter of providence. His or her responsibility is
to understand as much as possible about the work, the artist and the group, and also to
tell appropriate stories that are of interest to their audience. As a matter of interest the
Latin origin of the term curator is overseer or guardian, and as such they are the keepers
and guardians of stories as well as objects. The works in the care of curators are
elements of narratives and hold their position through their place in their particular
story. The object may move between stories, even moving significantly outside the
realm of its originally conceived narrative, but this is the adaptability of the
object/narrative relationship. It is even possible that, like the Colossus of Rhodes, an
object could be lost completely, to leave only stories as the echo of its providence, and
if the story is powerful enough the work may become iconic.
A Unique Narrative?
In their creative making, makers weave their unique story, which can be subtly tied into
a particular form of production, or material type, or the exploration of an idea. A deeper
understanding of the maker’s narrative can lead to acceptance of new works, and if
successful and given time, a narrative will establish a professional identity. As Richard

That Bullseye provides a technical narrative was evident in the Latitudes exhibition of the mid-nineties – see Priscilla
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Whiteley explained: “you define yourself within your practice”.143 An artist’s narrative
grants providence to objects made by that particular individual.
An individual artistic narrative is made more obvious by a body of work, while in
turn this body of work provides a deeper understanding of each unique piece within it.
When linked by individual gesture marked on form through technique, an individual
artist’s narrative also demonstrates authenticity. Extending through the object is the
narrative of a journey; a journey that brought the maker to that point and hints at where
their work may go in the future. A body of work resonates with the flow of this
narrative, and the body of work allows the possibility for a viewer to have a relationship
beyond the single work, to have a relationship with the maker through what the maker
does. In the viewer’s recognition of that narrative, he or she connects to a deeper
involvement with those aspects of making linked to that narrative. The flow of the
maker’s narrative may also act as a guide to the maker if they seek direction in their
work, but if the body of work is too diverse, or too sparse, it may be difficult for a
viewer to obtain perspective across works. Some viewers want to follow genuine and
consistent development through on-going work, and in that way engage with the
individual pieces in a more meaningful way.
With the requirement to earn a living, the need for young makers to establish
themselves within the market is generally recognised amongst glass artists. Young
makers strive to make a name by entering competitions and gaining access into the in
galleries. In keeping with the American ethos of individual creativity in their narrative
as artist, they may seek new ground, and looking to see where their practice fits they
reference the work of early studio glass artists. The early choices they make in labelling
their practice become significant, for later in their career it may be hard to change the
narratives created by those labels. They build their career by making decisions such as
where to exhibit. They need time to develop an independent voice and to demonstrate
their commitment to their practice over the long term.
Engaging the Market
If the artist’s work is too diverse, their narrative is erratic, they can be criticised for
being inconsistent, or lacking substance. The artist’s narrative is a factor in selling
work. As interest grows, more work is demanded. Once collectors take an interest, the
body of work linked by the individual’s narrative creates reference points for
meaningful research. That research leads to assessments, and those in turn enable
143
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collectors to make confident decisions. This is especially so if publications and
institutions endorse the narrative. Furthermore the venue in which a work is exhibited
carries its own narrative, and by association this transfers to the work it displays. This
becomes a significant issue in the categorisation of work, and astute makers become
highly sensitive to the power of such contexts and can be resolute in controlling the
environment in which their work is displayed.
The contextual narratives that are carried by elements such as labelling a practice
and choosing an exhibition venue are important to the artist because narrative is a
marketable commodity. It reassures collectors. A narrative re-enforces the provenance
of a work, and gives collectors a tangible context for the particular piece they are
buying. Therefore the promotion of a credible narrative around the maker’s work
becomes a significant element in the market value of a work. Attached to an object a
narrative can generate an element of exclusivity, and exclusivity will increase price. An
artist’s reputation is evidence of a narrative, and the significance granted to the maker
once recognised as an individual of repute is considerable. An individual artist’s
narrative can even override the poor quality of a particular piece making it saleable, and
thus providing evidence of narrative being an integral part of the concept of market
value for that piece. The price of a work shifts upward significantly when we recognise
it as original work by an autonomous creator expressive of self in some way. So a work
gains market value both through the narrative of the individual maker (reputation) and
the originality of the piece that marks it as a distinctive contribution to other narratives,
while still remaining consistent within the narrative that is the maker’s body of work.
The Choking Narrative
A negative aspect of the link between the individual maker’s narrative to the calculation
of commercial product is that then the artist’s narrative inhibits change and discourages
risk taking. The stability of a narrative is commercially important because, as James
Wood argues, “gallery owners and collectors … reward consistency more than
experimentation”.144 Whether this comment is justified or not, it takes time for change to
be absorbed and accepted by the buying public. Stability can stall development. There is
a tendency for some studio glass practitioners, supported by sales, to repeat the same
James Wood, ‘Small Change: Can top artists working in glass shake off their stylistic stasis.’ The UrbanGlass
Quarterly no. 115, 60.
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work for years. This is most obvious if an artist repeatedly exploits one ‘trick’ for its
commercial leverage. Collectors who focused on thematic lines close to the surface of
works may be disconcerted by change – even in those superficial narratives; or those
collectors may be unsettled by work that is visually different, even if it is conceptually
cohesive. The particular maker’s narrative (as evident in the work and connoted as
style) creates expectations, and as such can be inhibiting. While in the commercial
world, new works by a maker might be eagerly anticipated, an existing narrative will
filter what follows. Apparent change in direction and the breaking of a perceived
narrative can make it harder to market a new work. Once a narrative theme is
established, buyers attracted to that theme may not financially support changes that take
them outside what they consider to be the flow of that narrative. Once established, a
saleable story is hard to change. In the art world this can contract into a ‘myth-based’
brand, a brand established through repetition of form and anchored in process in pursuit
of an idea. Form, process and idea all carry narratives that combine to reinforce and
build on the larger narrative that is the artist’s brand.
A maker might hesitate in taking a commercial risk with their brand, but makers
and collectors may both come to the point where transformation is required to maintain
the deeper artistic narrative of the maker and the narratives of a wider group (the
gallery, the movement). If the only consideration is commercial success, there is a risk
of stagnation in the feedback loop created between a market demand and the satisfaction
of that demand. There needs to be change. A discerning collector will persevere through
a maker’s change and development, because they sense the deeper artistic narrative, and
this understanding heightens their interest in the maker’s work. The contemporary
market will come around because it hungers for the new. If the narrative’s generic need
for transformation is ignored superficial narratives lose appeal. A narrative can wither to
mere cliché. Makers must evolve their work in various ways. However, even when a
work appears to stay within one theme, transformation can be achieved through
verticality, that is, through the layered exploration of that theme. An idea reworked over
a long period can develop depth and emerge as profound.
It is human to stay with a known story, especially if that story has brought
success. However, narrative is a dynamic form. If a narrative is perceived to stagnate
there is little guaranteeing that collectors will continue to purchase work, even if it
demonstrates improving skill. An example of this stagnation can be found in the
tendency for Australian glassmakers to move to a surface narrative too readily. Such a
narrative is often derived from an interesting body of student work. Possibly
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encouraged by a gallery, this becomes the basis for on-going work and continues for
years with little further innovation. Any gallery with vision will look for development in
bodies of work. All worthwhile narrative lives; and living things change and develop.
For the artist in studio glass that change is the natural evolution of personal aesthetic
supported by skills development.
The Narrative as a Carrier of Histories
While bodies of work develop, the means of their making and presentation also carry
histories. The vessel is an example of a narrative based in a form associated with glass.

Fig. 8, Stephen Procter, Seeds of Light Vessel,
1998, blown, cut and engraved glass, 14 x 24 cms dia.

For two thousand years the vessel has been a constant point of reference, and in
contemporary glass it provides a refuge for both artist and collector.145 This is a cultural
narrative inherent to material and form, and it is active as metaphor. For example,
Stephen Procter said he used vessel forms, “because they are a significant symbol of
giving and receiving, the constant process of growth and renewal. With art, with glass,
the form is the embodiment of breath – it is the space within which governs outer
form”146.
Forms, materials, processes and genres all carry their own histories. They are but
some of the many possible narratives entangling the work, and they are loaded against
the unwary. They carry preconceptions for markets that may extend, or limit
commercial value, as our craft and fine art narratives illustrate. Being embedded with
these histories brings expectations, and while any considered mutation or rejection of
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these histories can break new ground and draw attention as critique, careless disregard
can become a barrier to engagement with the work.
The idea that narratives articulate the meaning we derive from an object is not
unique to studio glass, but it is no less relevant. In terms of our engagement, narratives
form context but are also subject to it. Whether it is appropriate to a maker’s intent, or it
is not, the application of a narrative (if that narrative is powerful enough) has the power
to connote form, because the narrative gives the work context, and that becomes the
presentation from which we derive meaning. Accepting that Romanticism is concerned
with quality rather than rule, if we want to understand why we are emotionally
responding to a form, identifying its narratives is important.
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Chapter 2
Narrative and the Expanding Object
In this section I move among the strata that can facilitate or constrict our engagement
when we confront a glasswork.
2.1 The Surrounding Mists
I dissect our engagement with the glasswork in terms of what the work is, what the work is said
to be, and the meaning we may derive as our understanding of the work. I conclude that the
power of any preconception to constrict our response is balanced by the power of the poetic
event to increase our affective engagement with the glasswork.

Viewers confronted with a glasswork will engage it through the frame of their own
understanding of the world. Viewers construct a narrative that gives account of this
thing they are viewing, but that is only one interpretation, and there may be any number
of possible interpretations. The interpretations are determined not only by context, but
also by what the viewers bring to that context.
A Sea of Words
When we place studio glasswork in the context of artwork, an observation made by
American artist Robert Morris becomes relevant. The observation is, “works of art
remain afloat on a sea of words”.147 The art object may trigger a multitude of narratives,
and from these narratives a viewer may attach any singular narrative or combination of
narratives to interpret meaning from the work. These narratives may be profound or
prosaic, but being of a time and place, read as a language and felt as visual form, these
narratives can engage us with all the force of culture. The narratives that the artwork
makes available inform, fascinate, interrogate and transport us through a narrative’s
connection with our needs and longing. The narratives that a viewer attaches to an
artwork make that artwork culturally relevant, or cross-culturally intriguing. Narratives
reveal our shared humanity, or express our differences.
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One is Not the Other
Even though generated by the object through the context of our engagement, the
narrative is not the object, but an experience of our own making so bound to the object
that we can see narrative and object as the same thing. The interpreted meaning may
vary because meaning is dependent on the viewer and the context of the viewing; that
is, because it is subject to context the meaning of the artwork can mutate with shifts in
context. The narratives we attach as meaning to an object are the mutating signified of
connotation.
If we apply narratives as our understandings and make them available for the
purpose of our interpretation we can do so because we have absorbed them from our
cultural surround. They have been made in another’s history and we interpret them from
within our own. Last century Roland Barthes provided a means to separate the strata of
an interpretation and in doing so he pointed out the ability of narratives to enmesh the
object. The enmeshing is done in the signification of meaning and provides multiple
possibilities for understanding, or conversely, a dominant narrative can overpower
potential variation in interpretation. This highlights the difference between what is
(entity), what is said to be (that which is denoted) and the meaning we derive from them
both (what we connote). Sometimes our supposition leads to our unthinking acceptance
of one for the other. Barthes pointed out that this substitution is masked by
unquestioned cultural assumptions148 that carry conscious or subliminal narratives. We
surround the thing we are viewing with a metaphoric mist. This mist is formed of myths
and the myths (as invented stories) are made of words, but these words are not the thing.
They are not the complete idea or the sole concept of the thing. They are our language
constructions in the form of narrative and, even though we might create our own
substitute form made of these constructed narratives, they can never equate to the sum
of the original object.
Words as Visual Form
Barthes, in Mythologies,149 expounded on the word and the power it had to reveal,
conceal and give meaning(s) to the thing, which in our case is the glass object, or the
practice that made it. Barthes wrote of the power of attached meaning to engage or
obstruct engagement. He knew that through the meaning we attach to it, we control and
shape our perception of that which has our attention. Even when this attached meaning
Barthes, Mythologies, 109-110.
Ibid., 109-113. It is never the ‘signifier’, ‘the thing’ that is ambiguous, for it is an entity, but the entity has potential for
interpretation, its ‘signification’.
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is a limited or false construct our perception still gives attached meaning the power to
create visual form. A corollary of attached meaning shaping our perception of a visual
form is that we may approach an object with preconceptions. For most viewers it is
easier to engage through meaning attached by others, rather than be open to the object
and be confronted with its questions. This uncritical engagement is problematic if it
leads to the viewer’s acceptance of some inadequate or false construct as the attached
meaning. The order of things is reversed so that our preconceived meaning shapes the
thing from which we initially sought meaning. Preconceived meaning disguises words
as the thing. This is the case when any assumption (supportive of studio glass or not)
becomes a context for engaging a glasswork. When a preconception becomes the
context of engagement, myth can solidify our assumptions into visual form, as those
assumptions replace the object.
Multiple Meaning and Poetics
The potential for one work to have multiple meanings is an adaptive power given to the
work by its engagement from within its context. In this way the work has the potential
to be poetic by presenting the viewer with multiple possibilities for its interpretation.
Romanticism comes into play because, if we allow time and the glasswork allows us
space, we experience vertical movement, deep thought, a wandering meditation. Rather
than have the work tell us, we drift through the possibilities it offers us as we feel the
work through our own consciousness.
To generate such an engagement we as artists have only one true opportunity and
that is during our making of the work. Through our making we structure visual forms to
generate engagement and response. We do this by implanting aesthetic triggers (colour,
light, ambiguity, simulations) that we hope will stimulate the aesthetic sensibility of a
viewer. The work, which is our gesture on material made into visual form, becomes a
potential for meaning in what Barthes referred to as a ‘pregnant moment’.150 If the
form’s symbolic capacity allows the viewers’ interpretations to depart in a multiplicity
of directions, the work is poetic. Being open to any viewer’s interpretation of its
meaning, the work is infinite. This is the art object fulfilling a role in what Barthes
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called the ‘generation of systems’,151 now moving on through its own independent
existence to engage and re-engage viewers.
If Romanticism has a God, then that God is not a mathematician, that God is a
poet. Artists, as priests of this God, ask questions rather than provide answers. We do
this by creating poetic work through utilising our aesthetic sensibility and embodied
technique. Our success is evidenced in the poetic eloquence we draw from the
materiality of glass and the immateriality of light and ideas, rather than the words with
which we might define and limit the work’s potential meaning. Words have great
culturally based power, but they can enclose and specify and in doing so can limit
access to multiple meanings. The art object should not be bound by a singular meaning,
or constricted by the viewer’s preconception. The power of an art object is in its
aesthetic engagement, due largely to its openness to received meaning. The artwork
becomes a mutating signifier moving through time and space, remaking itself as
relevant within new context by the infinite possibilities of its engagement. In the best of
circumstances those engagements become poetic events. This engagement is not limited
by our lucidity as makers; rather it is intensified by it.
Context and the power of words can encumber us with cliché, as can any
unquestioned belief we have formed as our preconception. What is said to be, if
unquestioned, can overpower, enclose and thus smother the life from the potential that
is the work. It can close engagement before it begins. It can stifle critical appraisal.
Salvation lies in a work’s possibilities for interpretation. It is engagement and critical
appraisal that cuts through preconception and cliché and opens the potential of a work’s
poetic nature as it moves through time, always offering the viewer something new.
Paraphrasing Ross Gibson,152 such work keeps on giving through a well-structured
incompleteness that never cashes out completely.
Context cannot be separated from the interpretation of an object. Even if the
setting is controlled, context comes with the viewer, who cannot avoid bringing his or
her embodied experience to bear. Predetermining a categorisation however can be
another matter.153 If it is unconsidered, or inappropriate, or pre-emptive, categorisation
is the problematic centre of the art/craft debate, because it has set the context for
interpreting the object it precedes. This is the antithesis of romanticism because it
determines what is, rather than what could be. It limits engagement, because what is
Ibid., 150.
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being engaged is constricting myth. If it is the categorisation and not the object that
generates meaning, the potential of the object’s multiple narratives is mangled or
replaced – the object loses its poetic power as mutating signifier and becomes cliché. As
such the viewer is denied the possibility of experiencing the work fully. Our defence
against this happening is the discipline to be as open as possible in our engagement with
each object and not bind it in pre-conception – that is, romantically engage the work as
a potential experience rather than engage any cliché that may constrain experience.
2.2 The Terms of an Engagement
I make a brief study of the hierarchical nature of the narratives that may entangle a glasswork as
viewers attempt to engage it. I address the question: is it possible to subsume a craft narrative,
based in material and technique, within the counterbalancing narratives of identity and genre?

Thirty-Nine Portraits
I use two bodies of my own glasswork to exemplify this thesis. The body of work
related to Section One consists of thirty-nine portraits all connected to studio glass by
medium, by subject matter and by my technique. The subjects of these portraits are
practitioners, curators, gallery directors, or collectors connected with Australian studio
glass. I interviewed all the subjects of these portraits as part of this thesis. The portraits’
relationship to this section of the thesis is that each holds the potential trigger for a
range of narratives: The portraits represent conversations with a community. They are
individual stories with associated histories revealed through physiognomy, posture and
gesture as interpreted by me at a point in time. They represent an artistic genre. They
are reverse painted on glass.
These narratives come to the fore individually and in clusters, as they mutate and
expand in the interpretation by the viewer. These portraits approach Australian studio
glass through multitudinous narratives – cultural, subjective, historic and technical.
Triggered within the work these narratives are available to expand from the work in the
process of the viewer’s interpretation. These portraits array narratives through a glass
form.
Although triggers for these narratives are contained within the works, it is not
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necessary, and it is unlikely, that viewers are aware of, or could engage with every
narrative. Yet these narratives layer down through the work whether they are recognised
or not, and engagement with those different layers will occur in the context of the
viewer’s understanding and interest.
Portrait as a Means of Engagement
As social creatures we are inherently interested in portraiture. Portraits engage as
representations of lives. Portraiture is an accessible art form.154 The general public visit
galleries to view paintings of the famous and not so famous and pass judgement on their
representational effectiveness.155 With a late self-portrait by Rembrandt we look at a
subject painted over three hundred years before our birth and judge that portrait’s
validity by the humanity and presence it brings before us.156
Our emotional engagement can be unknowing in our passive acceptance of
narratives that we unconsciously absorb. We unquestioningly accept or unconsciously
feel threatened by the layers of story that come with any art, or with the gallery space a
work occupies. With portraits it may be that constrictive narratives inhibit us less. Each
portrait is open to a viewer’s interpretation of meaning. In this engagement the viewer
can establish relationships – both with the sitter and with myself as the artist.157
Layers of Narrative
An obvious point of engagement is the portrait subject, which has its own suggestive
power as it prompts questions of identity and character. But the portraits exhibited as
part of this thesis are glass art by medium and technique. They are reverse painted using
fired enamels.158 In keeping with Australia’s local and international outreach, techniques
are readily available in this country. The process brings advantages, for example the
thickness of the glass effects colour and can add clarity and freshness to the image. But
these qualities come with attachments. With a medium and a technique there comes a
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history – painting on glass is a long and distinguished tradition and in the late twentieth
century international artists such as Czech Dana Zámečníková and American Judith
Schaechter expand this tradition with their imaginative figurative imagery. In Australia,
outside our own strong tradition of stained glass painters, contemporary artist Deb
Cocks used the reverse painted technique to create her own idiosyncratic imagery.
Although conscious of technique, I reverse paint with vitreous enamels not
because I am interested in histories or in technique, but because it is a way to embed
imagery into the glass. It facilitates the spontaneity of my gesture. My approach to
technique is idiosyncratic and I ignore the craft conventions of painting on glass as I
push against the resistance of this technical process. That resistance forces me into new
mark making as I met the challenge of interpreting each sitter. These portraits become
collaborations between the medium and myself. Synthesis occurs in this collaboration
such that I could not have created these works in another painting medium. Engagement
with these works requires no prior knowledge of glassmaking on the part of the viewer.
Viewers might admire my skill, but I regard skill as supplementary to the concept of
portrait, which is supplementary to the sitter’s presence, and I hope this presence will
facilitate the narratives constructed by the viewer.
This body of work is plain evidence for the function of narratives in shaping the
context of a reading. These are narratives seeded in identity, genre, technique and artist
– the identity of a sitter, the genre of portraiture and technique that is gesture exposing
the artist (myself). In generating the narratives of the sitters these portraits simply
demonstrate engagement through representation, and the work is open to a general
public informed in their interpretations by long-term access to portraiture.
Another Collaboration
There is a consistent method in my making of these works. I interview the subject of the
portrait and I focus on establishing an informal conversation. While I am doing this
artist Marina Bishop discretely takes numerous photographs. At the start of these
sessions the subjects of these portraits are possibly self-conscious because they are
being photographed, but as the conversation continues their enthusiasm for their
practice does take over. They relax and their gestures become more natural and reveal
characteristic mannerisms. I am intuitive in seeking something of the inner person.
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Whether these readings are the result of my own projection, or actually genuine
character traits is not as important to me as the sincerity of my reading of the subject at
that point in time.
The resultant fifty plus casual photos taken of each subject are there to provide
source material, which I compose as the image I intuitively feel best represents the
personality I have engaged with over one or two hours of conversation. In this thesis I
am not concerned with the nature of the portrait photograph as such. From the range of
those photos I seek distinctive postures, gestures and expressions that I feel are
personality tells – that is, that reveal an individual and his or her story. I use these tells
as the basis for my portrait. In working with a photographer, I continue the studio glass
tradition of collaboration.
One Artist’s Intention
In terms of the generation of a spontaneous reaction by the viewer it is pertinent that
these works are presented as portraiture. As part of my analysis of narrative, I situate a
glassmaking technique in a traditional and engagingly accessible Fine Art genre. I
intend that through an applied narrative, the glass object will expand to become a
presence. I intend each portrait to radiate the aura of a specific individual. The
subjective interpretation of a face is a contextual improvisation on our part, just as our
speech is contextual improvisation. Our engagement is spontaneous and occurs without
intellectual deconstruction. Because engagement with a portrait is reliant on what is
instinct, this genre carries the potential to break down categorisations determined by the
medium used. It is significant that as portraits, these works are open to interpretation by
the viewer when the sitter and artist are gone and the portrait alone still exists as a thing
in the world.
Artist Intention Does Not Determine Context
As the artist, my intention does not control engagement beyond the point of my making
the work. The platform of presentation is one more element of process, and this thesis
has made the point that process carries varied narratives.
I do not intend material and technique to present as the primary narratives of my
portrait work, but in the context of a premier glass prize the craft narrative would be an
issue whatever the prize’s stated aspiration to support wider contemporary practice in
glass. My artist statement for the portrait, Jess Loughlin,159 in essence, expressed the
159
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hope that the work be engaged as a portrait. However, the critical appraisal of the
work160 that appeared in Craft Arts International placed it firmly within the craft
narrative. The portrait was praised for its technical virtuosity, described by its technical
process to the extent that there was a specific reference to it being an ‘autonomous
panel’ (firmly placing it within the context of work on glass in a stained glass tradition),
and it was criticised for the looseness that is the mark of my gesture. No mention was
made of the sitter, or of its effectiveness as a portrait.

Fig. 9, Wayne Pearson, Jess Loughlin,
January 2010,
Reverse painted glass enamel on glass,
60 x 30 cms.

Fig. 10, Wayne Pearson, Stephen Payne,
September 2010,
Reverse painted glass enamel on glass
60 x 30 cms.

Above is the portrait Jess Loughlin, which was submitted and accepted as a finalist for
the 2010 Ranamok Glass Prize, and the second portrait is Stephen Payne, which was
Clare Bond, ‘The Ranamok Glass Prize 2010’, Craft Arts International no. 81, Sydney: Craft Arts Pty Ltd, 2011, 99.
As part of the public coverage of this exhibition the articles in which these appraisals appear are usually supportive
reviews complimenting the standard of the exhibition.
160
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submitted and accepted as a finalist in the 2011 Moran Portrait Prize.
The review for Jess Loughlin would imply that those familiar with glass are
capable of building their own cultural enclosures. However, when a number of these
portraits were displayed at the 2011 Ausglass conference, I received responses from
many viewers that made reference to these works as representations of known
personalities – none made mention of technique, or medium. Even though this
conference had the theme of glass, to responding participants these works were each
accessed as an individual presence with an intriguing story linked to the viewer’s own
history. However, perhaps these responses to me, as the artist responsible for the work
again reflect the consideration of our creative community, or from a darker perspective
perhaps, within the hierarchy of technical processes within glass, painting on glass was
a technique that did not warrant technical comment at a professional level. Whatever the
response, my intention is to find a fluid engagement that loops between work and
viewer (between object and subject/viewer) in an improvisation enabled by the
embodied skills of the viewer and unencumbered by cliché or inhibition.
Postscript
When I exhibited these works in a commercial gallery, the engaging pull of skill was
not to be denied. The fact that this gallery (The Glass Artists’ Gallery) specialises in
presenting glasswork would certainly influence the response of viewers. Questions were
asked about the technique used in these portraits, and viewers were engaged because
they were intrigued by the approach. A consistent response from those who spoke about
these works was in the form of an enquiry as to how the works were done. If there was
praise it often centred on my ability to effectively create these portraits while painting in
reverse.
These responses return to the nature of engagement with studio glass.
Assumption leads to the acceptance of our unrecognised preconceptions, and if work is
pre-emptively classified by its medium, that assumption may leave the work subsumed
by a limited technical process narrative that terminates at the admiration of
demonstrated technical skill. Yet skill provides a major element for engagement with
my work, even though this is not my intention. To deny this connection with the viewer
would be petulant, and it works against the viewer’s connection to the work. It is more
productive to accept that evidence of skill is integral to the viewer’s engagement with
both the work and the artist: that is, I should not deny its significance as a narrative that
the viewer understands, values and respects.
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With this installation 1 present the viewer with thirty-nine portraits centred on a
creative subculture. As a group, these portraits are intended to poetically signify the rich
and multiple narratives of a community of individual voices. In these portraits each
maker, gallery director and collector offers individual engagement through their own
range of narratives. As people dedicated to their vocations they deserve individual
consideration and, if they are makers, they deserve to have the objects they create
considered for what they are, rather than be pre-empted by cliché and denied fuller
engagement. If a technique or a medium can draw the viewer into that engagement it
should not be denied. The craft narrative should be accepted, and then if the conceptual
power of the ideas that drive the works is articulated strongly through the very elements
that carry the craft narrative, then those concepts can subsume the craft narrative and be
carried to the viewer as interpreted meaning.
2.3 Gesture and Artistic Sensibility
Although technique is integral to the craft narrative, it also facilitates gesture, and gesture
delivers one of the more potent narratives contained within any artwork – that of the artist and
their sensibility. This is the world as remade through the perception of the artist and engaged
through the sensibility of the viewer. Through concepts of authenticity, integrity and the
individual voice, this opens the glass object to engagement through Romanticism.

Romanticism perceived a work of art as “the voice of one man addressing himself to
other men”.161 Painter of Romantic landscapes, Casper David Friedrich said: “The artist
should not only paint what he sees before him, but also what he sees within him”.162
Friedrich’s statement reflects the Romantics’ concern with insight and the creative
potential of realising our ‘inner’ landscape. Through technique gesture embeds my
voice in the immediate surface of my portraits. Artist Kirstie Rea talks of her own
process in the creating of work as finding something that comes from what she calls her
core.163 An artists’ application of medium presents to the viewer a narrative shaped by
artistic sensibility, and that narrative speaks of the living experience of the maker. It is

Berlin, The Roots of Romanticism, 59.
William Vaughan. Romanticism and Art, London and New York: Thames & Hudson, 2006, 24.
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possible to recognise consistent narratives that run through an individual artist’s work.
These consistent narratives reveal concerns and interests of the artist, and these
narratives also reveal something of the artist’s psyche.
The Artist’s Narrative
Although Kirstie Rea’s ideas have evolved through her twenty-three year career, she
says they can be brought back to one point, and that is “really about knowing a
space”.164 She says that the ideas expressed though her works have to do with memory,
space and a sense of belonging. In her last exhibition, ‘In the Presence of Blue’(at
Sabbia Gallery 2010) Rea removed the specifics of location for the first time, telling me
it could be anywhere, but “in magical liminal moments of emergence”165 in her own
words, “blue-sky” space remains.
In her work Deb Cocks wants to tell stories that are part and parcel of her life.
Summer Sanders’ stories are linked to her people’s country and traditional cultural
practices. Warren Langley used glass as a vehicle for what he calls his current “little
narrative or obsession of the moment”,166 but deeper narratives lie in Langley’s restless
energy expressed through gesture on form and his interest in landscape, both natural and
man-made. For Stephen Procter, whether the surface narrative is technical, as in his
early diamond point etching of nature on glass, or formally abstract as in his mature
work, a deeper narrative is expressed through light revealing his spiritual and physical
progression towards an Eastern aesthetic.167
As social animals much of our behaviour depends on how we read each other.168
In an artwork, the elements of a narrative exist in the traces of human gesture, an
antidote to coldness that is symptomatic of an emphasis on technique. Isolating these
traces can be as superficial as recognising the favouring of particular themes, or as
intrinsic as the evidence of a human touch on material, but they accumulate in the
work’s making to become the gesture of the maker.
Gesture
Gesture is marking, and indeed making is a form of marking. In making, what we do is
a reflection of who we are and the relationship we have with the material. Making is our
doing and that reveals our human condition. Gesture reflects a relationship that we
164
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makers now have, and always will have, with that which is made, and this is most
evident within the non-conformity of creative endeavour. Sophia Errey expresses this
thought when writing of Australian jeweller Robert Baines. “Few are the artists who
regard their work as a task unconnected to their innermost being – their personality,
individual traits, beliefs and existence in culture and society”.169
While it may be possible for one maker to professionally mimic aspects of the
work of another, creative making is governed by individual personality and purpose.
Our works are evidence of who we are. Indeed glass collector Andy Plummer explained
to me that, for himself and for his wife Deirdre, living with their glass collection is like
living with little pieces of its makers.
When artistic narrative grows from the genuine expression of a maker’s reaction
to life experience, a heuristic gestation of his or her world, then a body of work, as part
of a journey of discovery, moves towards being individual and so towards originality.
This gives the work nuance170 as it evolves and changes with the personal development
of the maker. The corollary is that in the making of the object the artist may recognise
something of his or her self, because that work is part of what they truly are. To a
viewer the work can reflect the uniqueness of the maker’s interpretation – the artist’s
personal voice spoken in the artist’s own language. In the end the unique thing an artist
can proffer in the work is an articulation of his or her own intrinsic qualities.
Artists’ Stories
The power of the work to engage us depends on the capabilities and calibre of the artist
and the integrity and intensity of the artist’s gesture. In her fluid and expressionist
painting, Summer Sanders says she wants to express links to place and family to whom
she looks for her cultural identity. Artist Emma Varga feels she could describe herself
as body, or as mind, or even as a soul, but says her work is the best description of
herself. Glassblower and past president of Ausglass, Keith Rowe, told me he could
interpret how he felt on a particular day by looking at the pieces he made on those days.
Making can be the deep narrative of who we are in the world. For example, as
Warren Langley spoke to me about the challenges of glass he moved his hands
Sophia Errey; Rudiger Joppien, and Judith O’Callaghan, ‘Robert Baines: Metal.’ Living Treasures: Masters of
Australian Craft, Sydney: Object: Australian Centre Craft and Design, 2010, 23.
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vigorously, and when questioned he spoke of a rough crude quality that emerges in his
work and the technologies that he developed to facilitate his quick gestures across a
material too hot to handle in its forming. Langley overpowered tradition to impose his
gesture on a resistant material, and dynamic gesture distinguishes his work. Tom
Moore’s technical virtuosity (developed over years of constant production work) is
seamlessly integrated into his unique imagery. Moore turns what could appear a clumsy
gag into a narrative work that is accepted as contemporary art by significant institutional
galleries (such as the Museum of Contemporary Art Sydney, Gallery of Modern Art
Brisbane) because his work carries his unique vision of the world. For Richard
Clements work has been forty years of play, starting at five thirty in the morning, six
days a week, being creatively involved in the process, making decisions as he goes
along and being amused by his own quirky visual puns. For Jane Gavan her work is a
love affair, in which she is infatuated with idea and material. She says her chosen field
is a vocation. Her work is what she calls a core element in her life.
An artist’s commitment marks itself on their work as they evolve their gesture
through their struggle with material and come to an understanding through the deep
relationship that develops. As Deb Jones says, “You learn and become sympathetic to
the material. You think about the material in a deep way”.171 In fact, this relationship to
material is a collaboration. “It is almost like making something with someone else”.172
Committed makers can do what they do because they have invested time in learning the
nature of the material. Their relationship to material is evident in the processes they
select in undertaking their journey. Technique facilitates gesture and can be evidence of
individuality. Richard Whiteley told me he doesn’t know of many artists working in
glass who haven’t developed some aspect of technique in personalising their work.
Gesture and Romanticism
The relationship between artists and their work is much more than the mastery of
technique. The expression of that relationship is in the struggle to integrate thought and
emotion and to express this through an evolution based in discovery – discovery
through doing – in the artist’s dialogue with their material. With an artist like Whiteley,
forms may be planned before that physical dialogue is taken up (and that reflects his
nature), but when Whiteley works there is a deep understanding of glass and the
processes he will use to manipulate that glass in his casting. With the 3D modelling
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software he incorporates in his processes, Whiteley willingly admits there is still what
he called fudging173 in the manipulation of making. So, while formalism may be
ascendant for glassmakers, it is in the struggle with materiality that we go beyond the
predictable and the prosaic. Romanticism is definitely evident when Mark Theile
suggests that he “approached glass as a medium for his own growth and exploration, as
a means to reflect upon and express self”, and that “one’s work could also be one’s
spiritual practice”.174
Romanticism values sensibility. The term, as I use it, is centred in the search for
self, and the idea that the emotional self provides the perspective from which the world
is viewed. The world of romanticism is phenomenological. Romanticism is the world
filtered through our perception, and it reflects a world formed by our emotional
response. In varying degrees, statements which frame practice in terms of ‘internal
landscapes’ and ‘revealing self to the world’ flow in an undercurrent of romanticism.
Admittedly this is sometimes discretely subdued by Formalism, but then it is often
released in an emotive response to material through individual gesture.
Glass Artists and Romanticism
With glass artists approach and motivation vary. Shane Fero, American flame worker
and president of the Glass Art Society of America (GAS) at the time I interviewed him,
likened his making to a dance that utilises the musicality of glass and process. Stephen
Skillitzi sees himself as an eccentric lateral thinker who enjoys playing with glass. For
Skillitzi this is a cerebral activity, and he told me that his most creative time is in a part
dream state in the very early morning when he is half awake and his mind is in the flow
of free association. Klaus Moje works with imagination enabled by skill. He moves
from geometry (his structure) into free movement.175 Moje says there is work he is
driven to do (even if it is what he called “irresponsible”) and this is reflected in scale,
where larger work grabs him with a different level of passion to the smaller work that
he feels “brings the gesture down”. A maker chooses a material because it has qualities
that suit his or her artistic character, and artists and makers have materials and
approaches they favour. Whiteley wanted dialogue with a material and he said he found
173
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this in casting glass. There is compatibility between mind and matter – the qualities of
the material and its processes, and the disposition of the maker.176 Cast glass was a
material in which Whiteley felt he could find “satisfactory” expression.
The “effort to express”177 is common to all art. This is the artist as a creator of
phenomena. I use lyrical language, yet it is substantiated by my readings of Maurice
Merleau-Ponty who suggests that this world – in which we creative makers are
immersed, in which we live, which we see from a viewpoint formed of our experience
– is our inspiration.178 We feel it. Our experience of the world feeds the imagery of our
work and furthermore, that work is a compulsion. Charles Butcher says of his art that ‘it
is not fun; it is not even “nice” making it. It is laborious and hard. It is taxing on [his]
body. Physically and mentally it sends [him] awash, but [he] can’t stop making it’,
while Cobi Cockburn says, ‘[She] wake[s] up in the morning and feel[s] compelled to
be there and get [her] hands on it. [She is] driven to hold it, to work with it. [She is]
daunted by it sometimes. It is definitely overwhelming sometimes, but [she] doesn’t
know if [she] could walk away from it’.179 As Merleau-Ponty says, the creative maker
does “what must be done in order to restore the encounter between his glance and the
things that solicit it”180.
The encounter between our glance and the world is a romanticism that implies an
internal landscape – a landscape that is the maker’s reading of the world. That internal
landscape is tangible as the work, and that enables the world to read its maker. Stephen
Procter came close to saying this when he wrote, “Our work is very much part of our
contact with life; qualities which express the substance of our living represent that
which is alive in us” 181.
What we do reveals how we perceive, because it makes existent our
understandings of this world, and conversely, as makers we develop our understanding
through the objects we make and so have the chance to know ourselves. This returns to
the internal landscape, the landscape of the psyche, a landscape that we as creative
makers project into the world by means of our works. That landscape is at the centre of
the creative practice. However the artist’s expression requires a vocabulary. For this
vocabulary we turn to technique, which at its highest form is embodied, just as speech
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is embodied. We artists absorb our skill. Through repeated use we build facility and,
freed by our technique, we improvise with our material.
Our Making Reveals Our Style
The materiality of glass speaks to us, revealing its substance. Klaus Moje speaks of
moments when he can release energy, and of stages when the process is pure
meditation. We makers form material as our perception made tangible, often remaking
in the struggle to clarify that perception as concept. We attempt through our gesture to
integrate emotion and thought into objects made of inert materials in such a way as to
trigger an aesthetic response in others. In doing this we reveal our ‘style’.182 Style is in
our gesture as the marks we embed in the material, which we shape into the forms that
expand that gesture. We do not choose genuine style as we would a piece of clothing. It
does not sit on the surface of us, rather it is intrinsic to what we are, and our action
reveals it. We show our style to the world in doing. As our style is evident in whatever
we do, the only way to deny our style is to not do.

Fig. 11, Denis O’Connor,
Fragment of Venus, 1993,
kiln cast glass, copper, sandstone
58 x 28 x 12 cms.

182

Fig. 12, Denis O’Connor,
Life to Line drawing III (Adrift series)
2010, charcoal on paper, 200 x 150 cms.

Smith, The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetics Reader, 90.
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We build our technical and aesthetic vocabulary from the culture in which we are
immersed, and as our world, our culture is absorbed into our way of thinking and
feeling. In our creative making we struggle to articulate and clarify a response to the
world as we interact with our culture through materials. Our works evolve in flux as
every interaction remakes our position. At its best our concept, technique, medium and
emotion unobtrusively integrate into our work and present to the viewer as a potential
for experience. Material becomes medium and object becomes event, as means
transforms into possibility. Our made work flows into the world as an independent
entity available to connect and engage as it will. The object has all the potential of
landscape to be read by its viewers through their individual interpretations.
Our artistic style is polished by the rub of the world against our doing – our
making. Style reveals the ripples of the set of experiences that formed us as makers. In
turn, the push and pull of all we have experienced, or will experience, shapes our style
by shaping us. Through our gestures we implant messages of our being, then as
aesthetic triggers we send them out in our artworks as we would send out notes in a
bottle. This is what I do and because it was me who did it, the work will be different
from the works of others. In terms of a contemporary romanticism, messages implanted
in the work through our aesthetic sensibility reveal us. Therefore it is possible for the
maker’s deepest narrative to be deeply embedded as an aesthetic trigger within the
creatively made object. There it can subsequently engage as visual form through
interpretation by the viewer.
My painted work may appear to have no stylistic link to my cast work, but both
bodies of work are driven by intuitive reaction rather than plan. I follow where the
medium takes me within the parameters of the specific project. I do not work expecting
to resolve into a pre-determined outcome, each work evolves in its own terms. The
difference is a result of interaction between the medium, the technique and myself. The
portraits evolve out of glass enamels and gesture, whereas the cast work evolves out of
the forces of the glass and the casting process. One is carried by the interactions of
gesture, the other by the forces of glass and its technical processes. That is why they
appear different, but underlining both is my intuitive and evolving response to the
medium.
The arguments I present are based in phenomenology and stand relevant to other
materials apart from glass. In the next section I will show that glass is exceptional in,
among other qualities, its power to take gesture into itself as an expression of artistic
sensibility and to amplify its effect in the work.
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SECTION TWO
Chapter 3
The Material, its Subjective Reading and Openness
I analyse the qualities of glass as a medium for artists and develop this analysis into an
exposition of the romantic potential for glass to metaphorically open a conversation in
its engagement with the artist and with the viewer.
3.1 Engaging Glass as Paradox or Metaphor
The rich history of glass makes it a material with considerable conceptual carrying capacity.
Glass is an abundant source for metaphor and, in its relationship with light, it is potentially
transcendental in its ambiguity. I elucidate how the conceptual carrying capacity of glass, its
ambiguity and its relationship with light make it a material with a poetic potential well suited to
a contemporary romanticism.

With glassmaking the aphorism ‘truth to material’ appears a paradox in what curator
Juli Cho Bailer calls a “protean medium”.183 However, whatever creative choices we
impose upon it, glass remains demanding, dangerous and unforgiving in the processes
of its making, and in a field that is strongly process-driven, the need to articulate a
material-based aesthetic is always in evidence. With the primal essence of processes
used to manipulate it, glass can be romanticised as a wild and exotic creature. Studio
glassmakers often highlight these qualities when justifying glass as their chosen
medium – qualities noted by Noris Ioannou when he writes: “Fractious and dangerous,
enduring yet fragile, alluring in its glittering reflections, a barrier that protects yet
permits the passage of light, a material that extends humanity’s endeavours – there is
something about these paradoxical qualities of glass which engenders emotive
responses”184. Yet in its narrative lies the paradox that glass is also a material of the
mundane. This is raised in the cover note of Martha Drexler Lynn’s book, American
Studio Glass 1960-1990, which poses the question, “can art be fashioned out of glass, or
183
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do the utilitarian associations embedded within the medium preclude it from being
considered an art form?”
In spite of, or perhaps because of its material qualities artist Sergio Redegalli, who
operates Cydonia Glass Studio, argues that, whatever its pretensions of being high art,
much glass still remains no more than well-crafted (if beautiful) design pieces.185 In this
vein for most of its history the discipline of object glassmaking sat within decorative
arts/design categories. But for fifty years that classification has been contested within
studio glass, because to be limited to decoration or design can limit creative potential.
At the end glass is one material among many, and practitioners in other fields show
strong allegiance to their own specific materials. I return to the question: Why glass?
Magic and Mystical
Glassblower and one of the founding fathers of the contemporary studio glass
movement, Marvin Lipofsky quotes his friend Chris Wilmarth as saying,
“if it’s not magic, it’s merchandise”,186 and magic is an element often associated with
glass. Appearing in children’s fairy stories,187 glass comes in forms ranging from talking
mirrors to glass slippers, and in apparent contradiction to that aphorism ‘truth to
material’ I posited, glass with its reflection, refraction, opacity and transparency, lends
itself to a sleight of hand. For the magician, ‘craft’ is putting things together in
empowering ways, and there is magic around working with glass, a material that to its
practitioners can be in a great part alchemy.188 Despite our sharing community, there
are practitioners who hold tightly to their kiln programs and their technical processes as
their secret art. But it is more than just technical process: glass, for all its chemistry, is
a material of the affective domain. Once past those words that implicate process –
words such as innovative and virtuosity – the affective domain is implied by the
common use of descriptors such as beautiful, exquisite, seductive, ambiguous,
paradoxic, magical, mysterious, symbolic, luminous, evocative, spectral, spiritual and
even transcendent. The affective domain is also evident in our responses to the
saturated colour or the luminosity of glass. The emotive words chosen to describe the
glass object often credit the material with a persona subjectively bordering on the
mystical.
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The Fecundity of Glass
Of the virtues of glass as a medium for artists none is more advantageous than its
versatility of use – in its versatility glass ranges from the mundane to the jewel. The use
of glass may not be as ancient as bone, stone or ochre, but it has a presence as artefact
going back to the third millennium BC in ancient Egypt and Syria,189 and it travels
through civilisations from that point in history as the great chameleon of all the handmanipulated materials. Glass is the semiprecious jewel that is a small Roman cast
mosaic vessel, and it is the technical mastery of the Lycurgus Cup or the Portland Vase.
On that intimate scale it echoes the subtlety of fine polished stone and has the soft
translucency of ivory or porcelain. When framed in large stone-laced windows, such as
the stained glass in the Medieval La Sainte Chapelle, glass sublimely transmutes the
sun’s rays through the splendid narratives of the Christian God. This is a striking
example of the ability of glass to play with the “metaphysics of light”.190 As a
furnishing for God, pure gold may have been placed in the innermost holy places of the
temple,191 but through glass, light becomes the very presence of God.
By the nineteenth century the industrial revolution provided its own gods and they
were worshipped in the Crystal Palace which was constructed from materials of the new
industrial age – cast iron and glass. As a rejection of the new age, the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood picked up stained glass as a bearer of England’s historic narrative, and like
twentieth century artists such as Picasso, Matisse and Chagall, exploited its colour. In
the art nouveau of Tiffany and the bijou modern of Lalique, glass is the epitome of
high-end decorative arts as objets d’art ornaments to building and body. Yet it makes a
transition through the Art Deco of earlier Frank Lloyd Wright to become a major
aesthetic element in the puritan functionalism of high modernist architecture (with
international style edifices such as the Seagram Building) by exploiting the symbiotics
of glass – transparency and visual weightlessness. Jean Baudrillard wrote, as “both the
material used and the ideal to be achieved, glass is both ends and means”.192
Glass sits as the unseen yet functional protector in front of the seminal
Renaissance paintings in the Louvre in Paris, where it reflects no taste, but overlays a
This is ignoring naturally occurring obsidian utilised by mankind since the Stone Age.
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subtle hint of danger as it whispers the harsh narrative of terrorism. At the same time
glass forms the boundaries to Damien Hirst’s post modern The Physical Impossibility of
Death in the Mind of Someone Living in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York,
where solid though invisible glass contains and restrains, yet at the same time reveals.
Beyond the spectrum of the fine arts, as window, glass exemplifies the notion of
inside/outside, while filling our domiciles with light as it protects us from the elements.
Glass refects, or transmits pure light as a symbol of divinity while shattered glass might
evoke the prophetic racist horror that was Kristallnacht. As lens for both telescope and
microscope, glass was the portal to our scientific age, and as an hourglass it symbolises
the passage of time and is a harbinger of our mortality. Commercially, glass gives
substance to that enduringly iconic, yet mundane object of our age, the ubiquitous Coca
Cola bottle, and here as narrative its form is both the container and the content. From
Stone Age obsidian, through small Roman glass vessels and Gothic ecclesiastical
windows to modernist curtain walls and Coca Cola bottles, glass is a trace of our
cultural history. Glass in its multitudinous forms throughout time is fecund in reference,
and as such glass functions in the artist’s armoury as a material rich in connotation.193
The Force of Binary Opposites
If there is mystery in glass it lies in its inherent paradox. Glass artists play with binary
opposites – positive/negative, soft/hard, reveal/veil, permanent/impermanent,
fluid/frozen. In glass the play of light on and through form and shape creates a tension
between positive and negative by making negative forms concrete. Light, form and
shape with the added dimension of colour, support the formalist potential of glass as a
modernist material. It lends itself to the restraint and understatement of a minimalist
aesthetic194 as easily as it does to the flamboyant fluidity and colour of the Baroque.
While the materiality of glass offers great possibilities, this same quality is also
problematic in its tendency to dominate, and it can do this with all the chaotic force of
the natural world. We shape glass by using the forces of heat, gravity and time. In
enlisting these elemental forces, glass offers us the freshness of the uncontrollable
unknown. Maurice Marinot, a Fauvist painter, who turned to glassmaking after being
seduced by this material in 1911, glorified the imperfections of blown glass by allowing
streaks and bubbles to document the movement of the thick molten flow of glass as it
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was given form.195 With acid baths Marinot created deeply etched surfaces and betrayed
his introverted fascination with the medium, and his glass contained the “dynamism of
an abstract expressionist painting”.196 More importantly chance made itself evident in
Marcel Duchamp’s Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even. Here, in its accidental
breakage, glass is intriguing. Facilitated by its fragility, glass introduces the unforeseen
force of chance into the work in such a way that, in the first decades of the twentieth
century, glass foreshadowed Post-modernism’s rejection of Platonism.
As a material glass accommodates numerous techniques used by artists to create
their individual voices, but beauty and material dominance can overwhelm all but the
strongest voice. International glass artist Ann Wolff is quoted as saying “as a material it
is mean and ungiving. One has to do everything in one’s power as an artist to make it
speak with one’s own voice”.197 Yet, glass can be puerile, giving visual form to shallow
objects of seductive prettiness that forsake any visceral connection as it sacrifices its
objects to kitsch (both intended and unintended). Glass is attractive, and this can
generate attacks by those who equate inherent beauty with superficiality. However,
when it goes beyond superficial attractiveness, glass is a portal into something deeper.
While my cast work for this project, Drifting, is sharply defined as five external
shapes, it is also visually ambiguous. This work is about glass, and its presentation is
romantic. Internally nebulous forms visually unfold and continuously reconfigure as
you move around the work. A shape-shifter, glass combines physical permanence with
visual transience. As solid as rock, yet as fragile as ice, it is a stone-like material
through which light can permeate. As a resolved form, its seductive play is made for the
eye, not the hand. It does this by making the optical sensual, and in doing so it confuses
the eye/intellect, hand/haptic divisions of art and object. While both ceramics and glass
are versatile media, it is glass, as Dr Gerry King and George Aslanis agree, that has a
special relationship with light. Clifford Rainey said, “It allows the eye to penetrate and
enter the mass of the form … and arrest the physical with an inner light”.198 It is seen to
have a spiritual essence.199 Glass displays both substance and transience. It balances our
technical virtuosity with the uncontrollable forces of chance in a materiality unleashed
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by heat and time.

Fig. 13, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (detail 1/5),
July 2010, Cast lead crystal, 1 of 5 pieces
each 50 cms diameter.

Ambiguity and the Transcendental
Jessica Loughlin’s works deal with infinite stillness in the landscape and in the mind.
She is currently exploring the earthier visual readings of different elements that in
superficial physical appearance are so similar that they are difficult to distinguish from
each other. She is exploring patterns with the elements of water, cloud and salt, and her
skill in using glass facilitates her experimentation in ambiguity. Ambiguity triggers
uncertainty, and ambiguity engages us. Ambiguity opens glass to the aesthetics of
Baudelaire and the symbolists, contemporaries of the first of the modern era’s great
masters in glass.200 These aesthetics create a psychological space for the
potential of vagueness … a contradiction establishing itself between nerves and mind.
The inconsistencies of glass can reveal the inconsistencies of the unconscious.201

The symbolists are the avant-garde of their day (1880-1890s) and they combine
language and art as autonomous symbol systems with the power to affect aesthetic
experience.202 The symbolists are artists in a romantic tradition. Symbolism is central in
all romantic thought.203 Symbolism attempts to express what cannot be expressed
literally. The symbolists are concerned with emotional experience. They move beyond
representation into the felt response – reactions not explained by logical analysis. Their
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world is made uncertain by ambiguity, and ambiguity questions accepted
understandings as it unwraps reality. It is self-evident that ambiguity cannot be easily
read, so it forces us from complacency as we attempt to project meaning into an
uncertain situation. My use of the term Romanticism is based on an aesthetic response,
the dominance of the felt over the rational. Our psyche is exposed as we project our
experience onto and into ambiguity in a creative recombination. Glass, in its ambiguity,
is a material in which we can read our deepest stories.
Beyond our deepest stories the ambiguity of glass can open into the
transcendental and the intangible void that offers us the sublime. Loughlin says she
wants to feel “vastness, the hugeness of space” in her work, and to quote Gaston
Bachelard, “vast is one of the most Baudelairian of words”, the word that marks most
naturally the “infinity of intimate space” and “... we discover that immensity in the
intimate domain that is an intensity of being …”204 We are dealing with two infinite
spaces – one external, one internal. When Loughlin cold works her pieces to blur edges,
the white glass holds the light, and edges are softened to question where space starts or
ends. Loughlin uses this to stimulate emotional reaction – she wants to feel. Loughlin
might agree with Gaston Bachelard who writes “the mind sees and continues to see
objects, while the spirit finds the nest of immensity in an object”.205
Through the ambiguity of glass, the world interrogates the artist, calling for his or
her attention. In romantic terms, through this material, Maurice Merleau-Ponty might
say a world calls itself into existence and demands that the artist, through their
sensibility, give it substance.206 Our reaction to glass is emotional and subjective,
because the appearance of glass is as shifting, intangible and ambiguous as its natural
companion, light. It is light that gives glass the ability to mutate its physical form
depending on the time of day. In manifesting visual form through light, glass exhibits a
transcendental quality, and in light and shadow there is indeed magic. This facilitates a
dominance of the felt experience. Romanticism is the world filtered through the felt
experiences of the individual. It is the “assertion of the primacy of the perceiver in the
world he [or she] perceives”207 – the primacy of inner world over outer.
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The physicality of glass is available to Romanticism. Curator Brian Parkes states
that, because of the nature of the material, it is not seen as compulsive if some glass
artists passionately explore the formal qualities of colour as almost a religious
experience.208 As he says,
… the work is about glass. Richard [Whiteley] may be talking about glassmakers doing
something else these days, but wholly and fundamentally in my view, it is about what this
stuff can do when you thicken it up, or thin it down and how the light moves through it as
different shapes and how drop-dead amazing that is from a phenomenological point and
the capacity with which one, in mastering that material, can manipulate that phenomenon.
That is a perfectly good subject to play with. It is what Rothko did with colour.209

Glass makes itself available to light, and light in interaction with glass can present
to us as ambiguity. The ambiguity of glass and light emotively engages us as
phenomenon and enables us to experience the transcendental.
Metaphor
In pursuit of my argument – that my studio glass can be linked to a new Romanticism –
I address the poetic, and propose that glass also has a strong and persistent history as a
medium with the potential for metaphor. This is evident when curator Geoffrey
Edwards writes:
The intrinsic enigma of glass, as an extraordinarily chameleon-like substance created in
fierce heat of the furnace from common and utterly unremarkable ingredients, accounts in
part for the apparently universal obsession with glass metaphor and imagery. Glass has
been employed, with no small degree of paradox, to signify transience as well as
endurance, ambiguity and clarity, turmoil and tranquillity, purity and evil, deception and
truthfulness, rarity and worthlessness. It may be that glass is the most universal of all
‘material’ sources of metaphor.210

I speak of the fecundity of glass and in great part this lies in the conceptual
richness of its history, which in turn provides a prolific ground for allusion and
metaphor. Metaphor can also come from the physicality of the glassmaking process.
These metaphors can expose what lies at the centre of our existence.
Conceiving the transience of physical expressions of our being, such as breath,
artist/educator Gabriella Bisetto recreated these physical expressions as permanent
objects in glass “with a poetry that belies the difficult industrial processes used”.211 In
her 2007 series The Shape of Breath Bisetto froze her breath in glass forms to make the
literal into metaphor as she explored the landscapes of the human body in what Shaw
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Hendry called “poetic evocations of mortality”.212 Bisetto uses a craft process to turn
glass into objects presenting a still and poetic beauty that is deeply moving.
The transcendental qualities of glass, combined with its depth of metaphoric
reference, holds rich potential for affective exploitation by the romantic artist, and the
materiality of glass provides a deep resource for the generation of aesthetic experiences.
Additionally, through ambiguity and paradox the viewer is presented with the poetic
potential for multiple readings as is the case with the natural landscape.
3.2 The Perceptive Landscape
I develop a romantic metaphor of the glasswork as a landscape to demonstrate the availability of
glass for affective readings, which in turn could be interpreted as the dynamic projection of our
own desires.

A Journey Travelled
One of the landscapes which glass makes available to the viewer maps process. Glass
has an extraordinary memory. As Catrina Vignando wrote it “freezes the memory of the
maker’s touch”.213 Seen through the imprint of its making, the glass object is a journey
travelled. The bubble or the striation betrays the touch of the hand and the accidents that
have occurred. This is the work, not as the immaculate conception of an original
thought, but as a landscape formed by the interaction of idea, gesture and material.
A Subjective Reading
A landscape sits upon the glasswork as palimpsest and it reflects the technical processes
of its making, but the work has the potential to present a much broader panorama.
If the gods are there, it is because you have discovered them there, drawn them up out of
your soul’s need for them and dreamed them into the landscape to make it shine … They
are not outside us, or even entirely within, but flow back and forth between us and the
objects we have made, the landscape we have shaped and move in. We have dreamed all
these things in our deepest lives and they are ourselves. It is our self we are making out
there … 214
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I took this quote from David Malouf’s novel An Imaginary Life. It unveils a
process of imaginative projection in which what we perceive as an objective reading of
the land is not objective but subjective. Ruskin christened the term pathetic fallacy to
debunk the idea that nature could express human emotions.215 The pathetic fallacy is
derived from romantic allegory, and Ruskin is right, nature does not express human
emotion, but we do however project our emotions onto nature. The Romantic landscape
expresses the artist’s “intimate and individual response”.216 Even in contemporary
society what we comprehend as landscape is a contextual interpretation in which we
place the land we see before us into our own cultural perspective. Landscape is our
cultural projection upon the land. It is a reading we have learned as our interpretation,
and it is driven by our own sense of reality.
The world reflects back those stories we have imagined to enable us to exist as
self-conscious beings. In Hegelian terms “consciousness becomes aware of itself by
being aware of objects and then being reflected back into itself from them”.217
We need stories because, although our self-awareness is a blessing, it is also a
curse. It is a blessing because it gives us our appreciation of all that is around us, but it
is a curse because awareness of self separates us from the world. With existential
realisation we sense an incomprehensible vastness in our isolation, and it is the stories
written deep within us that enable us to survive that eternal space. The landscapes we
perceive are constructions. What we perceive as the literal landscape is our cultural
representation of country and as such it has, as Stephen Muecke says “aesthetic
dimension and political force … Landscape aesthetics work towards the intensification
of relationships between the subject and object, creating a sense of belongingness
…”218.
The Glasswork as a Landscape
Glass shares with landscape its availability for our subjective engagement. It is easy to
make such a transfer when you read this description of a Turner landscape: “the seas
and skies of lambent colour, charged with mysterious energy”,219 or the Romantic
fascination with clouds rising over ridges “like snowy mountains, with lights and
shadows playing amid them, as though it were a spirit world of its own”.220 The
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ambiguity inherent in the transparency and translucency of glass make it available to the
reader’s imaginative projections. Light and colour in glass generate emotive responses
just as light and colour do in the natural landscape.
The natural landscape is a major inspiration for Emma Varga who finds she has
the same response looking into her glass pieces as she has looking into a landscape that
emotionally engages her through its colour and light. 221 She says collectors have spoken
of similar responses to her work. Varga said she lives with a world inside her head,
sometimes so vivid that she feels she must recreate it with her hands. Karen O’Clery
agrees that she might read the form in an object the same way she might read the form
and patterns in a shell, a bird skeleton or a rock, and she also agrees that these may be
centring responses.222 Keith Rowe takes his emotional response to a landscape and
attempts to recreate that as reaction in the glass he makes. In her work Deb Jones says
she wants the same feeling you get when you look at the ocean, that “loving, longing,
lost feeling – joyous and sad at the same time”.223
Jessica Loughlin sees the reaction that some have to landscape – the stillness and
“an incredible sense of quietness and insignificance with something that is vastly
beyond us” – and says she seeks that reaction to her glasswork, as “the moment of inner
stillness, which occurs when [she] was faced with a vast open space”.224 Loughlin
wants her work to be a vehicle into that mind space of inner stillness, and she reduces
reference in her work to eliminate any distraction that may prevent that happening.
Loughlin’s notion of reduction pares back all, so you confront your deeper self in
vastness. In her exhibition Eyre 225 she writes that her “works are inspired by a
landscape transcribed by light, space, memories of water and residues of salt”,226 and
with aesthetic resonance Loughlin evokes that transcendental landscape with her glassmade objects.
Connection with the Numinous
David Blayney Brown quotes American art critic Robert Rosenblum as saying, “An
apprehension of the spiritual in the world around us has been among the main legacies
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of Romanticism”.227 One element that we project out onto the literal landscape is an
element that romantics search for in art, and in reference to this project, what we also
search for in glass. Romantics may call it spirit, or the numinous – a need evidenced in a
desire to belong that reflects in our relationship to landscape. This does not mean that an
artist has to make glasswork with the numinous or transcendence in mind, for the light,
the ambiguity and the paradox within glass can put those possibilities forward without
the direction of the artist’s deliberate intention.
The constant thread is the desire for connection, the connection with the material,
the connection with place, and beneath that, to the deeper connection we desire with the
world. Nicolas Bourriaud writes228 that as an “arena of exchange”, “art is a state of
encounter” binding us to the social fabric, but that essence of landscape we read within
the ambiguity of a glasswork reveals a yearning that is at our centre, and what we yearn
for is greater than ourselves. At the most profound level we desire to touch something
beyond the rational, a thing that cannot be contained or restrained. We seek to touch that
which is unreachable. We seek Presence, that transcendent invariable point of reference,
whether that is God, or Being, or Truth. We seek something beyond the self; something
denied to us by our very self-awareness. We seek an unselfconscious union with the
world. It is that which is sought in a deep meditation, or the wild seascape, or in a piece
of glass. We desire the angel’s arms. We desire the embrace of the angel so we can be
lost in that embrace, lost in the self-less flow of that union. This is the romantics’
nostalgic search for the blue flower,229 that is, the desire to be one with the infinite.
The creative work, like the landscape we read, reads us, as into its openness we
project our desire and need. (I use the word ‘reads’ metaphorically. Our interpretation
reveals our perspective, and in doing this it reveals something of our inner nature).
Glass as a material provides the ambiguity and reactivity conducive to such
engagement. The glass object, rather than a being thing, becomes process within the
expanding space that its indeterminacy allows. In this process the viewers’ experiences,
through their reading of a work, may range from the enjoyment of the work’s formal
elements to revelation delivered through the access it provides to their own mindscapes.
Cobi Cockburn speaks in terms of her work as a response to landscape – “it is not the
pure landscape space I am replicating. I am responding to an open space. I have no
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boundaries. I am looking and I am able to feel, unrestrained by thoughts. I am out there,
able to be at one and sense what it is I am actually looking for”’230.
We can experience landscape in a work of glass because there is structural logic
that enables parallel experience. Though a communication of visual forms, even without
actual visual reference to a tree or a mountain, the experience of a landscape can be felt.
This is more than a reaction to those images made by chance and conceived in the
viewer’s imagination. It is more than our reaction to a face imagined in the flames of a
fire, or animals perceived in the amorphous shape of clouds. This is a perception guided
by the aesthetic sensibility of the maker. This is the glass object as the created work
with its implanted aesthetic triggers acting through its existence over time as a matrix of
potentials available to be realised through various contextual readings.
Although the process of the glasswork’s making exists as a palimpsest both on and
in the work, it is the ambiguity of glass and the relationship of glass to light that open
the glasswork to imaginative projections. The glass object becomes process within its
expanding space. Two aspects emerge – the external space of the world and the internal
space of the mind, and both are infinite. With both the landscape and the glass object,
our imaginative projections are driven by our need for connection. This introduces the
numinous in our desire for that which we cannot articulate, something vastly beyond
our comprehension. Through aesthetic experience, ambiguity allows a connection
between the world and ourselves, as our projection enables us to imagine form within
the shifting formlessness of light through glass.
3.3 The Voice of the Inanimate
I analyse how our need drives imaginative projections that metaphorically give inanimate glass
objects a voice by making the objective, subjective. This process makes Romanticism relevant
to our engagement with object, the material and the material’s technical processes.

The glasswork presents a matrix of potentials. This matrix of potentials is affordance.231
Affordance is a theory developed by James Gibson in his book The Ecological
Approach to Visual Perception. The theory addresses our relationship with inanimate
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objects. Gibson proposes that objects give substance to our existence, but exist
independent of our attention. If we are drawn into relationship with an object it is
through our own need and desire. Only then is that object in our thought and action.
A Place for Conversation
Ceramicist and teacher Jan Guy wants a bodily response to her work and provides
triggers in her forms to evoke physical memory within the viewer. Other makers such as
Annette Blair, Andrew Lavery and Lee Mathers, interpret the object as a vessel for
memory.232 This interpretation is possible because an object carries traces of time and
place. Object can bring back a past experience by triggering our memories through
association. In doing this we give the inanimate a voice, and the eloquence of that voice
is the result of our projection – a result of our want, our desire. We engage in a feedback
loop in which both object and subject evolve through a metaphoric conversation. This is
a rational, objectified world. But, I am subjective and my survival depends on how I
differentiate between the objects that are, or are not, of worth to me. I live in Gibson’s
“meaningful environment”233 – a meaningful environment that is intensified within the
realm of the artwork because the artwork exists in “a supersaturated cultural
environment”.234 As Lorraine Daston writes in Things That Talk, “Like seeds around
which an elaborate crystal can suddenly congeal, things in a supersaturated cultural
solution can crystallise ways of thinking, feeling, and acting. These thickenings of
significance are one way that things can be made to talk” 235.
The supersaturated realm of the artwork is a transitional area between the objective
and the subjective.236 This territory is where artistic sensibility gives voice to object, and
object is heard through aesthetic response. The relevance of affordance theory lies in
two transactions. The first relates to artistic sensibility and lies in the relationship
between the material and the maker. The second relates to aesthetic response and lies in
the relationship between object and its viewer.
Material and Affordance
Daniel Clayman spoke of wrestling the light out of the air and into a tangible object.237
Clayman did use the term wrestling, and for the maker glass is a difficult material to
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work. As Julie Anne Denton wrote, “Glass is a medium that one will never get the
better of, something that will have you asking questions about it until the day you die.
This material will frustrate you, engage you, enrage you and show you the disposition
of beauty” 238.
Glass offers resistance to the creative maker despite his or her developed
talents.239 That resistance can thwart the careless and frustrate the knowledgeable, but
countering this resistance can force the maker into unpredicted outcomes.240 It is not
oxymoronic to talk of affording resistance. The materiality of glass affords resistance,
and materiality is what the artist pushes against. This interaction generates creativity.
The Glass Object and Affordance
Movement, ambiguity and colour are sensual triggers. For collector Geoffrey Strutton
they are emotive and seductive agents. He speaks of the colour blue, when combined
with the translucence of glass, feeding his emotive memories of a landscape present and
past.241 Andy Plummer feels those same elements impart calmness to a domestic space
through a Richard Whiteley piece that Plummer owns.242 Art objects enter
consciousness as participants in conversations that may be emotionally and
conceptually expanding, as Ross Gibson implies: “If you (the person encountering
them) are available to them, they are available for transformation. They are available to
help this transformative event happen”243.
In a rational world objects do not possess the attributes of the living that allow
them to converse with us. Perhaps it is anthropomorphic to think of a material offering
dialogue. It appears irrational to think we could create inanimate objects capable of
communicating with us on a spiritual or a visceral level. However, conversing with the
inanimate is not a new concept. Through transitivity humans invested life in paintings
they created in the cave art of Lascaux. Humanity always invested the inanimate with
life, and the inanimate duly respond with conversation, but only when engaged – only
once they have our attention. The relationship makers have with their materials and with
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the object they make from it, and the relationship between viewers and the objects they
view, are based in both resistance and acceptance, and these relationships turn the
objective into the subjective. This subjectivity makes Romanticism relevant. As artists
we push against the material of the outside world to learn of what it is that we ourselves
are made. As the viewer we engage the object in order to feel an aesthetic response that
could reveal to us something more about ourselves in this world.
3.4 What is it in the Glasswork that Engages our Attention?
I explore elements that facilitate our attention being drawn into engagement with the glasswork.
Specifically I address light, the qualities of ambiguity, transparency, reflection and refraction,
and sensitivity to movement and pattern. I analyse the physiological and psychological
characteristics that bind our reaction to glass with romanticism.

As both maker and as viewer, if we deeply engage with a work we do so because it
makes a connection with our psychological need. Yet before this need engages with the
glasswork is there something that draws our attention?
We are a body in relation to the world, assessing and utilising two poles of our
perception – the subjective and the objective – in a continuing process of dynamic
balance between our action and our relationship to our surroundings.244 In regards to
this, James Gibson’s The Ecological Approach to Perception focuses predominately on
the nature of human perception and how, with an assumption of the dominance of
vision, information about the environment is delivered to the mind. For Gibson, the
world is interpreted through an optic array,245 and it is our brain’s sensitivity to
disturbance in the structures of this array that informs us of the world. Disturbance is
what occurs when light strikes glass and delivers information to the eye.
Light
Light has our attention, and our perception is the act of attention.246 Light is the natural
companion to studio glass, because glass facilitates the dynamic interplay of light.
Working with glass has been referred to as working with a solid form of light.247
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Fig. 14, Stephen Procter, From One To The Other, 1996.
Blown, cut, engraved double gathered clear glass, 69 x 38 x 17 cms.

When Greg Piper is commissioned to take portfolio photographs of glasswork,248
he feels his technical challenge is to apply light to the object to engage either its
transparency or its opacity. Piper looks to capture what he calls the “sparkle”249 that
gives life to the work at a specific point in time. Stephen Procter wrote that, “the power
and radiance of light mattered above all else”. Procter used glass “because it was the
medium closest to, and most responsive to light”.250 Glass transmits light, but for
Jessica Loughlin, it is how light and glass interact, “how glass holds the light”; and as
Dr Gerry King stated, “The way light reacts with glass is everything”. Light penetrates
glass and gives it dynamism. Through light the glass object resonates with time, as
captured light affects change on that object through morning to night.
Evidenced in the glass object, this interaction between material and light is a
process, which converts material into medium, as through light glass transcends its
matter. There is a tradition of using the transcendental quality of light through glass. For
Steven Procter the interaction between glass and light is spiritual. He wrote that for him,
“pure light expressed infinite thought, the dynamic cord between the internal and the
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external” and his work “was a celebration of light”.251 A powerful effect can be built
out of nothing but light and colour,252 – an experience understood through the body
standing within that light. Light allows glass to physically expand into its surrounding
environment and envelop the viewer, to engage him or her both physically and
psychologically in an emotive experience. The emotive quality of light and our response
to it through glass has long been written about. Quoting Geoffrey Edwards from his The
Art of Glass, “Abbot Suger (c.1081-1151), the visionary patron of the abbey church of
Saint-Denis in Paris, believed that stained glass windows could render the spiritual
palpable by casting a divine light over the congregation”253.
Richard Whiteley told me it was the colour of refracted light pouring through
stained glass windows and onto a church floor that began his fascination with glass
when he was a young choirboy. Artist Cedar Prest commented that with her stained
glass she is creating an effect, and in this she feels as if she were a stage lighting
designer creating an experience. In this creation of experience, the work expands
beyond the confines of object/plinth to be felt within the body. As is evident with
medieval stained glass windows, glass was observed as achieving that long before the
birth of the contemporary studio glass movement. In his pursuit of the effect of light on
glass, Australian studio glass pioneer Warren Langley moved beyond glass. His remotesource polycarbonate installations using fibre optics and light, (such as Ingress at The
Concourse in Chatswood, New South Wales), and his Touching Lightly on the old
chimney tower at the Canberra Glassworks, make large internal spaces or facades of
buildings emanate light. This escalation of scale was a path trodden by American
sculptor of light James Turrell in accessing the transcendental from an ancestry in
minimalism. There are other international contemporary artists such as Olafur Eliasson,
Dan Flaven, and Bjorn Dahlem, who utilise light installations for sculptural and
architectural effect, but who are not studio glass artists. However, their practice informs
us once again of the emotive potential of our medium. Glass has a way of holding light,
light creates ambiguity and shifting patterns in glass, so glass attracts our attention. And
light provides the stimulus that feeds us information about the world as it moves from
objects onto the photoreceptors of the retina254 and that, as the basis of our sight, has our
attention.
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And the object does need our attention if it is to function as an artwork. Judi
Elliott speaks of her initial disappointment when, neglecting to look up, city workers
walked under her ten 900 mm by 900 mm tablets of brightly coloured glass (newly
installed as a commission in a Sydney office foyer).255 An artwork may be a large-scale
blaze of colour mounted in stainless steel created to the highest artistic and technical
standard, but if it does not gain our attention, it has no relevance to us, even though for
its maker, or for others, it may be significant.
Movement in the Pattern
In our development as a species, attention to movement has been a matter of instinct,
because primordially sudden change in pattern is potentially prey or predator. The
shifting in a pattern is a fire that holds the fascination of comfort and the fear of
destruction. Light shifting in refraction through, and reflection off glass creates a visual
event, and a visual event was (and for humanity instinctively remains) a matter of
survival. An example lies in the ‘glittering reflections’ about which Noris Ioannou
wrote.
We learnt to expect that the environment is, to some degree, consistent in its
provision of elements that help or hinder our survival. We have expectations that
objects and events around us behave in consistent ways and those objects and events
function dependably in the cost-benefit transactions of our living. Holding these
expectations we are sensitive to pattern, and desire to assess, fix and register the identity
of any pattern against our experience of the world. Ambiguity within a pattern intrigues
us, triggers our interest; makes us curious to the nature of that pattern and what that
pattern may deliver. Shift or movement in that pattern has our special attention and
therefore engages us, because our survival depends upon recognising the patterns of the
world and reacting to disturbances in those patterns.
Confusion of Boundaries
We bring an expectation of how things are into every situation. We expect solids to be
substantial and opaque. Where one expects that a surface should not permit the
penetration of light, translucency draws one in. When glass, as a solid, allows light to
255
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penetrate, it confuses the boundaries between substance and medium, and in this glass
creates paradox. Paradox is contradiction, an uncertainty, and it draws attention to itself,
as does movement in pattern.
It is a matter of human physiology that our peripheral retina is sensitive to motion
and shifts in brightness.256 As light shifts across and within the object, it becomes a
sequential transformation of the pattern, a changing pattern. As light shifts through the
glass, glass becomes a shifting array,257 which is a key element in our perception of the
world. In this way object becomes event, and has our attention. As seen in the recent
works by American glass artist Jon Kuhn, this effect may be as superficial as glitter, but
it can be more substantial in its engagement. For example, artist Denise Higgins uses
light and sound through glass to deepen or still people’s sense of time. For Higgins
there is a transcendental quality in the way glass manifests light and she revealed that
for her, light is essential stuff of the universe and being.
The Stagger
An artwork succeeds when it can hold your attention. Ross Gibson said, the work
succeeds if it has you “still thinking, still feeling”.258 Light or movement can attract our
attention, but a work will need more to hold that attention. Resolution in an art piece
may evidence the artist’s competence, but competence should not close our
engagement.
In this engagement the changing visual array has its counterpart in the work’s
conceptual impact. Ross Gibson comments that impact is “incompleteness in rhythm of
continuity” and in the “stagger” that holds him engaged. For Gibson this is the sense
that the artwork holds more than there is in him and it may be worth his while to spend
time with the artwork, because he feels himself alter, intensify, or expand somehow. As
Gibson put to me, “It’s resolved, but what it puts in train is endless and that’s really
good art”. It is then that we are affectively engaged.
As viewers we are the subjects in the engagement. There are physiological and
psychological characteristics within us that will facilitate and drive our engagement
with the glasswork. These are linked to the dominance of our vision in the way we
perceive the world. They include our sensitivity to pattern, particularly to disturbance or
movement in pattern, as well as our sensitivity to a pattern’s ambiguity. This leads to a
confusion of boundaries and the awareness of paradoxes.
Richard Wright and Lawrence Ward, Orienting of Attention, New York: Oxford University Press, 2008, 7.
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However, beyond our initial attraction to the work, it will be the work’s
conceptual impact that will hold our engagement, and that impact will be dependant on
the work’s openness in generating interpreted meaning that is emotionally affective for
the viewer.
3.5 The Open Engagement
I analyse engagement with the open work to explore the benefits in expanding beyond the
confines of one intended meaning.

The Open Work is the name of a 1989 book on semiotics written by Umberto Eco. In
this book Eco argues for polysemy and (with the book’s emphasis on literature) the
importance of the reader and his or her response. The concept of an open work strains
against the idea that a work has one intended meaning. Applied to the versatility and
emotional power of glasswork within the context of Romanticism, the problem with one
intended meaning is the shortfall that occurs when enclosure by meaning is matched
against the totality that is a work’s potential.
Open to Interpretation
Martin Beaver says he finds that artists are open to different interpretations of their
work and do not necessarily want to impose any one interpretation.259 Different viewers
can (and probably will) read the same work differently. Karen O’Clery says viewers’
reactions may be “more visual and more the feeling of the heart”260 – that is, more
affective – and that response may be to composition, form, luminosity, hardness,
softness, or to how any or all of those things relate. All these responses are happening at
the same time, and they themselves are open to more than one meaning.
A meaning of a work does not equate to its potential for information that is,
potential for adding to what we already know.261 Bruce Metcalf quotes Arthur Danto as
saying “art is essentially embodied meaning”;262 but if it is so, it is meaning that the
Martin Beaver, personal interview, 11/12/09, 5.
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viewer has attached to the work in response to affective triggers planted in its making
(or with diminishing validity, in response to words that surround that work). While
meaning delivers closure, information offers potential as possibilities for interpretation.
An artwork that is open is a work that does not narrate – it is.263 If it is contemporary art,
the work must offer more than can be enclosed with words used to articulate a singular
meaning, for if the work can be wholly expressed as words it is diminished. Those
words would make it redundant.
Leaving a Space for the Beholder
The object, in providing opportunities for engagement through its visual form, becomes
phenomenological – a thing to be felt. This feeling is aesthetic experience. Aesthetic
experience is our emotional response and, as a response, it is an event. That event
provides information delivered for our conceptualisation, and we re-form the object, and
thereby realise its potential through our response. Denise Higgins describes this as
leaving open space for the beholder. Higgins says she wants to trigger associations and
memories and she uses vibrations in light and sound “to get people to make poetic
associations that resonate with their experience”264.
The viewer’s willingness to participate has limits that are exceeded if the work
makes things too clear, or too obscure.265 But from the Symbolist movement at the
beginning of the 1900s, art shifts toward ambiguity. This opens the work to multiple
interpretations. The intention of its maker may guide the formal organization of a work
through its making, but the finished work provides flexible opportunities for
interpretation within the parameters of that formal organization. That formal
organization delivers information, and is appropriate to a contemporary society, which
feeds on information. As an aspect of its constant change, contemporary society inclines
to the indeterminate.266 Not being anchored in one interpretation allows movement and
change. Learning something new will assist us in this movement. The quality that is
value-adding with new information is originality and its ability to establish new
relationships within the world. There is no advancement in the delivery of what is
already known.
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Visual Form as a Field of Possibilities
To create an open work, to enhance informational value, to be open to possibility, the
conveyed meaning should be imprecise; but visual form remains, even though
interpreted from within the liquid metamorphosis of ambiguity.

Fig. 15, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (detail 4/5), July 2010.
Cast lead crystal, 1of 5 pieces each 50 cms

The detail above is from Drifting, a sculpture installation I created for this project,
and it is an example of an open work. It is not anchored by representation and is open to
the viewer’s interpretation of meaning. Context provides the frame that can turn
disorder into articulation. Within context it is the viewer who conceives meaning from
within the rich field of unforeseeable possibilities offered by the work. It is the viewer’s
aesthetic response that validates the work through some alignment to the maker’s
intention, and there is connectivity as the viewer senses the artist’s presence in the
gestures of the work.
If the work is to achieve some alignment between the artist’s intention and the
viewer’s interpretation the work must offer structure within a sea of undifferentiated
choices. When the symbol is diminished, the work must possess some internal
geometry. To provide this, visual form is utilised. Not the ideal form of classical
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convention, but “form as a field of possibilities”.267 This form is created from material
by the artist’s gesture intrinsic to the work and it is this combination of gesture and
symbol that reveals artistic intention. However the artist’s intention does not close the
work to other interpretations, which will be revealed through time. Therefore, despite
the artist’s intention, the work remains in a state of possibility.
The Benefits of Openness
In the best of circumstances, connections are made in free associations and the work
delivers aesthetic information.268 This may even be constituted as wordless moments of
sublime experience – Jessica Loughlin spoke of quietness, and “a sense of
boundlessness”.269 Openness provides these rich opportunities, and delivers what
contemporary society most values – potential.
A glasswork’s effectiveness is evident in the aesthetic engagement it has with its
viewer. If a work can generate aesthetic experience for a large number of viewers over
time and in varying cultural contexts, that is if it is open, then it is effective as an
artwork. If a work offers some potential, as possibilities for interpretation that can
resonate with its viewers, that is, if a work is open to interpreted meaning, it is more
likely to be widely relevant.
To engage the viewer the maker implants triggers in the visual form of the work
through technique and his or her unique gesture as a maker, but these triggers are
indeterminate. Visual form provides structure and the viewer conceives meaning within
the context of the glasswork’s presentation. The viewer’s response to aesthetic
information delivered by the work is the aesthetic experience.
3.6 The Timeless Moment and Flow
I present Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of Flow to argue the scientific possibility that
transcendental engagement can occur with glasswork, both in its making and its viewing.

In an interaction with the work, as the experience of making, or in the experience of
viewing, there is a potential for the timeless moment – the possibility of escaping the
persistent linear beat of the temporal. This is not spiritualism, but a recognised
psychological event. This event is the deep engagement of the maker in the act of
Ibid., 103.
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continual reassessment. It consists of an aesthetic experience for the viewer where the
formal elements of a work, or the physical aspect of its processes, overwhelm logic and
language to defeat time. Romantics feel it in the landscape.270 It is the instant that
appears eternal, or the compression of a span of time into the immediate. As viewer it is
evident in the work that transcends as it goes to the centre of who you are and what
makes you ache.
This is Romanticism, the dominance of felt experience over intellect. Of all
experiences offered by a work this is the most esoteric. It is also credible justification of
a work’s validity as art. To vanquish time is the final romantic aspiration. In its
disconnection from the material world, it is transcendence and it also exists in a
situation where the maker or the viewer is, as Stephen Procter says, “In a state of
oneness [where] there is no time, because there is no transition.” 271
In such a situation what we are doing overwhelms our ability to hold onto time or
self. In those moments time and identity are lost. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi with his
concept of flow 272 provides one rational explanation for such situations. The flow
experience is the phenomenology of the inner state when, regardless of culture, action is
governed by unthinking automatic behaviour. The corollary of such an occurrence can
be seen in our production where the intellect dissolves in hard repetitive work that some
call porridge time – times when artist Clare Belfrage says, the brain turns to porridge.273
It is the mediative state of being in the moment when totally focussed within our body
and its function. When negotiating the material of the world, flow, as with meditation, is
being in the moment. Charles Butcher says of his working process, “try staring into a
black box for three months, every day, eight hours a day – staring into it as you cold
work it. You go into your mind”, and of working in isolation “being boring and
mundane”, but Butcher says it “occupies the body and [he] goes into [his] mind”.274 The
long, hard, demanding and repetitive work required by a process like cold working can
drive one’s thoughts far into one’s consciousness, opening deep questions of self.
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Embodied Skill and a Paradox
Flow emerges across a wide range of activity and it is evident in sporting as well as
artistic endeavour. In making, flow occurs when skills have been embodied and are
being concentrated in a consuming activity in which challenge and skill are in optimum
balance. A flame worker can experience flow when embodied skills in the fingertips are
intuitively channelled into instantaneous problem solving with glass made fluid by
heat.275 Like speech, the activity is a process too fast for calculation. An activity where
time can disappear would be one requiring the utmost focused attention – total
concentration – while providing constant and immediate feedback.
As an activity it requires embodied skill. As anthropologists Tim Ingold and
Elizabeth Hallam say, “Fluent response calls for a degree of precision in the
coordination of perception and action that can only be achieved through practice”.276 In
this statement the paradox of flow becomes apparent. Just as to lose the self in the
response to a work requires an aesthetic sensibility; to reach the state of flow in the
making of a work, freedom of response requires the disciplined acquisition of skill to
the level where it is embodied. Then in the flow state a maker can be lost to all but the
activity that consumes him or her, and it is then that the rhythm of the hand may be seen
in the balance of the finished work. In an archetypal craft process the hand that moves
of its own accord in apparent automatic spontaneous process that is in reality the result
of years of technical emersion leading to highly trained competencies.
Golden Moments
Of embodied skills, Stephen Procter says, “Our best work is undertaken without
consciousness of the self, but rather consciousness that all the participant parts are
focussed into unified action, so that we arrive at a point beyond the initial selfconscious effort. Here the materials begin to sing and that piece begins its life”277.
This is what artist Brenden Scott French refers to as that ‘golden moment’ that is
“less about the material, the kiln and the process and more about creating”.278
A Logical Explanation
According to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, the dissolution of time and identity is the result
of limitations in the nervous system’s ability to process information.279 When there is
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total engagement in a process, there is inadequate attention left over to monitor how the
body feels. Awareness of hunger and tiredness fade, body and identity disappear from
consciousness because there is only enough attention to do that which requires all this
concentration, and to do it well. However, as with deep meditation, the feeling of self
returns stronger after such an event and this event also brings with it such a profound
sense of enjoyment that people are willing to put a great effort into the experience.
The concept of flow is also relevant in situations where a work engages the viewer
completely. The formality of the visual array with its ambiguity and paradox provides
an abundance of information to the senses, but there is also conceptual engagement.
There is an interaction of subject and object through constant feedback that continually
restructures the balance between the two, and that overwhelms all but that interaction.
In such a circumstance self and time could be consumed in the event that is the work’s
manifestation. At its epitome, this is to experience the sublime – that which is too vast
in its openness to be comprehended. In viewing, flow is linked to the state of ecstasy –
that reality where life is more intense.
Object and Event
However there is another perspective on the timeless moment.
It is as though one’s experience of (the work) has no duration … because at every
moment the work itself is wholly manifest … It is continuous and entire presentness,
amounting … to the perpetual creation of itself, that one experiences as a kind of
instantaneousness: as though if only one were infinitely more acute, a single brief instant
would be long enough to see everything, to experience the work in all its depth and
fullness, to be forever convinced by it. 280

The closure implied in this Michael Fried quotation is contested when openness
envelops ideal form and the Platonic ideal of Modernism is superseded. The ideal of
Modernism is replaced by a dynamic interaction between the spectator and the work
within the specific context of viewing. In this relationship the work is open to a range of
possibilities as it moves through visual form to potential, from object to event. As
Nicolas Bourriaud expresses it: “The encounter with the work gives rise not so much to
a space … as to a time span … going beyond the act of ‘rounding off’ the work by
looking at it”281.
280
281
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These engagements involve both technical competencies and physical
commitment. They support a phenomenological engagement with the glasswork as an
event rather than as a focus on object – romantically open rather than classically closed.
It is a logical explanation for what could be considered illogical, providing scientific
explanation for experiences such as the timeless moment. Where I credited the inert and
lifeless with life, and presented the contained object as open, I now present the glass
object as a process. Through glass, the work reconfigured in our response presents us
with an experience of the unpresentable. This is an event generated through our
engagement with tangible material and visual form. That event becomes a means for
accessing internal worlds. In an area dominated not by logic but by aesthetics,
transcendental engagement is scientifically possible both when making glasswork and
when viewing glasswork.
3.7 A Theory of Aesthetic Response
I analyse the viewer’s role in the act of engagement. By exploring the aesthetic response and its
implication for the meaning we may derive from a glasswork, I validate the relevance of
Romanticism as the world filtered through our perception.

Wolfgang Iser proposes that “… the significance of the work does not lie in the
meaning sealed within the text, but in the fact that that meaning brings out what had
previously been sealed within us”.282 In The Act of Reading Iser references text and the
reader. In this thesis I overlay the term text with the terms made object - object or work,
the term reader with the term viewer, however it is not my intention to imply that the
viewing of the made object equates to the reading of a text, but rather that Iser’s theory
is relevant and applicable.
The viewer is an essential element in engagement with the glasswork, and the
term viewer implies an action. The word viewer is more dynamic than its synonym
audience. It is the viewer who consummates the creative act by interpreting the
glasswork.
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The Viewer as a Creator of Form
I now close on the event that is our engagement with the work. The triangle is complete:
artist – glasswork – viewer. Now the focus moves from concepts of address to issues of
reception in a relationship bound by response. As Jean-Luc Godard stated, “it takes two
to make an image”, and as Merleau-Ponty says: “The accomplished work is thus not the
work, which exists in itself like a thing, but the work which reaches its viewer and
invites him to take up the gesture which created it”283.
Making Meaning
The reactions the artist makes tangible in the glasswork are aesthetic triggers that
entangle the viewer.284 The viewer does not just receive the made object, he or she
responds to it by seeing it, feeling it and assessing it. Viewers take from a work (or
bring to it) that which appeals to them. The glass object presents, and within this
presentation the viewer is creating something new in a dialectic relationship with that
object. Here the word presents, is used to mean formally making available and
presentation is the result when integrated into context. Multiple interpretations are made
possible by ‘the plasticity of meaning’.285 Meaning cannot be absolute because we
search for meaning from our own point within a context. This highlights the flaw in
seeking the artist’s hidden meaning in the made object. The dialectic between viewers
and work resists being closed off to further meaning by any single interpretation
conceived by the maker or any one viewer.286
Objection to a work having single meaning is most obvious in formal abstraction.
Artist Liz Coats described the transparency of her work, saying nothing is concealed,
but at the same time it is not telling you that this is a shape representative of something;
rather you read a logical progression in depth that comes through colour. Here the
relationship is not with an object to be defined, but with an effect to be experienced.287
In assessing the validity of a work Ross Gibson told me he would look for what it
causes in him as well as what he suspects is caused in others who encounter it. He said
this would be a shift in his consciousness, and enhancement or intensification of his
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understanding of something and “... that can and should happen all through your
sensorium – your nervous system, in your aesthetic sense and in your intellection and
cerebration ... you should feel some shift. That is why it is called art. The etymology is
that it is at a join, a turn” 288
As romanticism it points to art being experiential and affective. Derived meaning
will be felt rather than calculated.
A Fallacy
That idea that there can be one true meaning to a work is a fallacy.289 There is no one
true meaning that is imbedded in an object’s entity, because meaning is relational. The
form mutates in interpretation as it presents us with the possibility of a range of
meanings. That possibility relies on the visual form for its delivery as any specific
meaning and its delivery is a dynamic happening. Meaning is something that evolves in
the process of viewing, and that varies from viewer to viewer. It is as if a photograph of
the work were taken. There is selection determined by context. A concept of the
glasswork takes shape as the glasswork’s attributes are narrowed into an interpretation
that is in reality a new work.
An Event Beyond the Object
What the object formally makes available – what it presents, and how this is re-formed
within the context as the object’s presentation – is dependent on the object, but at the
same time exists outside the object. Meaning delivered through the viewer’s
interpretation also occurs beyond the object, which has been interpreted as something
beyond itself. It has produced the form that is its presentation and that form is slave to
context.
Presentation takes the object beyond itself, but there still needs to be an event.
That event is an interpretation and it is an event because something is happening. The
presentation is perceived, and conception balances discrepancies that exist between
viewer and object. These discrepancies are adjusted through continual feedback to
become a series of merging viewpoints; thus ambiguity in the object intensifies and
extends feedback. Within context, object creates the form of its presentation, and
through the viewer’s interpretation, presentation becomes process and all is in a
dynamic relationship.
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It is the viewer who realises the aesthetic object from the presentation through the
event of that viewer’s interpretation. It is the viewer who derives aesthetic pleasure
from that interpretation in their response. Naturally interpretations and responses will
vary, as they are dependant on the viewers’ cultural codes – cultural codes compounded
within the context of the viewing,290 and not necessarily within the object itself.
Revisiting the Event that is the Interpretation of Meaning
The presentation of the work is a fluid thing. Embedded in context, it sits between glass
object and the viewer, awaiting the act of interpretation, which may lead to aesthetic
experience. But central to the object’s success in providing such an aesthetic experience
is its adaptability to the desire of the viewer, and a key element to this adaptability is its
ambiguity. This ambiguity is not pre-empted by artistic lucidity, but if the viewer’s
desire is to be projected into a presentation then the presentation must allow room for
that projection. The work should not signpost the maker’s intent. This would limit any
dialogue to an acknowledgement that that intent was understood. Since the conceptual
space within a work is the playground provided for the viewer’s imagination, what is
left out of a work is as important as what is placed into it. The formal elements of the
work are that playground’s parameters, and if the construction of those formal elements
leaves gaps, then the viewer’s desire can suppose the filling of those gaps from the
implications of those elements. This process is illustrated when Margot Osborne writes
in her catalogue introduction to Mind and Matter: “… formal austerity is a means of
shifting the viewer’s focus from passive looking to a more reflective encounter with the
work … to a more prolonged, intense and meditative way of looking …” 291
And Osborne adds luminescence to this event with its “inherent proclivity towards
an immaterial, numinous dimension”.292 The viewer is given the right to determine
signification in “an intangible poetic resonance”.293 As Iser writes, “It is the implications
and not the statements that give shape and weight to meaning”.294
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Where is Meaning?
If the work provides the potential of its presentation, and if aesthetic experience is the
felt response, where is meaning? Meaning is the conceptualisation of the response.
Intellect stands back from what is felt, and from that distance it observes and defines.
Intellect articulates meaning from the experience of aesthetic engagement. It articulates
meaning from the experience that the presentation stimulates and that we undergo in our
encounter with the work.
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Chapter 4
Philosophers, a Material, and Desire as Form
I analyse physical and psychological forces that, facilitated by the qualities inherent in
glass and its technical processes, activate our affective engagement with the glass
object. I proffer a strategy that breaks through clichés to create original work. By doing
this I extrapolate the potential of glass as a material for the contemporary artist
4.1 Nebulous Landscapes – Nature295
I analyse physical forces in action during glassmaking, and I discuss psychological forces
within the maker. I explore how the nature of both these fields can be harnessed by the artist in
a collaboration that through romanticism can take works beyond cliché and into the new.

The seeding of Australian studio glass with a belief in the artist as an individual led the
studio glass community to make originality an imperative. The other imperative for
studio glass is the material at its centre: glass. It is reasonable to conclude that a
productive methodology for studio glass practice is creative originality driven by forces
intrinsic to glass and its processes. In glass we find nature, and in using visual form to
explore its landscape, we might find religion. The landscape of glass moves beyond
description or categorization. It introduces the poetic imagination to become the
territory of emotional responses. The philosopher Gilles Deleuze wrote of forces. 296 In
the spirit of Romanticism, the forces to which Deleuze referred were the primordial
forces of the world – the force of its rhythms that we sense within our bodies and in the
chaos beyond.
As artists our domain is aesthetics, and there we struggle to create works that
stimulate an emotional response through our medium. This returns us to those two
questions driving this thesis: How might glass, as a material used by artists, facilitate an
aesthetic engagement? and, What might the nature of this engagement be?
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Cliché
On the side of the predictable or mundane, Deleuze argued that clichés define our
existence.297 These standard units of exchange are as ubiquitous as they are useful, but
they have a cost, because clichés become the warp and weft of our thought, weaving
limited patterns for our existence. Yet, we function using these pre-conceived cultural
constructs. Because this is so, what we see is what we are taught to see. There is a banal
helplessness in an existence built within the parameters these pre-packaged
understandings. Clichés are insidious and become binding constructs constraining our
understanding of the world. The major problem is that this way of being, which we
accept as is, prevents us seeing what we truly can be.
The cost of our acceptance of cliché is pervasive mediocrity, brought on through a
spiritual blindness. This blindness stifles and ends engagement. Infected by ubiquitous
cliché, possibility stagnates, or contracts. However, this does not need to be the case. As
Stephen Procter wrote, “… the relevance of any situation expands or contracts
according to our thinking. What may at first appear to be a limitation, may be altered by
replacing it with a new concept. Time changes nothing. It is only a change of thought, a
change of spirit, a change of consciousness that can change anything”298.
To achieve this change of consciousness through the artist’s quest to create
affective experience, there is a need for the artist to provide an original perspective.
How can this perspective be obtained and cliché defeated? We need means to move
beyond what is known and understood and onto what is yet to be known. If the artist’s
work is to evolve as a new direction, it requires the unexpected to happen.
While discussing his own methodology, artist Brenden Scott French spoke with
enthusiasm of his experience of the unexpected – the thrill of creation – when he
referred to, “the chance occurrence … where the brave act is to go where you have no
idea of the where, or why of outcomes”.299 As Scott French explains, “You try to work
out a new scenario, a new structure in how to think and what to express”.300 Truly, this
might simply be a willingness to follow the chance occurrence. It is an accepted part of
the studio glass practice to take advantage of the serendipitous. However, if the new, the
unknown, is to be consistently realised, a facilitating methodology is required.
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Collaborations – Material and Artistic Sensibility
Forms of collaboration – associating, conversing and working with others – can
synthesise diverse experiences, thus creating the new. That is, elements that are in
action and effecting influence on each other may arrive at a position they would not
reach when acting independently. Specifically, there is one alliance that is very close to
the hearts of creative glassmakers (as well as to the hearts of makers in other mediums)
and that is the alliance we form with our material. It is a relationship bound to us
through the processes we choose to use. Our relationship with our material and its
technical processes returns us to the concept of forces. The question is now, how do
these relationships introduce creative forces into the equation? This question becomes
the core of our concern with materiality, and materiality brings into play the huge
potential of the physical world.
Scott French spoke of being amused when others admire the fine detail in his kilnformed work, for he sees this detail more as an outcome of his process – a consequence
of the fast flowing and fluid way he uses molten glass. His fine detail is a result of the
union between his gesture – which for him is fluid, immediate and intuitive – and the
physicality of glass under heat. Scott French uses his haptic sensibility as an
experienced artist to navigate the deliberately introduced chaos of his chosen technique.
This chaos smashes cliché, delivering ambiguity and openness. Ambiguity and
openness become the means of introducing a feedback loop between viewer and object
as the work delivers meaning interpreted within the context of the viewing.
The artist’s action might be accidental, but significantly that action is intuitive and
of the artist’s hand. A chaotic fall is prevented by the artist’s haptic sensibility now
freed from set preconception by the action of the material processes. There could still be
the need for containment. As an element of artistic practice there is a responsibility to
know from where an accident comes, and to recognise its potential. Doubts about the
direction taken can be overcome through the strong relationship the artist has with the
material and the artist’s solid conviction in the processes used, which have been
developed by the artist during his or her technical and aesthetic evolution. That is, the
artist and the work are supported in the net of embodied aesthetics inherent in the
artist’s practice. Non-representational marks resulting from the process provide the
artist with suggestions of new possibilities, which emerge into the world as a rebirth.
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Now free of the perception that was, the new can grow from the seeds planted by the
artist’s work.
In materiality lies both constraints to originality, and, through synthesis with
artistic sensibility, the means to new understanding. There is constraint, because the
material itself carries clichés. What has been made before pre-empts every action
exerted upon the material. Yet materiality is of the world, and the forces of the world
brought into action by chance, present the artist with infinite possibilities, as untamed
and as they are plentiful. So the chosen material, as replete as it can be with its own
history, also gives the artist and the viewer access to new perspectives by providing a
means to re-create their perception of the world.
Sensuous Creatures
The artist’s relationship with their material and its technical processes is a creative
collaboration, which reveals and harnesses forces – heat, light and time – that flow
through the natural world. Such forces are made evident to the artist through his or her
body, and in his or her collaboration with his or her chosen material. Artists may find
themselves in a quandary, feeling protected within the clichés with which they have
built their understanding, while at the same time desiring (yet fearing) the release of the
forces of the world that move within them.
Deleuze suggests that beneath the organizing intellect man is an animal body
subject to animal forces.301 In the infinite space within our being, in that central essence
of us, we are sensuous creatures. At this emotional depth we react with our senses. The
forces referred to above are intuited as sensations, rather than conceptualisations, in that
they are felt rather than thought. Our feelings are phenomenal reactions to our world,
and as raw sensation they are the antithesis of the cliché. Raw sensations provide access
to the real for both artist and viewer as both enter the materiality of the work. The result
of this encounter is to feel and experience in a way more direct than when being shown,
or given another’s illustration, or by accepting another’s narration. The experience does
not pass through our intellect – rather it is felt. This is romanticism, the domain of the
visceral. This is being – the direct experience of the world that is phenomenological,
and this experience is brought into play by Deleuze’s zone of “indiscernibility, or
objective indetermination”.302 We access that zone through ambiguity and openness to
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meaning. Through felt experience, the artist leaves the tame world of platitudes to enter
the wilder landscape of a contemporary Romanticism.
Capturing Forces
With sensation as guide, creativity operates within the affective domain where Deleuze
writes that it is “not a matter of reproducing or inventing forms, but capturing forces”.303
For a literal example, artist Jessica Loughlin, at the time I interviewed her for this
project, was interested in the action of elemental forces on the landscape and was
experimenting with the action of water and evaporation on glass powder placed on
glass.304 Loughlin is controlled in the discipline of her technique, yet she provides an
example of making the intangible elemental forces that are the pulsing of the world
tangible. Loughlin does not represent these elements through figuration, but rather
attempts to create visual triggers that generate in the viewer the emotive response
Loughlin herself originally felt within the landscape. The works that result from her
abstraction illustrate the demarcation between a demonstration of spectacle and the felt
experience of sensations. Here lies the difference between being told about or of being
shown a feeling and actually experiencing feeling through contact with the work.
In the recognition and acknowledgement of elemental forces such as light, air,
water, heat and time, we affirm our existence as creatures of this world. This is not to
fear, but to accept our mortality and to rejoin those forces of the universe. It is our
integration into the world, the union of the outside and inside of our existence. Stephen
Procter wrote of that being “the flow of thought through limitless space, as far as our
consciousness allows, becomes the space, the inner space” 305.
Using my collaboration with casting in glass as an example, I am led to know
what was previously unknown to me. Casting is about the materiality of glass. My
experience agrees with that of the artist Deb Jones who speaks about the casting process
as being about “the fundamentals of glass … the physics of colour (depth equals colour
saturation)”. She says it “is about access to the internal of a solid and it is light and
transparency”306.
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The process of casting glass is about the flow of material when subjected to the
action of fundamental forces. These forces facilitate my creativity. This thought is
supported by the history of studio glass. Susanne Frantz wrote that, whatever other
influences Czech artists Stanislav Libensky and Jaroslava Brychtova came under, “it
was the physical properties of glass that directed their work more than any other
force”307.
It is the materiality of the processes we utilise that presents us with direct access
to the physical forces of the world. These processes are evident in the frozen trace of the
flow of a solid made liquid by flame and time. Our technique is thrown against glass
and both are synthesised in a creative collaboration, and in so doing we are carried into
the new. This is in part reflected in Jones’ statement: “in the cast, the material
determines what it is going to be”.308 Our art is in the event that is our engagement with
material as we create the artwork, and it is the affect that this process generates within
us which frees us from our clichéd opinion of what is.
Studio glass can be more than the reassuring comfort of the decorative piece. In
the resistance of glass, in the demand of its processes and the flow of its possibility, we
are given a window into the forces of heat and movement that shape our earth. As
makers who cast glass, it is this access that privileges us with a view into the unknown
and the opportunity to take our work to places we did not foresee. This is a context for
contemporary art practice. It is a context where there are no pre-set rules; for as JeanFrançois Lyotard says, “those rules … are what the work of art itself is looking for”.309
4.2 Nebulous Landscapes – Desire
I analyse the role the technical processes of studio glass can play in creating forms that give
viewers possible access to the pinnacle of Romanticism – the sublime. In doing this, I explain
how forces of our desire generate forms that give us aesthetic experience of the unpresentable.

Artist/educator Stephen Procter saw there is limitation to engagement in materiality
alone: “If we see or use something purely materially and not recognise it for its spiritual
quality, it will be lost to us. It is lost because everything material is temporary and
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limited … if you can see the spiritual meaning behind the experience, then it makes
sense”.310
This moves engagement beyond any mundane conception of the world. This
engagement is something that emerges not from what we see, or from what we show
through mimesis, but from something we feel. There is a romantic yearning for the
spiritual. There are deeply engaging situations where we sense what we sense because
we desire to do so. At a psychological level, the inanimate can be bonded to us by our
desire. Driven by attraction or revulsion, desire is a powerful element in our aesthetic
response to the world. Our desire can shape or deform our perception because our
desire, as a reflection of our psyche, becomes a context for interpretation. In more
profound cases our desire flows from our deep yearning to be open to some greater yet
unknown existence. Within the physical qualities of glass, in relationship to light, with
its resultant ambiguity and luminosity, and through the processes we use to exploit
those qualities, we can access the potential of glass to extend our experience far beyond
the ordinary. In this extension we harmonise the material and spiritual worlds.
Aching for the Intangible
Romantic work often reflects longing and incompleteness. As it was for Casper David
Friedrich nearly two hundred years and half a world away, if we ache for something
intangible, something that is beyond comprehension, we might seek it in viewing the
magnificence of a sunset, or in watching the tempestuous sea. We feel that same ache in
the void between words, or in the formlessness within a visual form. The problem
facing Romantic sculpture was to express the infinite through the finite. The intangible,
as something felt, appears as a recurring theme amongst contemporary glass artists. As a
glass artist I strive to create something immaterial using glass, and glass does provide
its viewer with the means to experience the intangible. Transparency makes the void a
companion to glass in the interplay of positive and negative. Richard Whiteley sees the
void as a “powerful, but invisible space”311 that it is not anchored in representation.
Kirstie Rea speaks of a liminal space that you feel stepping through a threshold; then,
having entered, the moment is gone. 312 This is a space that is momentary and unknown.
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Rea says she has this experience in the Australian landscape, and it is this response she
seeks to her work. That is, Rea seeks to give the viewers of her work an aesthetic
experience of something that is otherwise intangible.
Two Paradigms
Exploring the nature of triggers and responses to the intangible can raise the exemplars
of concept and perception, or discourse and aesthetics, which have long been recognised
as our domains of understanding. Like Apollo and Dionysus, discourse and aesthetics
are seen to represent discrete approaches to dealing with the world. Discourse deals
with the movement to completion, aesthetics is fluid and open to distortion by forces
untamed by logic. D. N. Rodowick writes of the figural.313 Rodowick believed that
whether their apex is reached within the ideal or within the sublime, both Modern and
Post-modern art are concerned with representing the unpresentable. In its adoption of
the Platonic ideal, Modern art argues the existence of the unpresentable; however it is
Post-modern art that actually strives to present it. So we return to the above-mentioned
forces. Post-modern approaches use experimentation and forsake rigid preplanning and
control by the maker, and this approach releases libidinal energies into the material.
These energies form the ambiguities that become the playground of the figural.
The Figural
Paraphrasing Rodowick’s outline in explaining the concept of the figural, I start by
stating what he says the figural is not. It is not figuration and it is not figure, although it
is grounded in the human body as a phenomenal field. The figural is not a structure. It is
anti-structure. It deforms structures. Reason and logic are distorted by it, so the figural
moves across both language and aesthetics, operating at a depth where the “ontological
distinction between linguistic and plastic representation breaks down”.314 The figural
becomes the sensual experience of emotion and desire. The figural exists as the pull of
difference, rather than within the oppositions of the discursive. It is a disruptive force
that never stabilises, is never final, and is always open. In the context of interpretation,
the figural is a force projected against the representations of language and aesthetics,
and it distorts those representations. The figural is evidence of desire, which is felt from
below any concept and is seeded in the depths of the unconscious.
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Freed by the open suggestiveness of a work, the figural is not visual form. It
distorts form to replace it with simulacra that are the constructions of our own desire.
Powered by desire, the figural utilises the potential of ambiguity to satisfy our search
for the unpresentable. In ambiguity the figural finds the means to present that which is
unpresentable, and although we might appear to be close to experiencing the
unpresentable, we inevitably fall short, and we are left feeling disturbed by our
yearning.
Ambiguity is the playground of the figural, and glass through its physical
ambiguity has the potential to offer itself up as that playground. Having raised this issue
of a yearning after the unpresentable I return to Romanticism with the sublime. In
Romanticism, the infinite unknown induces feelings of the sublime. For the viewer that
unknown held a dire mixture of extreme attraction and repulsion, however the sublime
is a mysterious and elating experience. By employing examples from Australian studio
glass I will validate the relevance of the sublime to our current engagement with glass.
Invisible Craft and the Sublime
The atmospheric indistinctness and the mystical effects of light in the landscape work of
the English Romantic painter J.M.W. Turner fascinate us. Turner was painting not the
objects of nature as much as he was creating the medium through which they could be
felt.315 The Romantics used this form of impressionistic painting as a way of ‘touching’
the Divine. Such ‘touch’ is dependant on Turner’s ability to trigger a subjective
response in the viewer, but the triggering is made possible by technical skill and
precision. When Christopher Allen wrote of the sublime in his article on the 2010
Wynne and Sulman Prizes,316 he expressed the opinion that “precisely because it is an
experience of the infinite and the amorphous, it cannot be expressed through formless
painting” and he went on to state that to be a master within this topic required the artist
to be “meticulously precise”. Extrapolated into Australian contemporary glass this
precision lies not in the nineteenth century representational skills that Allen was
referencing, but in the glass artist’s invisible craft; that is, in their mastery of their
technique as they give voice to formlessness within form.
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If it is the glass artist’s invisible craft that enables them to come close to
presenting the sublime, then as Donald Kuspit writes, craft again is at a premium,
because it enables concept to be embodied in the object through its material, thus
creating a path to aesthetic transcendence. 317 This is why makers like Jessica Loughlin
choose to create their pieces with immaculate craft. It is not to exhibit their skill, but
because they strive to leave no obstruction between the work and the viewer’s illusion.
Loughlin says she wants any emotive response to be to her work, rather than to the
material of which it was made, or to who made it, or how it was made.
Loughlin’s choice of glass is calculated – it is the material that best generates the
effect she is seeking. Loughlin uses glass because of its visual qualities and its
elemental nature. With glass, her work draws the viewer into a virtual place that opens
as what she calls “a space of contemplation”.318 These are the effects of breathless
tranquillity found in Romanticism.319 This is not the intellectual and reductionist
convergence of Minimalism, but a stripping down to an essence that exposes the viewer
to the raw and evolving experience of her concept.
The Relevance of Romanticism to My Casting
My cast work harnesses glass and the results of its technical processes to create
meaning. Nebulous Landscapes is about my search for evidence of the figural in forms
that exist as the result of the liminal force of desire acting upon ambiguity. I move
through the paradox that the tangible object can be the source of an experience that
expands into a profound, intangible aesthetic response.
Reaching for the liminal, I extend into that deep level of experience where my act
of creation sources the rhythms of my existence. I flow beneath the logic of linguistics
or the touch of aesthetics, to subsume both in the dynamic act of being, to experience
genuinely my existence in the world through my deep engagement with the artwork and
the processes of its forming. It then follows that my artwork might have the potential to
provide the same experience to its viewers.
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4.3 Nebulous Landscapes – Form
I discuss how a work in glass can expand beyond its object to deeply engage with both its maker
and its viewer.

I have worked with glass casting through a number of projects, and each time I
learn something more of its behaviour.320 Glass is a complex physical entity and the
variables it brings into making are many, but it is clear that it is not the material that
determines outcomes. Each maker pursues his or her own narrative interests.
Artist/educator George Aslanis says he regards his scientific understanding of the
technical processes he uses as important, but he says his technique is always in the
service of his concept or idea. 321 Aslanis casts glass by using billets in an open mould as
I do, and for all his understanding of the physics of the process Aslanis freely admits he
does not choose to control his process completely, because like me, he benefits from
spontaneous acts within that process.
Creative Pathways
Manipulation of glass through kiln-forming offers particular creative pathways.322
Casting progresses in stages and each stage provides points for reassessment and allows
considered redirection. In casting I am pitting my knowledge and skill against the
resistance of the material and all the while, at the deepest level those Deleuzian forces
of the world are in operation. Propelled by these forces, the glass, if taken for granted,
could easily turn my process into failure. I structure my creative process according to
my aesthetic, and in collaboration, the material adds its forces to the equation and
consistently takes me beyond my preconception into the advent of something I did not
predict, and certainly to a point beyond my original expectation.
When I give a project a working title I am not fixing the outcome. I am revealing
my intention, and that intention is a continuation of my technical and aesthetic
development, which in turn forms my narrative as an artist. The title will alter as the
artwork comes into being. The titles of sculptural works within this project changed.
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These working titles evolve as the sculptures develop through the casting and finishing
processes. They do so because the nature of their ambiguity shifts internal forms, and
suggests alternatives. My concern is, that in my choice of language, a final title does not
arbitrarily restrict the viewer’s ability to realise his or her own forms.
Aesthetic Triggers
To fulfil my obligation as an artist I implant my aesthetic triggers: in the physical
parameters of the mould I create strong, simple geometric shapes. These might be
construed as Modernist forms however; intense restrained colour, internal detail, and a
sensuous surface create a meditative mood of yearning that is romantic rather than
classic. I relate scale to the human form, symbolically empathising with the human
chest, which is the physical centre of our visceral engagement.
Selecting the colour of the glass, I determine the placement of the billets in the
mould. Then I rely on the process to provide the chaos that will destroy the cliché of my
expectation and transcend my intention. This is opening myself to uncertainty, and as
Margot Osborne says, “Zen-like … letting beauty result from interaction between the
mind and the elemental forces of nature”.323 The forces I add to the forming of the glass
are applied as heat and time. My fear of failure is subsumed into a well-rehearsed free
fall, and my compensation for this act of release is that the reward can be great. The
flow of the glass in the mould creates those visual ambiguities within its form.
My cold work creates an unobtrusive surface, which, negated by a polishing that
obscures but still allows suggestions within, provides visual entry into and through the
work. It is this cold working that further releases the interplay of light on matter,
seductively revealing the flows of the work’s making. An alternate high polish would
bring reflection and with that, draw attention to its surface so that surface would become
a barrier. Random imperfections on the glass could do the same. Light then becomes
my ally, collaborating in the work’s shifting presentation.
Only Drowning Men Can See Him
With my first cast work for this project, the sculpture Only Drowning Men Can See
Him, I continued to hold lightly to representation as I used the external form as my
platform for embedded imagery. I initially conceived it as a figurative work based on a
poem by Australian poet Kenneth Slessor. My subject matter for the work came from
the drowned friend Joe in Slessor’s classic 1939 poem ‘Five Bells’.
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The night we came to Moorebank in slab-dark,
So dark you bore no body, had no face,
But a sheer voice that rattled out of air
(As now you'd cry if I could break the glass)324

Fig. 16, Wayne Pearson,

Fig. 17, Wayne Pearson

Only Drowning Men Can See Him (front view),

Only Drowning Men Can See Him (back view),

April 2010. Cast lead crystal, 45 x 61 x 7 cms

April 2010. Cast lead crystal, 45 x 61 x 7 cms.

The aesthetic triggers I incorporated in the work are facilitated by the play of light
through the varied thickness of glass and with shifts in colour and tone within the
limited range of my reduced palette. The external form makes reference to a boat, and
the embedded imagery continued the presentation of my applied narrative. Although I
am experienced as a caster, the firing process always modifies my intent. Traces of the
flowing glass in the firing opened the imagery by simplifying and minimising
articulation to create an ambiguous presentation that is more evocative of the emotion
conveyed in the source poem. Beyond that point, my physical involvement as the maker
is my attempt to refine and eliminate surface distraction and to draw the viewer into the
internal flows.
Ironically, I exert my technical skill to become invisible as the maker of the work.
Like Loughlin, I do not want to stand between viewers and their aesthetic experience of
the glasswork. Whatever I contrive to visually execute, the final engagement is with the
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internal play of light on the flow of ambiguous layers created during the work’s
conception in the heat of the kiln. It is my hope that in this collaboration with light, the
work becomes an event that makes vision tactile in the work’s intimate and evolving
connection with its viewer.
Drifting
My evolution toward ambiguity in my casting led me to create my work Drifting. In this
work I abandon representation. Drifting is open in its creation and being nonrepresentational, it is open to the viewer’s interpretation.

Fig. 18, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (detail 2/5),
July 2010 , Cast lead crystal ,
1 of 5 pieces each 50 cms diameter.

Fig. 19, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (detail 3/5),
July 2010, Cast lead crystal,
1 of 5 pieces each 50 cms diameter.

In Drifting I attempt to create freedom within constraint. Light and colour are my
elements of seductive engagement, but through the nature of glass, it is the work’s
materiality that provides the ambiguity that is its link to the figural. In this work the
shifting patterns of light and the visually mutating forms that result, act as landscape.
This landscape is available to draw us into an aesthetic experience. Unanchored by any
permanent representation, or evidence of my direct gesture as the artist, this work is
about the glass and its ability to seduce its viewer.
With Drifting as an installation, I extend this process of seduction. I arrange the
pieces that make up Drifting to effectively adapt them to each space they are given to
occupy. Between the visual forms I want to create a tension that is sensed by the viewer
as binding the space. I want the work’s possession of that space to extend and intensify
the presence of the work and increase its potential to engage the viewer. As the viewer
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moves around the work, I intend Drifting to be looked at and looked into, as it in turn,
appears to read its viewer. Drifting exists in its space and, through light, is reactive to
that space. Drifting exists in the three-dimensional world, yet it is open to being
subjectively interpreted as spiritual, as it offers a portal to our own inner worlds.

Fig. 20, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (installation 1), November 2010. Cast lead crystal,
5 pieces each 50 cms diameter.

With this work I hope to elicit the strong experience of it being, rather than
“having being done”.325 That is, I meticulously labour to remove any evidence of my
gesture as the maker, and I do this to release the glasswork from any inferred narrative
concerning myself. This glasswork is centred on the interaction between the glass and
the viewer. Viewers, guided by the projection of their desires, are free to be consumed
in the event of their engagement with the glasswork. In this, imagination can lead them
into their own mindscape in what becomes their own improvisation. By interpreting
meaning as they view the glasswork, they are creating their own forms from within the
ambiguity of glass.
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Fig. 21, Wayne Pearson, Drifting (installation 2), June 2011. Cast lead crystal,
5 pieces each 50 cms diameter.
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Conclusion
My purpose in undertaking this thesis is to situate my own work as a contemporary art
practice, and I did this by using Romanticism as a key to our critical engagement with
Australian studio glass. The first half of my thesis dealt with the narratives that can
inform a study of studio glass and studio glasswork. My investigation confirmed that
the diversity that makes up Australian studio glass accommodates meaningful practise
across a wide range of approaches from traditional craft to contemporary art. Within
this diversity our conceptual concerns within each project will point to a label that
indicates an appropriate context for critical engagement with the glasswork. Such labels
frame concepts, and these concepts form the contexts. As platforms of presentation,
these labels aid our making and assist or obstruct the engagement others have with our
work. However, the level of skill demonstrated, the work’s design as the arrangement of
visual forms, or the work’s resolution in function, are not criterion for identifying
contemporary art. A work’s effectiveness as contemporary art, and as evidence of
contemporary art practice, is evaluated by estimating the nature and level of the work’s
aesthetic engagement with the viewer. In facilitating this engagement the process
elements that lead to labels such craft can be the means to realising contemporary art
practice as they are subsumed in the subjective experience that is the event of the
viewer’s perception of the work.
The work’s adaptability to the context of the viewing is expanded by that work’s
openness to interpretation. It follows that, although the object is a pillar of studio glass,
it is not the object but our engagement with that object to which we should look if
developing an argument that presents a studio glasswork as contemporary art. A
comparison between studio glass and conceptual art (as a chronological counterpart of
studio glass) established a useful dichotomy in developing this argument. This is
because, although the values and methodology of conceptual art and studio glass appear
diametrically opposed, this ceases to be the situation once the criterion is moved to the
experience generated by engagement. Our means of evaluation shifts from, What does
the work look like? to become, What does the work do to me?
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Contemporary art requires more than admiration, and in studio glass that ‘more’
can be achieved through the glass object’s ability to expand beyond its physical entity to
psychologically engage the viewer by transcending its medium and its physical form.
Through glass, methods are available aesthetically to engage the sensibility of the
viewer, as the object presents its potential as a poetic event. ‘Poetic event’ hints at
Romanticism, and with romanticism as a bridge, aspects of the history of Australian
studio glass and its current practice may be used position studio glass in the context of
contemporary art. Although the practice of studio glass has, by definition, focused itself
on that one material, Australian studio glass has always been characterised by
experiment and innovation. In Australian studio glass, experimentation is directly aimed
at delineating individual artist identities. Although strongly anchored in its forming
methodology, Australian studio glass often aspires to be recognised as contemporary art
practice, and this is the attitude nurtured within supporting tertiary programs.
These circumstances result in an evolution that is not a linear progression, but
one of branching limbs, each one stemming from technical innovation, with many
studio glassmakers working in many different ways to evolve forms that are identifiably
their own. This reflects the high value this subculture places on individualised visual
forms. However this also creates a tendency for Australian studio glass to be selfreferential, in that new Australian glass pieces are assessed against the existing field of
studio glassworks, rather than the broader field of contemporary art practice. Although
this tendency might narrow the vision of studio glass, the artist’s sensibility, as evident
in the work, remains the marker of artistic merit.
Owning forms is part of a maker’s pride in his or her individual artistry, and again
this aligns studio glass with the traditions of fine art rather than craft practice. Despite
this, through much of its development, Australian studio glass remains a sophisticated
craft narrative. It maintains a strong focus on material processes. Because both material
and technical processes enable studio glass, the craft narrative remains ready to
dominate the reading of a glasswork. As material process is central to our development
as studio glass artists, the question arises: Where do we go, now that we have developed
our forming methodology to its current high level, and subsequently, now that our
creative authenticity no longer rests with doing it well? Our community’s focus on skill
and process problem solving does point to a strong future as designers for some
practitioners. But, in terms of a contemporary art practice, artistic authenticity grows
from artists doing what they feel the compulsion to do, and doing this in a way that
reflects the uniqueness of their vision. This separates what is original from what is
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novelty and sensibility from the sentimental. As recent exhibitions demonstrate, if
Australian studio glass artists wish to have a future as contemporary artists, options
exist for the studio glass artist working creatively with glass. First, as studio glass
artists, we can continue to benefit from the conceptual carrying capacity of glass, and
use our highly developed material processes to articulate our investigations of culture
through visual form. Second, as studio glass artists, we can use our skill with those
processes to combine non-representational abstraction with the open ambiguity of glass
in combination with the special relationship glass has with light, to meditatively engage
the transcendental. Finally, as studio glass artists we can return to the roots of
modernism, and in our struggle with the material, engage the aesthetics of pure form in
a way that is distinguished by our individual sensibilities.
In these approaches, narratives are available to expand our works – but they are
more than the telling of an extrinsic story through the work – they are intrinsic to the
material, to the object’s form, to its maker and to its making. These narratives are
multitudinous, and as experiences we bind them to the object as flesh to bone.
Narratives feed the meaning we connote when confronted with an object; and glass, in
its multitudinous forms throughout history, is fecund in reference. This fecundity
continues to offer a rich field for metaphor, which is one trigger the artist can place in a
work. If the triggers implanted by the artist in his or her work are open, the work as a
generator of systems has the on-going poetic potential for multiple readings, which are
now dependent on viewer and context.
In the portrait component of this project, I exemplify the power of narratives to
engage, if unhampered by clichés or inhibitions. I utilize examples of narratives based
in genre, artist and identity with mixed success. This is because the exercise again
illustrates the power the craft narrative has in engaging the viewer. In this case the craft
narrative is generated by a general intrigue with the proficiency I demonstrate with my
handling of glass enamels against the perceived difficulty of reverse painting as a
technique. This leads me to conclude that we should not deny our material, or the
process skills with which we have to work, whatever it is we choose to do. They are
facilitators, and if they facilitate a connection with the viewer, then we should utilize
that strength and build upon it as we guide the work to the point where means are
subsumed by conceptual intent.
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A critical concern with the portrait segment of my practical presentation was to
explore one of the richer narratives inherent in the glass object, and that narrative is
revealed in the gesture of the artist. Creative makers evolve their gesture through a
struggle with their chosen material as they engage the world through visual form. At its
best, our means are transparent. The work is a tangible experience: a field of energy
consisting of merged ideas and emotions, where material is medium, and object is
event. Means transform into possibility through our gesture. Through this gesture it is
possible for the maker’s deepest narrative to be intrinsic to the creatively made object,
to lie within, ready to engage the viewer.
Two questions opened this paper: How do we engage with Australian studio glass
and Why glass? My conclusion is that romanticism is a viable answer to both. In a field
that is strongly process-driven, the need to articulate a material-based aesthetic is
always in evidence. In studio glass, material and technical process may strongly
advance the craft narrative, however both material and technical processes also provide
artists with the means by which they make their glasswork transcendent. Glass, the
material central to studio glass practice, has the potential to expand, mutate, or
transcend its object through its conceptual and poetic capacity to carry narratives at
multiple levels. In this way glass facilitates emotional engagement. This facility is also
derived from paradox and ambiguity, compounded by the ability of glass to play with
the metaphysics of light, which is suited to the romantic desire for both intimacy and the
infinite. The glass object, in its openness to subjective engagement, becomes a
landscape into which we can project our individual desires. If I, the person encountering
the glass, am available to that engagement, then that engagement is available to me for
my transformation. This is because the transcendental quality of light can act upon the
transparent ambiguity inherent in glass to introduce a flowing response that is
continually reforming. This is a paradox within the tangible stability of the glass object
that makes the glasswork powerfully engaging.
The event of aesthetic response is an open and evolving feedback loop between
the viewer and the glass object. This loop transcends object to become process – not a
technical process, but a psychological process born of engagement, and that process is
made possible by the work’s potential for a poetic reading. This reading arises from the
projection of the viewer’s aesthetic sensitivity, triggered by the artistic sensibilities of
the maker in synthesis with the material as visual form. As material form executed with
exquisite skill, the object can be assessed within the critical framework of formalism
and be appreciated as idea(s) realised in visual form. However, as contemporary
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practice, a work’s validity lies not in the object, but in the emotional response it
stimulates. Validity as contemporary art practice is therefore evident in the expansive
and divergent nature of the object’s engagement – the event that is its perception by the
viewer. This can be powerfully achieved by removing the anchor of fixed
representation; that is, when the creation of form remains open to the forces of the
viewer’s desire.
Romanticism lies in the historic propensity that Australian studio glass
practitioners demonstrate for experimentation, and in their drive toward individual
expression with its corresponding emphasis on the individual gesture. However, it is the
nature of the material, with its poetic potential for ambiguity and its capacity for
metaphor that provides the obvious push into romanticism. Romanticism flows through
the processes of glassmaking giving us a creative visual language through forces that
take us beyond our everyday expectations. We are delivered into areas some call magic,
but by means which I rationally explain in this thesis. Contemporary practice is diverse,
and it is open to any medium appropriate to a project’s conceptual intent. A major intent
of contemporary practice is to emotively engage the maker and the viewer to effect
shifts in understanding. Glass, for all the demand for science in its considered process,
is a powerful and versatile material of the affective domain. It follows that the aesthetics
of Romanticism provide a critical base for evaluating contemporary Australian studio
glass as contemporary art practice.
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Appendix 1
Record of Interviews
Transcripts available as 70 Portable Document Files on enclosed disc
This compilation of interviews is primary source material for this thesis.
Historic Background
Australian studio glassmakers evolved as a distinct creative enclave over half a century. They form a
relatively small, but internationally recognized group. By 1989 – 90 individual exhibits by Australian
glass artists were in six private galleries throughout the United States.326 By the mid-nineties
international outreach covered America, Europe and Asia.327 The year 2000 saw over 50 works by 26
Australian glass artists in an exhibition culminating years of association between Craft Australia and
HWK, a German organiser of major international exhibitions. This ended in Galerie Handwerk,
Munich after being shown in Brisbane and Sydney.328 The 2005 survey book on international studio
glass, 25 Years of New Glass Review published by the Corning Museum of Glass in Corning New
York, had a representation by Australian glassmakers (17 artists) that rank third among twenty-nine
international cohorts. Australian studio glass artists’ representation came in narrowly behind those of
the United Kingdom (20 artists), but still far behind those of the United States (105 artists). A
significant majority of the Australian makers in this publication were selected from the last ten years.
Criteria for Selection
I concentrate this selection of makers based on my own studio glass practice. The focus is on kiln
formed glass rather than blown glass. My extensive, rather than comprehensive, interviews from this
group provide access to interpretations of practice as articulated by the makers themselves and by
associates such as curators, gallery owners and collectors. In some cases those with connection to
related mediums are interviewed. These interviews form a collection of understandings of
contemporary Australian studio glass practice.
Most interviewees regard themselves as Australian. They create exemplary work that is
acknowledged as such by their peers, or alternatively, they are in a position to make informed comment
on the quality of works in the context of Australian glassmaking or to make comments relevant to its
positioning within general artistic practice. 329

Kazmann ‘Making Connections’. Craft Arts International, no. 25, pp. 99-100.
Dawes, Templeton, ‘Australian Glass Strikes Resonance in Singapore.’ Craft Arts International no. 38, Sydney:
Craft Arts Pty Ltd, 1996.
328
Fitzpatrick, Kirsten, ‘At the Edge: Australishe Glaskunst/Australian Glass Art.’ Craft Arts International no. 49,
Sydney: Craft Arts Pty Ltd, 2000.
329
All interviews are transcribed. This transcript of interview is provided to each interviewee and adjustments made if
requested by him or her. This approved transcript is the record of interview used in this project. The final records of
interview are compiled and all (but one) are attached in this appendix. This document is referenced, in brackets, by
the interviewee’s initials and transcript page number when material is taken from these interviews and used in this
thesis.
326
327
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List of Interviewees
1.

Helen Aitken- Kuhnen

36. Dr Gerry King

2.

George Aslanis

37. Peter Kolliner

3.

Martin Beaver

38. Warren Langley ‘06

4.

Clare Belfrage

39. Warren Langley

5.

Robert Bell ‘06

40. Andrew Lavery

6.

Gabriella Bisetto

41. Ken Lockwood

7.

Jane Burns

42. Jessica Loughlin’06

8.

Maureen Cahill ’06

43. Jessica Loughlin

9.

Mau reen Cah ill

44. Lee Math er s

10. Dan Clay m an

45. Bru ce McWh inn ey

11. Richard Clements

46. Peter Minson

12. Dennis Clifford

47. Klaus Moje

13. Liz Coats

48. Tom Moore

14. Grace Cochrane

49. Karen O’Clery

15. Cobi Cockburn

50. Denis O’Connor

16. Deb Cocks

51. Brian Parkes

17. Deb Cocks ’06

52. Brian Parkes ’06

18. Uri Davillier

53. Stephen Payne

19. Anne Dybka

54. Greg Piper

20. Geoffrey Edwards

55. Andy P lu mmer

21. Mark Eliott

56. Alan Poole

22. Judi Elliott

57. Ced ar P rest

23. Deirdre Feeney

58. Kirstie Rea

24. Shar Feil-Moorman

59. Sergio Redegalli

25. Shane Fero

60. Paddy Robinson

26. Jan e G av an

61. Keith Ro we

27. Ro ss Gibson

62. Pau l & Su mmer S and er s

28. Anna Grigson ‘06

63. Mich ael S carron e

29. Anna Grigson

64. Brenden Scott French

30. Jan Guy

65. Stephen Skillitzi

31. Jeffery Hamilton

66. Geoffrey Strutton ’06

32. Denise Higgins

67. Peter Travis

33. Fr ank Ho war th ‘06

68. Emma V arg a

34. Deb Jon es

69. Rich ard Wh iteley ‘0 6

35. Jan Karris ‘06

70. Richard Whiteley

71. Charles Butcher and Cobi Cockburn interview transcription not included
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Weeks before each interview the interviewee was sent material consisting of an official
approach accompanied by questions. It was made clear that these questions were only a
starting point and that I would follow the interviewee’s lead in the conversation. Interviews
were later transcribed and sent to the interviewee enabling any additions, changes or
additions. Only approved transcriptions are used. A copy of sent material follows.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Research Project
Title: Examining interpretations of the glass object to identify contextual readings of
contemporary Australian kiln-formed glass.
(1)

This study focuses on contemporary Australian art glass making and explores elements
that determine the way work is interpreted.

(2)

The study is being conducted by Wayne Pearson and will form the basis for Doctorate of
Philosophy at The University of Sydney under the supervision of lecturer Dr Danie Mellor
and associate lecturer Andrew Lavery.

(3)

Your involvement in the study will consist of one interview that will be informally recorded
as audiotape. This material will be transcribed and this transcription sent to you,
providing you an opportunity to add to, or amend, the text.

(4)

The interview session will take up to an hour, with suggested questions forwarded to you
before hand. The interview will take place at your studio, or an appropriate venue
convenient for you. A transcription of your interview will be forwarded to you within one
month of the interview and you then have the opportunity to make additions or
amendments to its contents if you wish.

(5)

Your involvement with this study is totally voluntary.

(6)

This is not a confidential study and your involvement will be documented and the
information gathered will be publicly available, in the final form of the theses.

(7)

This study is of a reflective nature and hopefully will add to your insights into the practice
of glassmaking.

(8)

You are free to tell others of this study.
Wayne Pearson. Date 10/11/2008

When you have read this information, Wayne will discuss it with you further and answer any
questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to contact
Wayne Pearson wpea6457@mail.usyd.edu.au
Dr Danie Mellor ph. (02) 9351 1030
Andrew Lavery ph. (02) 9351 1199

Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact the Senior
Ethics Officer, Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on (02) 9351 4811 (Telephone);
(02) 9351 6706 (Facsimile) or gbriody@mail.usyd.edu.au (Email).
This information sheet is for you to keep
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
I, ................................................……................. give consent to my participation in the research project
Name (please print)
Title: Examining interpretations of the glass object to identify contextual readings of
contemporary Australian kiln-formed glass.
In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
1.

The procedures required for the project and the times involved have been explained to
me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my
satisfaction.

2.

I have read the Pa rt ici pan t In fo rma ti on S tateme nt a nd ha ve been g iven
a copy to kee p. I h ave been g ive n the o ppo rtuni ty to d iscuss this
in fo rma t ion and my in vol veme nt in the p roj ec t wi th the resea rch er/s .
Any ques ti ons I ha ve asked hav e been ans we red to my sa t is fac ti on.

3.

I agree to participate in this research, but I understand that I can withdraw from the
study at any time and remove material contributed by me, without affecting my
relationship with the researcher(s) now or in the future.

4.

I understand that my contribution to this project will be made public through
publication of the theses.

5.

I understand that the interview will be recorded as audio tape and I will be given a
transcription of this interview with the opportunity to alter and add to my comments
before this material is incorporated into the study.

I (the participant) have read and understand the Participant Information Statement. Any questions I
have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that my participation is voluntary and
I agree to participate in this research, knowing that I may withdraw at any time. I have been given a
copy of the Participant Information Statement to keep.
Participant's Name:.........................................................................................(block letters)
Participant's Signature:...........................................................Date:..................

Questions
Artists
These ten questions are general in nature and provide only a possible pathway for this interview. Some
questions may be made redundant by earlier answers, while others may provide an entry point to
deeper discussion. Please raise any significant issues that you feel have been omitted.
The field of this enquiry is contemporary Australian kiln-formed glass and for this interview it would be
helpful if you would ground answers around specific examples of your own work.
1.

How do you place yourself in relation to the work you do in glass?
Is this classification important for you? If so, please explain?

2.

What training did you undertake for this (your work in glass)? How did this training ground your
approach/philosophy and how is this approach/philosophy evidenced in your continuing
practice?

3.

In the making of your work, do you see yourself working within a ‘language’? If so, what are
the elements by which you ‘articulate’ and ‘read’ your work?
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4.

Discuss the relationship between your work and the material/technique you chose to use.

5.

Does the ‘unexpected’ or ‘accident’ play a role in the development of your work? Using specific
examples, illustrate how?

6.

Take examples of your work and individually describe what you see, or feel, as you interpret
them. Explain the elements in this work that you are ‘reading’.

7.

Have you experienced the responses you have in making and viewing glass, in situations
outside glass? If so, describe these other situations.

8.

What importance do you place on naming your pieces? What effect does this naming have?

9.

Are you aware of differences between the way you perceive your work and the way others
perceive it? If so, what do you perceive that they do not? What is in the work that allows this
variation?

10. Do you find that the way you perceive a work changes as it is created and then again, after it is
completed? When viewing your own work long after completion is your response to the work
ever unexpected? Use examples to discuss what may have stimulated this change in
response.
Collectors
These ten questions provide a general pathway for the interview. They ask only for your opinion. Some
questions may be made redundant by earlier answers, while others may provide an entry point to
deeper discussion. Please raise any significant issues that you feel have been omitted.
The field of this enquiry is contemporary Australian kiln-formed glass. It would be helpful if you would
ground the answers in specific examples of this work.
1.

Describe your collection?

2.

Why do you collect the work you do?

3.

What was the last piece you purchased? Describe the situation and your attraction to this
piece.

4.

Taking the example of this piece (Q3), describe what elements you see when you interpret it as
you explain how you ‘read’ the work.

5.

What words or phrases do you find yourself using when describing this and other work?

6.

Describe what you are feeling/thinking when you are responding to work in your collection.

7.

Is this response similar to reactions you have in situations other than your collection? If so,
describe these other situations.

8.

Are you aware of differences between the way you ‘read’ work and the way others ‘read’ it? If
so, what do you perceive that others do not? What is in the work that allows this variation?

9.

Using specific examples, has work moved you in unexpected ways? Describe these
‘unexpected ways’.

10. When viewing a work that emotionally involved you, has your response to the work changed
over a period of time? In what ways did your response shift?
11. How important is the context of a work (the artist who explains their work, the book that lists the
work and the gallery owner who presents the work)? How do you separate these ‘contexts’
from the work itself?
Curators
These ten questions are general in nature and provide possible pathways for the interview. They ask
only for your informed opinion. Some questions may be made redundant by earlier answers, while
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others may provide entry to deeper discussion. Please raise any significant issues that you feel have
been omitted.
The field of this enquiry is contemporary Australian kiln-formed glass. For this interview it would be
helpful if you would ground answers around specific examples of artists’ work within this field.
1.

What is the role of a curator and/or gallery manager?

2.

Do you find yourself placing work into a category when you encounter it for the first time? By
what means do you do this and what are the fields into which you place works?

3.

If a work is isolated from its contexts, what are the elements that provide you with the
opportunity for dialogue with that work?

4.

By the form of language we chose, we share the way we are thinking. What words or phases
do you most often use when describing a work?

5.

Are the more powerful responses to work intellectual or visceral?

6.

Describe elements within a favourite work that lead to such (Q5) a response.

7.

Are you aware of differences between the way you perceive work and the way others perceive
it? If so, what are you interpreting that others are not? What is in the work that allows this
variation?

8.

Over time, when viewing work you initially responded to strongly, has your response to that
work changed? In what ways did your response change?

9.

Do you find yourself affected by the context of a work’s presentation (that could be the artist
who explains their work, the text that lists the work or the person who presents the work)? How
do you separate these ‘contexts’ from the work itself?

10. What are the most influential factors in presentation of a work to the public?
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Appendix 2
Work Presented for Examination
1. Voices in the Glass – Portrait installation
Visual Form, Narrative and the Expanding Object
Images are also enclosed on disc in Jpeg format. These works are reverse painted on
glass using fired glass enamels.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

George Aslanis
Martin Beaver
Clare Belfrage
Gabriella Bisetto
Charles Butcher
Maureen Cahill
Maureen Cahill
Richard Clements
Cobi Cockburn
Deb Cocks
Ma rk Elio tt
Jud i Ellio tt
Shar Feil-Moorman
Jane Gavan
Anna Grigson
Jeffery Hamilton
Deb Jon es
Dr Gerry King
Peter Kolliner
Warren Langley
Jessica Loughlin
Peter Minson
Klaus Moje
Tom Moore
Karen O’Clery
Stephen Payne
Wayne Pearson
Andy Plummer
Deirdre Plummer
Deirdre Plummer
Kirstie Rea
Sergio Redegalli
Paddy Robinson
Michael Scarrone
Brenden Scott French
Brenden Scott French
Stephen Skillitzi
Emma Varga
Richard Whiteley
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Images below are enclosed on disc in Jpeg format.
These works are reverse painted with fired glass enamels.

George Aslanis
60 x 60 cm

Martin Beaver
60 x 30 cm

Clare Belfrage
60 x 30 cm

Gabriella Bisetto
60 x 30 cm

Maureen Cahill
60 cm diam.

Richard Clements
60 cm diam

Cobi Cockburn
60 x 30 cm

Deb Cocks
60 x 30 cm

Judi Elliott
60 x 60 cm

Shar Feil-Moorman
60 cm diam

Anna Grigson
60 x 60 cm

Jeffery Hamilton
120 x 60 cm
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Charles Butcher
60 x 60 cm

Mark Eliott
60 x 60 cm

Gerry King
60 x 30 cm

Tom Moore
60 x 60 cm

Peter Kolliner
60 x 120 cm

Warren Langley
60 cm diam

Deb Jones
60 x 60 cm

Kirstie Rea
60 x 36 cm

Karen O’Clery
60 x 30 cm

Stephen Payne
60 x 30 cm

Sergio Redegalli
60 x 30 cm

Paddy Robinson
60 x 60 cm
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Jessica Loughlin
60 x 30 cm

Peter Minson
60 x 60 cm

Klaus Moje
60 x 60 cm

Jane Gavan
60 x 30 cm

Wayne Pearson
60 x 30 cm

Andy Plummer
120 x 60 cm

Emma Varga
60 x 60 cm

Stephen Payne
60 x 30 cm

Michael Scarrone
60 x 60 cm

Brenden Scott French
60 x 30 cm

Deirdre Plummer
60 x 60 cm

Maureen Cahill
60 x 60 cm
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Deirdre Plummer
60 cm diameter

Charles Butcher (detail)

Stephen Skillitzi
60 cm diam

Richard Whiteley
60 x 60 cm

Clare Belfrage (detail)

Klaus Moje (with detail)
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2. Nebulous Landscapes – Sculpture installation
The Material, and Desire as Form
Images are also enclosed on disc in Jpeg format. These works are cast with lead glass crystal.

Only Drowning Men Can See Him (front and back)
45 x 61 x 6 cm

Drifting (installation 1)
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Drifting (detail 1/5 front and back)

Drifting (installation 3)
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